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Chapter 1
Introdu tion

The study of the human beings' mind is

ertainty one of the oldest and most

important obje ts of study in philosophy, but also one of the most polemi . We
an distinguish two main starting points to study mind.

First we

an study

mind by introspe tion. Every human being has at his disposal a mind and his
own beliefs, desires, et .... He is aware of his own mind but he has no means
to a

ess the others' minds: nobody

an verify that somebody else really has

a mind and that this mind has the same stru ture and the same mental states
as his, or that these mental states have the same properties. This leads to the
solipsism problem (sin e Gorgias in lost works or (Des artes, 1968)) that

an

be summarized by: my mind is the only thing of whi h I know it exists.
A way to get around this problem and to analyse another human being's
mind is to as ribe mental attitudes to him, depending on his behavior.
ourse, a

Of

orre t analysis requires exa t knowledge about environmental stimuli

to whi h he has rea ted (whi h is a really hard problem). Moreover his behavior
is biased by the observer, in the sense that he

an behave in some way with an

observer and in another way with another observer.
Multi-Agent Systems (MASs) are a uniform way to represent human beings
or other entities having some autonomy and being able to intera t with the
environment and in parti ular with other agents. Su h systems gained in reasing
importan e during the last years. It turned out to be fruitful to analyze both
human and arti ial agents in MASs in terms of mental attitudes. When applied
to MASs, above remarks

ompel us to examine agents' mental attitudes from

both points of view: the private and the publi

one. In parti ular they highlight

the need to identify the group of agents observing the mental attitude under
on ern. If a given group of agents is aware of some propositions (representing
some observations) while others are not, we

an similarly to individual agents

utter that this group has a belief that other groups do not have.
In most (if not all)

ases, group belief results from the agents' intera tion.

Consider the example of three rational agents in a

ompany.

privately for some reasons that his boss (agent 2) is smart.

Agent 0 thinks
But this idea is

not widespread in his department: agent 0 meets agent 1, a very
11

harismati
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agent who often

laims publi ly that his boss (agent 2) is dumb. They dis uss

about their boss and agent 0 asserts that he is really a moron (for some so ial
reasons) and of
enters the

ourse agent 1

onrms. At this moment the boss

omes and

onversation. Soon they get to dis uss about himself, and agent 0

ongratulates himself by asserting he is smart. Agent 2 and agent 1 (given the
boss' attendan e) express their agreement. These three agents together seem to
have rea hed a stable state about their boss. The rst aim of this dissertation
is to dene a logi

of group belief that is able to represent su h situations. Note

that the notion of

ommon belief that is widely studied in theoreti al

omputer

s ien e and arti ial intelligen e is not appropriate for our purposes. Indeed, if
some group has a
that

ommon belief then every subgroup of that group also holds

ommon belief: if the group made up of 0, 1 and 2

2 is smart then the subgroup made up of 0 and 1 also

ommonly believes that
ommonly believes so.

As in our example, group belief typi ally results from a dialogue between two
or more agents. It is important to note that in our example agent 0 expresses
ontradi tory points of view, depending on his hearers, and possibly distin t
from his private beliefs. As we are interested by what is publi

in a dialogue, we

have to make pre ise whi h group of agents makes up the publi : as illustrated
above, a speaker's behavior depends on who

an hear what he says. Thus the

se ond aim of this dissertation is to present a formal a

ount of dialogues with

dierent groups of hearers. We argue that group belief is a useful tool in the
analysis of dialogues between agents. We will fo us on Agent Communi ation
Languages (ACLs).
Indeed the di hotomy presented above will be present all along the thesis. We
will always make the distin tion between publi

and private layer, in parti ular

between between agents' individual beliefs(that are private) and group belief
(that is publi ). But this group belief is the belief of the given group and thus
remains private outside of this group, in parti ular for other groups. We will
give a logi al formalization of group belief in modal logi . Con erning the study
and formalization of mental attitudes, obligations, time or a tions, modal logi
is a widespread tool for purely theoreti al studies (su h as in philosophy) but
also for pra ti al-oriented studies, (su h as in arti ial intelligen e or in MASs).
The main

ontribution of the dissertation is the formalization in modal logi

of the group belief in a non-redu tionist sense and its integration in a logi al
BDI framework (and in parti ular the

omparison with

ommon belief as usually

dened). Note that as far as we are aware, there does not exist another logi al
formalization of the group belief in this sense with a standard possible worlds
semanti s. The se ond
group a

ontribution is the extension of this logi

eptan e by introdu ing an institutional

informal institutions an hored in agents attitudes.
the appli ation of the group belief logi
Languages.

to a logi

of the

ontext. It allows to formalize
The last

ontribution is

to formalize Agent Communi ation

We take as starting hypothesis that by performing a spee h a t,

an agent publi izes some mental attitudes.

We argue that we

an use group

belief operator to give a new kind of semanti s to spee h a ts, bridging the gap
between mentalist and so ial approa hes of ACLs. We thus give a uni ation
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of FIPA mentalist ACL and Walton & Krabbe's and Colombetti et al.'s so ial
approa hes.
At this point, it is interesting to dis uss our

hoi e of formalism, that is

modal logi . As mentioned above, we aim at formalize group belief and its links
with individual mental attitudes and in parti ular its (non-)link with individual
belief. Modal logi

is the

lassi al logi al formalism to represent these notions.

Moreover this formalism is often used in the denition of spee h a ts semanti s (for example in FIPA-ACL). Given our aims, modal logi

appears the most

natural and powerful approa h to represent studied so ial notions and highlight
formal links with individual attitudes. Nevertheless we are aware this approa h
is really hard to implement and thus that logi s are not used dire tly pra tially. Moreover we admit that our language la ks expressivity

omparing other

formalisms. In parti ular we do not have any notion of degrees in our operators,
they only are binary (fully true or fully false), whi h
in implemented systems

ould be a big limitations

onsidering so ial notions su h as trust or reputation.

We begin this dissertation by introdu ing in Chapter 2 the issue of

olle tive

Intentionality and in parti ular of group belief and its link with group a
tan e. We will make a
belief (in the sense of

ep-

lear distin tion between the redu tionist view of group

ommon belief, i.e. with a group belief depending of the in-

dividual beliefs) and the proper group belief (in Gilbert's sense (Gilbert, 1987),

i.e. with a group belief independent from individual beliefs).
the debate around Gilbert's group belief to
kind of belief or rather a kind of a

We summarize

larify its nature: is it a parti ular

eptan e?

This dis ussion and the above

one about redu tionist and non-redu tionist approa hes allow to highlight main
features of group belief in view of formalization.
Chapter 3 is dedi ated to the logi al formalization of proper group belief
in a modal logi .

We highlight its properties and link it with other mental

attitudes su h as individual belief,
also

ompare it with the

hoi e and intention, and with a tions. We

ommon belief operator and point out main dieren es

between these two views of the belief of a group of agents.
this

hapter is based on a

hapter that was

The material in

ontributed to the book Language,

Cognition, Intera tion (Gaudou, Herzig, and Longin, 2008).
We extend our logi al framework to take into a
Chapter 4. We are interested in the a

ount group a

eptan e in

eptan e of a proposition by a group as

followers of an institution. We show that this allows to an hor the institutional
rules in publi

mental attitudes of groups of agents.

an institution rests on the a

The main idea is that

eptan e of agents following this institution. We

explore informal institutions but give some starting ideas to take into a
formal institutions, too.

The material of this

ount

hapter was published at the

2008 International Conferen e on Autonomous Agents and Multi-Agent Systems
(AAMAS'2008) (Gaudou et al., 2008).
We then present in Chapter 5 an overview of the state of the art in theories
of dialogue.

We briey survey Spee h A t Theory, and fo us on its appli a-

tion to arti ial agents with ACLs. We present two opposed approa hes: the
mentalist and the so ial approa hes. On e again the above di hotomy appears:
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a distin tion exists between mentalist approa hes, based on agents' mental attitudes, and so ial approa hes that are based on what is publi
ommitments).

(in parti ular

We propose a new one to bridge the gap between these two

approa hes, attempting to bring together advantages of both. We thus study
the grounding pro ess and link it with group belief.
In Chapter 6 we present how to formalize the standard mentalist ACL
(FIPA-ACL (FIPA, 2002a)) with our framework.
we

an

In parti ular we show that

at h intera tion proto ols used to manage dialogues su h as the Con-

tra t Net Proto ol. This

hapter has been published for a large part in a paper

at the 2006 International Conferen e on Knowledge Representation and Reasoning (KR'2006) (Gaudou, Herzig, and Longin, 2006a) and a paper at the
2006 European Conferen e on Arti ial Intelligen e (ECAI'2006) (Gaudou et
al., 2006).
Finally, Chapter 7

ontains a formalization of the other

dialogue, that is the so ial approa h based on
representation of

lassi al approa h to

ommitments. We thus propose a

ommitments in our framework. Part of this

published in (Gaudou, Herzig, and Longin, 2006b).

hapter has been

Chapter 2
Group belief: a state of the
art

2.1 Introdu tion
Individual belief and other individual intentional attitudes have been deeply
studied by philosophers and logi ians. Sin e the Greeks knowledge and its link
with belief has been the subje t of interest of philosophers su h as Plato (Platon,
1999): for example, knowledge was viewed as a justied true belief. The Middle
Ages were also the time of great interest for epistemi
problems su h as the formulation of the epistemi

logi

around various

on eption of entailment-

propositions, inferen es with epistemi and doxasti formula or the links between
on epts of truth, faith, knowledge and belief (Go het and Gribomont, 2006).
More details about epistemi
the twentieth

logi

in this period

an be found in (Boh, 1993). In

entury, the development of mathemati al/logi al formalisms su h

as the possible world semanti s for modal logi
of interest for the study of those

(Kripke, 1963) triggered a revival

on epts and a proliferation of formalization

of various mental mental states. The main attitudes that were investigated are
knowledge and belief with (Hintikka, 1962) as forerunner, followed by, among a
lot of others, (Fagin et al., 1995), (Lenzen, 1980) and (Meyer and van der Hoek,
1995), or Intention (Cohen and Levesque, 1990a). We will des ribe in details in
the following

hapter a

lassi al formalization of belief.

Although individual belief and shared belief, i.e. belief shared by every
member of a group of agents (Tuomela, 2004; S helling, 1960; S he, 1967;
Lewis, 1969; S hier, 1972) were investigated for de ades,

olle tive intention-

ality (with (Searle, 1995)), i.e. intentionality as ribed to a group of agents, in
general and group belief (with (Gilbert, 1987)) in parti ular has be ome an a tive eld only re ently. In e onomi s, the related question of So ial Choi e has
been introdu ed by Arrow in (Arrow, 1951) in order to merge both welfare e onomi s and voting theory. In this thesis, the fo us of investigation is
belief. We will nevertheless address other doxasti
15

attitudes su h as a

olle tive
eptan e
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to better understand and

hara terize belief.

In natural language beliefs are

ommonly as ribed to groups as in the fol-

lowing example.
Example.[(Tuomela, 1992)℄ The government believes that war against Iraq will

begin soon.
But this attribution is not so obvious and one has to justify its relevan e. We
will argue for it in Se tion 2.2. This will give us the opportunity to introdu e
some basi

important

on epts su h as the ones of intentional states, doxasti

attitude in general and belief in parti ular.
Some preliminary investigations to des ribe

olle tive belief have been led

by Anthony Quinton (Quinton, 1976) and Emile Durkheim (Durkheim, 1982)
among others. But the rst study and hara terization of group belief as a whole
is due to Margaret Gilbert (Gilbert, 1987; Gilbert, 1989) and des ribed and
dis ussed in Se tion 2.3. Her a
all along the thesis.
and

This a

ount will serve as starting point and referen e

ount has been the obje t of a lot of

omments

riti isms, in parti ular by whom she named Reje tionnists, e.g. (Meijers,

1999), (Wray, 2001) and (Tuomela, 2000).

Criti isms

on ern the following

point: the phenomenon des ribed by Gilbert as a kind of belief is rather a kind
of a

eptan e. This dispute, presented in Se tion 2.4.3, will lead to a deep and

interesting analysis of both notions. Moreover it will help us to identify main
features of group belief (Se tion 2.5).

2.2 Important preliminary notions
For a long time Intentionality was ex lusively as ribed to individual agents. For
example, for (Goldman, 1987) ( ited from (Tollefsen, 2002)):
Knowers are individuals, and knowledge is generated by mental
pro esses and lodged in the mind-brain.
In this se tion we dene and defend the idea of a
in parti ular that

2.2.1

olle tive Intentionality and

olle tive belief has to be dene in a non-redu tionist way.

Intentionality

For Searle, following Brentano (Brentano, 1995) and Husserl, Intentionality is
that property of many mental states and events by whi h they are dire ted at or
about or of obje ts and states of aairs in the world (Searle, 1983, p. 1). This
hara terization

an be applied to many mental states su h as belief, intention

and some emotions (joy, hope. . . ): we believe that the earth is at, we have
the intention to go to the dentist or we feel joy to meet a friend. It would be
problemati

to utter: I believe and I intend..

Of

ourse hearers would ask:

But what do you believe? What do you intend to do?. It should always be
possible to exhibit the obje t of an intentional attitude, what this attitude is
about.

2.2. IMPORTANT PRELIMINARY NOTIONS
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on ept of Intentionality has been used as key

riterion by Brentano to

distinguish mental (whi h are Intentional) from physi al fa ts (whi h are not).
Searle among others questions this distinguishing

riterium: Intentionality

an

be applied to many mental states su h as belief, intention or some emotions (joy,
hope. . . ). But not every mental attitude
example, we

an be qualied to be Intentional. For

an be in a bad mood today or we

an be in an intense exaltation

state without being able to name the obje t of these feelings. Moreover it
be argued that some physi al obje ts

ould be

an

alled Intentional. For example,

a pi ture is always a pi ture of someone or something and thus by extending
Searle's
ality

hara terization we

an say that it is also intentional. Thus Intention-

annot be the key distinguishing

riterium between physi al and mental

obje ts. In the sequel the word Intentionality will nevertheless always des ribe
mental states. Moreover Intentionality should not be
some

ons ious mental attitudes

onfused with awareness:

an be unintentional (a

ons ious exaltation

for example) and we are not aware of all our intentional mental attitudes (we
have a lot of beliefs and desires that stay un ons ious).
It is also highly important for this thesis to highlight the distin tion between
Intentionality and intention, in the sense of having the intention to do something.
Intention is only a parti ular kind of Intentional state, be ause we always have
the intention to do something or to be in a state.

But as it will be deeply

dis ussed in the sequel, while belief is an Intentional state, belief is not an
intentional mental attitude, in the sense that it is not produ ed by an intended
a tion or aim at doing something. But it is always an Intentional mental attitude
as intention, desire,

hoi e or goal, are.

Intentionality should not be

onfused either with its

lose homonym: in-

tensionality (opposed to extensionality). Intensionality is a linguisti

on ept

qualifying some propositions la king existential generalization and existential

1

substitution properties . Further investigations of the links between intentionality and intensionality were made by analyti

philosophers and are out of the

s ope of this thesis.
We present in the following se tion the Intentional state that we will refer to
all along this dissertation, that is belief, and give an overview of its philosophi al
ground.

1 Both following inferen e prin iples hara terize utteran es with the existensionality property:

•

Existential generalization:

From

F (a)

we infer that

(∃x), F (x).

For example for

the senten e: The Fren h king is bald, this prin iple is not valid be ause there is no
king in Fran e.

•

Existential substitution: From F (a) and a = b we infer that F (b). For example the
inferen e from Paul thinks that his father John is kind and John is the hangman to
Paul thinks the hangman is kind is not valid be ause Paul does not know that his
father is the hangman.
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2.2.2

An important intentional state: belief

This dissertation is mainly fo used on the parti ular Intentional state of belief.
First of all, we have to remark that, following philosophi al tradition, we will use
the word belief in a mu h stronger sense than in natural language. For example,
when we say: I believe that the sun will shine tomorrow, we express a kind of
un ertainty: we are not sure of the future weather. We only express that for me
the sun will shine. If we were surer, we would use a stronger expression su h
as: I am sure that the sun will shine tomorrow. The philosophi al sense of
belief is mu h stronger be ause it generally implies this un ertainty. It rather
refers to our internal view of the world (we will present below a more pre ise
des ription).
Beyond this idea of belief, no

onsensus has emerged from dierent philo-

sophi al streams about what it really means to believe and its denition and
properties. Among various theories, we present here only an overview of two
ones. The rst links belief to the agent's mind whereas the se ond one links it
rather to his behavior.
Intuitively, when we try to represent a belief (for example the belief that it is

2

raining outside), we imagine a kind of entity (the belief about a representation

of the fa t that it is raining outside) lying in our mind, as a data stored in a
register of a

omputer memory. Moreover this belief will inuen e our behavior:

as we believe that it is raining outside, we will
our home whereas we would take a
view of belief is very

arry an umbrella when we leave

ap if the sun was sunning. This intuitive

lose to the representational approa h to belief:  entral

ases of belief involve someone's having in her head or mind a representation
with the same propositional

3

ontent as the belief  (S hwitzgebel, 2006) .

A diametri ally opposite a

ount has been developed by dispositionalists

with for example (Braithwaite, 1932) and (Mar us, 1990). They

onsider that

an internal representation is not needed to as ribe a belief to an agent. Typi ally

onsider the example of an alien,

a human family when he was a
be omes journalist in a big

hild.

alled for instan e Clark, adopted by
He grows quietly in a small burg and

ity without anybody knowing that he is an alien.

Nothing allows to make some hypotheses about his internal representation

a-

pa ity and organization, but everybody would as ribe beliefs to him, be ause
his behavior is human like. This idea is the ground of the dispositionalists' view
of belief: Traditional dispositional views of belief assert that for someone to
believe some proposition

P is for that person to possess one or more parti ular
P  (S hwitzgebel, 2006). The liberal extension of dis-

behavioral dispositions to

positionalism extends this des ription of belief to avoid the obje tion that two
individuals with same beliefs

ould a t oppositely, by not only redu ing analysis

of a tion to a belief but also to desire and other inner feelings (Audi, 1972;

2 Note that this mental representation needs a language to

ode

it: the

language of thought.

The question of the language of thought is far from the s ope of this dissertation (interested
le tors

an read (Fodor, 1985) for more details). In the sequel and in parti ular in the logi al

se tion 3.1, we use propositional modal logi

language.

3 Among other proponents of the representational view of belief, we an ite (Fodor, 1975;

Fodor, 1981; Fodor, 1987; Fodor, 1990), (Millikan, 1984; Millikan, 1990) or (Dretske, 1988).
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S hwitzgebel, 2002).
Interpretationists
havior. They
behavior

on entrate themselves on the

onsider that we

on ept of observable be-

an as ribe a belief that

onforms to a pattern that may be ee tively

intentional stan e and attributing the belief that

P

P

to an agent if its

aptured by taking the

(S hwitzgebel, 2006). This

theory has been mainly developed by Davidson (Davidson, 1984) and Dennett
(Dennett, 1987; Dennett, 1991). For example when we see Clark
umbrella to go outside, I

arrying an

an as ribe to him the belief that it is raining and

the desire to keep perfe t his brushing, be ause this as ription helps me to
understand his behavior.
Belief is the most important and most studied doxasti
other states pertaining to belief (i.e. doxasti
from belief. We

an

ite among others: a

state, but some

states) have been distinguished

eptan e, holding true (Engel, 1998)

or holding as true (Ullmann-Margalit and Avishai, 1992). For example we

an

hold true without believing: I may hold true the senten e all equivalent innite
sets have the same transnite

ardinal on the authority of a mathemati ian.

But if we do not understand what it says, we
1998). Similarly we

an a

annot believe its

ept without believing: I may a

ontent (Engel,

ept for prudential

reasons the proposition that it will rain tomorrow, and a t on it, without really
believing it. (Meijers, 2002). In the sequel only belief and a
more deeply studied be ause these two notions are

eptan e will be

entral in dialogues, as we

will show in Se tion 5.5.

2.2.3

Colle tive Intentionality

The representational approa h is generally the most intuitive and
a

epted belief a

ount. Thus as a

ommonly

olle tive or a group does not have a mind,

it appears that it is at least metaphori al or falla ious to as ribe a belief to a
group. And by extension to other mental attitudes,

olle tive Intentionality is

often viewed as a way of speaking.
But against this immediate and intuitive idea of individualism, Searle among
other authors defends the idea of a genuine
pa ity for

olle tive Intentionality: the

a-

olle tive intentionality is biologi ally innate, and [that℄ the forms of

olle tive intentionality

annot be eliminated or redu ed to to something else

(Searle, 1995, p. 37).
Against this idea of a

olle tive intentionality, Meijers for example answered

that a group does not have a so- alled mind or

ons iousness (Meijers, 2002).

Colle tive intentionality appears thus questionable. But Searle does not go as
far as to defend the idea of a

olle tive mind:

we

an defend the notion of

olle tive intentionality without being  ommitted to the idea that there exists
some Hegelian world spirit, a

olle tive

ons iousness, or something equally

implausible (Searle, 1995, p. 25) (Zaibert, 2003).
We

an nd arguments for

shows that group also
as individual agents.
point of view:

olle tive intentionality in (Tollefsen, 2002). She

an be viewed as Intentional agents in the same sense
She uses the theory of interpretationist to defend her

that is the view that if an agent is interpretable then they
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are an intentional agent (Tollefsen, 2002, p. 88). Interpretationism presented
above is not redu ed to individual human being but
being, and in parti ular to groups. For example

an be applied to any

onsider the following a tual

example. Mi rosoft has attempted a takeover against Yahoo!. We

an explain

this takeover by as ribing to Mi rosoft the desire to strengthen its position on
the Internet market and the belief that it

an buy the

ompany: Mi rosoft is

thus interpretable from the intentional stan e. Thus thanks to interpretationism
we

an as ribe intentionality in general and belief in parti ular to groups.
In the sequel we will take for granted the existen e of a

olle tive inten-

tionality and study more pre isely how to as ribe to a group the parti ular
intentional state of belief. We
ned and

an remark that several works have already de-

hara terized some attitudes su h as group intention (Tuomela, 2005;

Grosz and Sidner, 1990; Cohen and Levesque, 1988) or group emotions (Gilbert,
2002b). But the as ription of a belief to

olle tive seems to be mu h more polem-

i al, as we will show in the following. Albeit in
belief is often as ribed to

ommon language a

olle tive

olle tives (as in the examples below) the pre ise

nature of this attitude is still under dis ussions.
Example. The team believes that it will win today's game. (Tuomela, 1992)
Example. The United States believes that those responsible for these dreadful

a ts must be punished. (Gilbert, 2002a, p. 35)
Example. The British believe that the Euro will eventually be introdu ed in the

UK. (Meijers, 2002, p. 70)
As far as Meijers is

on erned (Meijers, 2002), the notion of group belief is a

spe trum from an aggregate of individual beliefs ( opinion poll
a group belief taken as a whole ( agreement-based

on eption) to

on eption). In the sequel,

we present, analyse and question both bounds of this spe trum.

2.3 Redu tionist approa hes of group belief
Traditionally,

olle tive belief has rather been viewed as a label of a parti ular

onguration of individual beliefs.

They are

alled summative by Quinton

(Quinton, 1976) and Gilbert (Gilbert, 1987), statisti al or aggregative by
Tuomela (Tuomela, 1992) and des ribed as an opinion poll

on eption by

Meijers (Meijers, 2002). The key point of those approa hes is that su h a
le tive belief is strongly linked to individual beliefs.
individual beliefs (hen e they are

They

ol-

an be redu ed to

alled redu tionist approa hes) and thus do

not exist as a whole. We present in the sequel Gilbert's and Tuomela's redu tionist approa hes. Gilbert (Gilbert, 1987) exposes two dierent approa hes: a
very simple one, based only on individual beliefs and a more

omplex one using

ommon knowledge, and Tuomela (Tuomela, 1992) introdu es one based on the
notion of we-belief.
First Quinton introdu ed the term summative to des ribe the lone kind of
belief that he

onsiders being as ribable to a group of agents:
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Groups are said to have beliefs, emotions and attitudes and to take
de isions and make promises. But these ways of speaking are plainly
metaphori al. To as ribe mental predi ates to a group is always an
indire t way of as ribing su h predi ates to its members. With su h
mental states as beliefs and attitudes the as riptions are of what we
have

alled a summative kind. To say that the industrial working

lass is determined to resist anti-trade-union laws is to say that all
or most industrial workers are so minded.

(Quinton, 1976), from

(Hakli, 2006)
In the sequel, we will use the word summative to qualify a kind of belief
in a broader sense than Quinton's: if a group believes

p

in a summative sense,

this implies that most of its members a tually believe it.

2.3.1

Gilbert's simple summative a

ount.

As a rst attempt, Gilbert proposes a simple summative a

ount

lose to the

one of Quinton, only based on the notion of personal beliefs and dened as
follows:
Definition.[Simple Summative A

p

This a

ount

I

ount (Gilbert, 1987)℄ A group

if and only if most of its members believe that

believes that

p.

ould appear to be well-adapted to

apture examples su h as:

Example.[(Tuomela, 1992)℄ Europeans believe that fa e-to-fa e dis ussants

should keep at least half a meter apart from ea h other.
Indeed, if it appears as the result of an opinion poll on Europeans that
most Europeans think (or assert that they think that) fa e-to-fa e dis ussants
should keep at least half a meter apart from ea h other, it is

ommonly said

that Europeans think so. We question, following Gilbert, this a

ount on the

following example:
Example.[(Durkheim and Mauss, 1963, p. 44)℄ The Zuni tribe believes that the

north is the region of for e and destru tion.
A rst

riti ism that

take into a

an be raised against this a

ount the group formed by agents.

ount is that it does not

For example,

onsider a set

of agents whose do not know ea h other, without any link (so ial,
geographi al...) between them. If ea h agent believes that
the previous sense) that

p

p,

ultural,

a group belief (in

holds would be attributed to this set. This property

appears to be really too strong.
Moreover in the parti ular

ase of the Zuni tribe, its members a tually be-

lieve that north is the region of for e and destru tion (in the sequel we will
simply write

p

to represent this senten e), but keep se ret this belief, thinking

that no other member thinks so, and thus that everyone will mo k him if he
expressed/revealed it. In this
is to weak to

ase, it appears that the opinion poll approa h

apture the group belief notion. A group

an have su h a belief
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without any group member being aware of it be ause agents have no a
other members' private beliefs. Nobody

ess to

an thus express and defend this belief

on behalf of the whole group. For example, no Zuni

an dis uss with a member

of a neighbour tribe and asserts as a kind of representational member of his
tribe that Zunis believe that north is the region of for e and destru tion.
We

an extend the above

riti ism to take into a

ount links between agents

of a group: if every agent of the group believes that

p

and that every other

member believes it too, but thinks that they are alone to have this information,
this remains to weak to have a kind of group belief. For example if every er e

p, and believes that other members think so themselves,

Zuni warrior thinks that

without being aware that others are aware that himself believes this senten e,
no tribe members will dare to assert that there is a group belief about

p.

Doing

so he thinks that he would reveal his own thoughts.
By iterating these remarks, we
omplex a
a

ount with at least the

ount su h examples. We

agent believes that a

ome to the

on lusion that we need a more

ommon belief notion to

an note that a subje tive

ommon belief on

p holds, would neither be

for the same reasons as above be ause it implies, as beliefs
this

ommon belief

orre tly take into

ommon belief, i.e. an
strong enough

an be wrong, that

ould not hold.

2.3.2

Gilbert's omplex summative model : the
knowledge a ount

A more

omplex a

a terize

olle tive belief. The notion of

omplex: there is

ount is based on the notion of

p

ommon knowledge to

har-

ommon knowledge is te hni ally rather

ommon knowledge in group

member knows that

ommon

I

that

p

if and only if every G's

and knows that every member knows that

p

and so on

4 (another te hni al hara terization is given in terms of the x-point

innitely
axiom

f. following

hapter). This

needed in group belief denition.

on ept helps to

apture the so ial feature

It has been te hni ally dened in, among

other works, (Lewis, 1969; Lewis, 1972), (S hier, 1972) and (Heal, 1978). It
has also been introdu ed in e onomi s in (Aumann, 1976).
Gilbert (Gilbert, 1987) uses Common Knowledge in her
a

omplex summative

ount of the group belief:

Definition.[Common Knowledge A

olle tively

p

(1) most of the members of
(2) it is

4A

ount (Gilbert, 1987)℄ A group

I

believes

i:

I

believe that

ommon knowledge in

I

p,

and

that (1).

losely related notion has been introdu ed to represent not

ommon knowledge but

ommon belief. It is dened similarly by repla ing knowledge by belief in the above denition.
Distin tions between these two notions are only related to those between knowledge and belief

i.e. mainly that

believing

p

does not entail that

p

is true.
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to

apture the notion of

olle tive belief.

In parti ular, a group with su h a belief would be aware of its own belief. It is
a parti ularly interesting feature of the

ommon knowledge to be publi : every

member of the group is aware, as in the following example.
Example.[(Tuomela, 1992)℄ The Finns believe that sauna originated in Fin-

land.
But this approa h is not free from
deeply related to individual beliefs.

riti isms either. For example, it is too

In parti ular it does not allow members

of the group to hold private beliefs distin t from the

olle tive belief, whi h is

however a parti ularly interesting feature of the proper group belief (as detailed
in the following se tion).

2.3.3

Tuomela's we-belief a

ount

Tuomela (Tuomela, 1992) introdu es the we-belief  a
He proposes his own aggregative a

ount of group belief.

ount of group belief dened as a shared

we-belief, i.e. a we-belief shared by every group member.
More generally, he denes a we-attitude as a psy hologi al attitude as ribed
to a member of a group, say

I,

that the members denotes by the pronoun we 

(Tuomela, 1995, p. 37). Indeed a we-attitude is the internalisation by an agent
of an attitude as ribed to the group of whi h he is a member. This denition

an

be applied to any kind of attitude (belief, desire, intention...). It is important to
note that a we-attitude does not imply in his theory that this attitude a tually
holds: an agent

an have erroneous beliefs about group mental attitudes.

A we-attitude

an be

hara terized by:

Definition.[We-attitude (Tuomela, 1995, p. 38)℄ An agent

to

ϕ

in group

(1) shares

I

ϕ

i

has a we-attitude

i

i

in the mode of that attitude,

(2) believes that

ϕ

is so shared in

I

and

(3) believes also that it is mutually believed5 in

I

that

ϕ

is so shared in

I.

Thus Tuomela (Tuomela, 1992) uses this we-attitude notion to introdu e his
simple we-belief approa h of group belief. A group belief expressible by We
believe that

p

is a shared we-belief, i.e., single members' we-beliefs that are

shared in the group ( f. Miller's approa hes (Miller, 1990) for a more sophistiated version). This

an be

6

hara terized by :

Definition.[Simple We-belief A

ϕ

if and only if every agent

i

ount℄ A group

member of

5 Note that mutual believe is equivalent to

I

I

believes

(Tuomela, 1984)

as We believe that

ommon belief presented later. Tuomela also

gives an interesting dis ussion about the usefulness of innite
assumes that in many

ϕ

believes

onjun tions, in parti ular he

ases only two iterations are ne essary (Tuomela, 1995)

hapter 7.

6 Note that we-attitudes are simplied in the ase of beliefs.

hapter 1 and
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1) that

ϕ

and,

2) that it is mutually believed in

I

that

ϕ.

For Tuomela, this approa h is essential to represent

olle tive beliefs in

ases

where the set of agents is more an aggregate than a so ial/stru tured group,
su h as:
Example.[(Tuomela, 1992)℄ The Finns believe that sauna originated in Fin-

land.
That means that ea h Finn believes personally that Finland is the
origin of sauna and that this fa t is

ountry of

ommonly believed by the Finns. When he

onsiders Finns in the aggregative sense, he denotes only the set of agents with
the

ommon feature to have the Finn nationality. No hierar hi al link between

the Finns is taken into a
group when we

2.3.4

ount. But Finns

ould also be used as a stru tured

7

onsider it with its institutions, its hierar hy between agents .

About insu ien ies of redu tionist approa hes

Although the above approa hes seem su ient to represent some
mon belief, su h as the example of Finns among others, they
all

ases of

ases of

annot a

om-

ount for

olle tive beliefs. Consider the three following examples:

Example.[(Meijers, 2002)℄ The

abinet believes that geneti ally modied food

is safe and that it should not be forbidden.
Example.[(Tuomela, 1992)℄ The Government believes that war against Iraq

will begin soon.
Example. The Fren h government believes it

an raise the growth rate to 2,25%

in 2007 and 2,5% in 2008.
The above presented a
amples.

ounts are indeed insu ient to

arguments against the summative a
omplete group belief a
A rst
a

apture these ex-

Gilbert (Gilbert, 1987) and Meijers (Meijers, 2002) highlight some

riti ism against summative a

ount in parti ular)

Example.

ount and sket h thus a more general and

ount.
ounts (and the

omplex summative

an be built on the following example by (Gilbert, 1987):

It is probably

ommon knowledge in the population of adults who

have red hair and are over six feet tall that most of them believe that re burns.

It seems too strong to as ribe a group belief to this human beings' set that
re burns. The above a

ount does not require a so ial group formed by agents.

Colle tive belief in this sense is a too

asual phenomenon that takes into a

ount

7 In this ase we would use rather the world Finland instead of Finns, as in the senten e:
Finland de lares war against United States.
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neither the existen e of the so ial group nor its inuen e on agents. In this

ase

it is not relevant to spe ify the group of agents be ause he does not take part
in the formation of this belief. Moreover this group does not seem to have any
link with the fa t that re burns.
(Meijers, 2002) gives three additional arguments for another kind of group
belief a

ount.

First, the

olle tive belief has a binding ee t on the group

members. In Example 2.3.4 every agent qua group member of the government
has to express and a t a

ordingly to the fa t that government believes that

war in Iraq is imminent. He should also defend and argue for this belief if it is

8

hallenged by another agent, as if it was his personal and private belief . Every
agent takes it also for granted that every other government member will a t so.
He thus

hange his mind extempore and individually, i.e. without any

annot

dis ussion with other government members: he is bound to this group belief and
hanging his mind at the so ial level should be the result of a group
Above summative a
indeed nothing in

ounts do not take into a

onsensus.

ount this binding feature:

ommon belief as dened above does have any binding or

persistent feature. Moreover as soon as an agent privately

9

hanges his mind ,

for any reason or eviden e and independently of other group members, the
ommon belief and thus the

olle tive belief should be dropped.

Se ondly Meijers argues that this
tioned by its a

ommitment to

eptan e by other members and their

the following example that is
Example. Consider two

olle tive belief is

ondi-

ommitment to it. Consider

losed to the Prisoners Dilemma.

riminals that were arrested. They

laim both that they

are inno ent. We an thus as ribe them a olle tive belief that they are inno ent.
They are examined separately: they still

laim that they are inno ent and that

their partner is also inno ent. But if a poli eman informs one of them that the
other has denoun ed him then (if he believes the poli eman), he would
that their binding

ommitment is broken and

Thus every group member is

ould denoun e his a

ommitted to defend the group belief in front of

anyone, but as soon as one member violates this

ommitment, other members do

not have to defend the olle tive belief and the group belief
This feature, as the above one,

onsider

ompli e.

annot hold anymore.

annot be understood in a redu tionist a

ount

of group belief.
The last and perhaps the more important argument of (Meijers, 2002), also
ited by (Gilbert, 1987), against the redu tionist approa hes is the fa t that

ol-

le tive belief should be independent from individual beliefs. In fa t, the Fren h
government

an believe that it

an raise the growth rate and every minister

an defend this perspe tive, while some of them are privately
it is infeasible. We
the

an also imagine extreme

olle tive belief spurious

ases (in this

onvin ed that

ase Tuomela

alls

olle tive belief ) where no government member

8 But this should not indu e anything for the private beliefs, only on his behavior.
9 In Gilbert's omplex a ount, only most of the agents and not all are needed to have a
group belief. But the above remains: the idea is that if some agents privately
mind, the group belief would be modied independently of any dis ussion and

hange their
onsensus.
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thinks privately that the growth

an be raised at su h a rate. Tuomela gives

the following relevant example:
Example.[(Tuomela, 1992)℄ The Communist Party of Ruritania believes that

apitalist

ountries will soon perish (but none of its members really believes so).

This example highlights that the group

an believe a statement without any

member believing it privately: thus group belief does not imply individual belief.
But in most

ases,

olle tive and individual beliefs t together. Example 2.3.1

shows that although every member of the Zuni tribe believes that the north is
the region of for e and destru tion, we

annot as ribe a group belief to the tribe

be ause they keep se ret their feeling/belief. We thus
and

an say that individual

olle tive beliefs are independent.

Durkheim in (Durkheim, 1982) has already expressed that any proper group
belief must be external to individual

ons iousness. In fa t a group belief

an

be the result of a negotiation, deliberation, persuasion pro ess and thus of a
onsensus between two or more parts with very dierent viewpoints.

It

an

even be the result of more or less ethi al pro esses as propaganda or threat
as in example 2.3.4.

Thus Durkheim's feature allows to handle

olle tive belief is the result of a dis ussion and where a

ases where

ompromise between

ea h disputant has been rea hed, as in the following example:
Example.[(Meijers, 2003b)℄ A sele tion

andidate is the best

this individually. Ea h of them
hoi e.
sele ted

ommittee

an believe that a parti ular

andidate for the job, without any of its members believing
ould have a dierent

However, in their role as members of the

andidate as their rst

ommittee they believe the

andidate to be the best for the job.

With these

riti isms as starting point, a new trend appeared, led by Gilbert

(Gilbert, 1987), who

onsiders the group belief as a whole, i.e. no more redu ed

to other attitudes.

2.4 Non redu tionist appro hes: toward a proper
group belief a ount
2.4.1

The Plural Subje t A

Let us begin by

ount (Gilbert, 1989).

onsidering the following example from Gilbert:

Example.[The poetry group (Gilbert, 1987)℄ A group of people meet regularly

at one member's house to dis uss poetry. The format followed when they meet,
whi h evolved informally over time, is as follows. A poem by a ontemporary poet
is read out. Ea h parti ipant feels free to make suggestions about how to interpret
and evaluate the poem. Others respond, as they see t, to the suggestions that
are made. An opposing view might be put forward, or data addu ed to support
or refute a suggestion whi h has been made.
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onsensual view of the poem will emerge.

represent the view of the group or the

It will

olle tive opinion about this poem, i.e.

it is the belief of the group on this poem. Although this attitude appears to be
a belief, it does not have the same properties as group beliefs in the summative
sense.
In opposition to summative

approa h,

Gilbert proposes in her book

(Gilbert, 1989) the following hara terization of what we

an name proper group

belief:
Definition.[The plural subje t a

I

1. A group

believes that

p

ount (Gilbert, 1989)℄

if and only if the members of

I

2. The members of
edge in

I

jointly a

ept that

that the members of

I

jointly a

ept

p

if and only if it is

ommon knowl-

individually have intentionally and openly

expressed their willingness jointly to a
of

I

p.

that

ept that

p

with the other members

I.

As uttered above, the agents' individual beliefs are not taken into a

ount in

this formalization. Moreover this denition is by no way related to any individual attitudes. Indeed they always are private, i.e. una
The only way to a

essible to other agents.

ess indire tly (and thus with risks of mistakes) to individual

attitudes is by agents' behavior and a tions, and their interpretation by other
agents. For example it is

ommon that agreement is rea hed in opposition to

some members' private attitudes.
We

an also note that this kind of group beliefs implies a

between every agent of this group belief: indeed as the joint a
ommon knowledge of every agents about their willingness to a
sition, we

ommon belief
eptan e needs a
ept the propo-

an dedu e that every member is aware of the group belief and even

that there is

ommon knowledge of it whi h also implies

group belief. Whereas in the above a

ommon belief of the

ount 2.3.2 the summative group belief

needed the mutual knowledge on individual beliefs that the proposition
in this a
This

ount the

ommon knowledge represents the publi

following sense: if

p

p holds,

ommon knowledge is only about the group belief itself.
is

feature of the group belief in the

olle tively believed then every group member is aware

of it and that others are so, too.
It is important to note that Gilbert uses the word a

eptan e in the

ommon

use sense. She does not have in mind the philosophi al sense, in whi h a

ep-

tan e is opposed to belief (see the next se tion for more details). Tuomela in
(Tuomela, 1992) remarks that this denition is

ir ular: the word joint a

ep-

tan e is used in its own denition. In the light of this remark and the above
one, Gilbert proposed a slightly dierent

hara terization of group belief:

Definition.[(Gilbert, 2002a)℄ The members of a population

lieve that

p

if and only if they are jointly

P

olle tively be-

ommitted to believe that

p

as a body.
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First of all we need to explain the term jointly
1996) for more details).

ommitted (see also (Gilbert,

A pre ise dis ussion about dierent kinds of

mitment will be presented in the sequel (Se tion 5.4.2).

Joint

om-

ommitment

represents a kind of persisten e toward a de ision taken by group, similarly to
personal

ommitment to sti k to an intention until it is fullled (Cohen and

Levesque, 1990a). As far as Gilbert is

on erned, a joint

ommitment is formed

by the expression by every group member of his readiness to be

ommitted with

the group. This expression is performed under hypotheses of sound and
ommuni ation, i.e. that there is

plete

om-

ommon knowledge in the group of what

has been expressed.

2.4.2

A renement: Tuomela's version of proper olle tive
belief (Tuomela)

Tuomela in (Tuomela, 1992) dis usses Gilbert's group belief denition and shows
in parti ular that in the

ases of stru tured groups (for example with represen-

tatives) Gilbert's approa h (Gilbert, 1987) needs to be adapted. Tuomela takes
the following example:
Example.[(Gilbert, 1989)℄ The United States believe that the [Soviet℄ invasion

of Afghanistan was an un ons ionable a t.
Not all Ameri ans a
group

epted this utteran e, we only need that a small sub-

alled the government, that we

tatives, a

ould name also the leaders or represen-

epted it. Tuomela's purpose is not to give an example of a subgroup

whi h imposes its beliefs to the whole group. Every member of the government
ould believe the opposite of the group belief but de ide to a
group belief.
a

On the

ept it as the

ontrary, the other members of the group

ordan e with it, and only have to ta itly a

ould be in

ept it (be ause they give their

de ision willingness to their representatives).
Tuomela gives the following analysis of proper group belief, being inspired
by his group intention formalization based on the distin tion between operative and non-operative members (the ones who form the intention and the
others who a

ept it ta itly) and denition of the right so ial and normative

ir umstan es (a kind of institution

omposed by norms, roles, so ial rules and

tasks. . . ):
Definition.[(Tuomela, 1992)℄ The group

stan es

C

if and only if in

respe tive positions

C

P1 , ..., Pm

I

believes that

p

in the so ial

there are operative members

A1 , ..., Am

ir umof

I

in

su h that:

A1 , ..., Am , when they are performing their so ial tasks in their
P1 , ..., Pm and due to exer ising the relevant authority system

1. the agents
positions
of

I,

(intensionally) jointly a

ept that p, and be ause of this exer ise

of authority system, they ought to
believe10 it;

ontinue to a

ept and positionnally

10 Positional beliefs are beliefs that ea h agent inherits from his fun tion: for example
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A1 , ..., Am

2. there is a mutual belief among the operative members

to the

ee t that (1);
3. be ause of (1), the (full-edged and adequately informed) nonoperative
members of
bers of

I

tend ta itly to a

4. there is a mutual belief in
This
We

ept, or a least ought to a

ept, p, as mem-

I;
I

to the ee t that (3).

hara terization seems mu h more realisti

and

omplex than Gilbert's.

an view it as a generalization of the previous approa h. It keeps the main

aspe ts introdu ed by Gilbert:
beliefs, it is publi

this group belief is not related to individual

(in the sense presented above) and requires joint a

of all members. Moreover, if we

eptan e

onsider that every agent is an operative agent

and that the set of propositions expressing so ial and normative

ir umstan es

is empty, Tuomela's approa h is brought down to Gilbert's one.
Tuomela's view of group belief presented in (Tuomela, 1992) appears as an
extension of Gilbert's a
2000) is more

group belief in the
a

ount. But in

ontrarily his more re ent work (Tuomela,

riti al in parti ular with the question of the nature of Gilbert's
ontext of the distin tion between group belief and group

eptan e. This dispute is presented in the following se tion.

2.4.3

Against Gilbert's plural subje t a
tionnist trend

ount: the Reje -

Some voi es raised against Gilbert's plural subje t a
reje ting the fa t that this a

ount of group belief,

ount des ribes a kind of belief.

We

an

ite

among those who are named Reje tionnists (Gilbert, 2002a) by Gilbert, K. Brad
Wray (Wray, 2001; Wray, 2003), Anthonie Meijers (Meijers, 1999; Meijers, 2002;
Meijers, 2003b), Raimo Tuomela (Tuomela, 2000).
First of all it is important to highlight that Reje tionnists mostly do not
reje t the

olle tive intentionality or the idea to as ribe mental attitudes to

a group, neither are they opposed to the plural subje t a
Gilbert (Gilbert, 2002a). Thus this position
alism, in the sense that mental attitudes
and

olle tive Intentionality

an only be as ribed to individuals,

an always be redu ed to individual Intentionality.

The nature of the phenomenon the plural subje t a
the dispute point. Everyone agrees pla e it into the
states, but whereas Gilbert argues that it

ount des ribes is rather
lass of

olle tive doxasti

orresponds to a form of belief, K.

Brad Wray responds that ... the phenomenon that
of a

ount proposed by

annot be des ribed as individu-

on erns Gilbert is a spe ies

eptan e [rather than belief ℄ (Wray, 2001). Thus Reje tionnists agree with

non-redu tionnist approa hes of group belief or more generally of
tentionality, but they

olle tive In-

onsider that Gilbert's group belief is not a kind of belief

but rather a kind of group a

eptan e.

the Flat Earth So iety se retary has the positional rule-based belief that the earth is at
(Tuomela, 1992).
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This distin tion, although it is interesting in itself for epistemi

reasons,

allows moreover to des ribe even more pre isely both belief and a

eptan e

notions. Opposite arguments indu e the need of a deep and ne analysis of the
phenomenon and bring about a better understanding. This helps also to tend
toward a pre ise (and thus formalizable)
The distin tion between a

hara terization of group belief.

eptan e and belief at the individual layer has

already been studied sin e de ades ((Cohen, 1989) among plenty of others),
but the key features of ea h notion are not the obje t of a

onsensus between

authors yet. This distin tion following the key features of ea h notions presented
in Se tion 2.4.3.1 will be mostly used as basis to the dispute between Gilbert's
Believers (Tollefsen, 2003) and the Reje tionnists and as guideline of the

urrent

se tion.

2.4.3.1 Belief versus A eptan e at the individual layer
Whereas belief has been studied for de ades (Hintikka, 1962) as representative
of doxasti

mental states, a

eptan e has only been examined more re ently

to study, among others, more pre isely the nature of argument premises (Stalnaker, 1984) or to reformulates Moore's paradox (Cohen, 1989).

11 .

We present

here qui kly the distin tion between both notions
Semanti ally, a belief that
whereas a

p

p

is a feeling that

eptan e is a de ision to treat

p

is true (Cohen, 1989)

12 ,

as true in one's utteran es and

a tions (Hakli, 2006), the mental state of having a

ertain poli y (Meijers,

2002) and serve as ba kground assumptions in deliberation (Bratman, 1992).
For example,

onsider two s ientists Fox and Dana that are workmates.

13 , be ause he feels

Fox believes that Aliens exist
their existen e. In
an all the same a

onvin ed by the eviden e of

ontrary Dana does not believe in their existen e. But she
ept it as a working hypothesis. This a

eptan e will lead

her experiments in a parti ular way, until either she is in a state where this
hypothesis or its
this

ase the a

onsequen es are in

ontradi tion with grounded theory (in

eptan e will be dropped) or this hypothesis

an be proved and

thus grounded.
As belief and a

eptan e seem to be very

lose, the question of theirs links

11 Readers an also see (Lehrer, 1990), (Velleman, 2000) and (Frankish, 2004) for important
dis ussion about a

eptan e.

12

First then, and very briey, belief that

p

is a disposition, when one is attending

to issues raised, or items referred to, by the proposition that
it true that
or reason a

p

p

p,

normally to feel

and false that not-p, whether or not one is willing to a t, speak,

ordingly.

But to a

is to treat it as given that

p.

ept the proposition or rule of inferen e that
More pre isely, to a

adopt a poli y of deeming, positing, or postulating that

ept that

p



p

is to have or

i.e. of in

luding that

proposition or rule among one's premises for de iding what to do or think in a
parti ular

ontext, whether or not one feels it to be true that

p.

(Cohen, 1992,

p. 4)

13 Note we really refer to a belief here. It is not a ase of faith su h as when we say: I believe
in God.
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Most authors (Tuomela, 2000; Bratman, 1992; Cohen,

onsider that both notions are independent, i.e. without entailment links.

an a

ept a proposition without believing it:

f. the above example with

Dana or similar examples with s ientists in (Van Frassen, 1980). We
believe a proposition without a

epting it: we

limbing partner has well xed the rope at his harness, but we will a
true only after having

an also

an believe genuinely that our
ept it as

he ked, by a pre autionary prin iple (similar examples

are in (Bratman, 1999)).
In parti ular, Clarke (Clarke, 1994) argues the Entailment thesis, i.e. that
a

eptan e implies belief (at least to some minimal degree as Tollefsen shows

(Tollefsen, 2003)). For example, if Dana were absolutely onvin ed that aliens do
not exist, we

annot understand why and how she

ould a

ept even as working

hypothesis their existen e. At least at the instant of her a
admit that there is at least a
small degree.
a

In

eptan e she should

han e that they exist, i.e. she believes it at a very

ontrary, Stalnaker (Stalnaker, 1984) has a broader view of
ept a proposition is to treat it as a true proposition

eptan e. For him, to a

in one way or another

14 and thus in his view belief entails a

Some authors, without any
distinguish belief and a

eptan e.

onsensus either, have highlighted features that

eptan e. Five main ones emerge (Hakli, 2006; Meijers,

2003b):

•

Beliefs are not subje t to the agent's will, whereas a

eptan es are volun-

tary.

•

Beliefs aim at truth, a

•

Beliefs are shaped by eviden e, whereas a

•

Beliefs

•

Beliefs are

eptan e at utility (they depend on goals).

ome in degrees and a

eptan es are binary.

ontext-independent whereas a

But in fa t, this distin tion is not as
2006) rather

eptan es need not be.

eptan e depends on

lear as it is stated. For instan e (Hakli,

onsiders that the a tual distin tion between both doxasti

is based on voluntarism.

(Tuomela, 2000) exhibits some

15 : for instan e

that aim at truth

ontext.

ases of a

notions
eptan e

onsider the Dana example or the one where

a person [. . . ℄ learns that she is a bun h of leptons and hadrons, and rationally
a

epts it as true without really starting to believe it (Hakli, 2006).

This

14
A

eptan e, as we shall use this term, is

is a generi

propositional attitude

a broader on ept than belief :

it

on ept with su h notions as presupposing,

presuming, postulating, positing, assuming and supposing falling under it. [...℄
To a

ept a proposition is

to treat it as a true proposition

in one way or another

- to ignore, for the moment at least, the possibility that it is false. [...℄ To a
a proposition is

to a t, in ertain respe ts, as if

one believed it.

ept

(Stalnaker,

1984)

15 Following (Engel, 1998) he even makes a distin tion between a
pragmati

a

eptan e.

eptan e as true and
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person has not a

epted this physi al truth thinking it

an bring him some utile

ounterpart. As a famous professor has taught him, he will a
in his reputation but he
and a

eptan e

annot belief it yet.

an, but do not need to, be shaped by eviden es. For example

onsider a person who is afraid of little dogs.

He may believe, without any

eviden e, that they will bite him if he tries to
of instin tive fear.

aress them.

But if he sees that some people have

hihuahua of her neighbour, he may a
traditional modal logi

That is a kind

aressed Putty, the

ept (in a rst time) thanks to these

eviden es that Putty is gentle and try to
a

ept it trusting

(Hakli, 2006) shows that belief

paradigm, we will

16 .

aress him.

Moreover following the

onsider in the sequel that belief and

eptan e are only qualitative

In the sequel of this se tion, we will detail

oni ting points opposing Re-

je tionnists and Believers, i.e. authors defending the plural subje t a
being a belief a

ount as

ount.

2.4.3.2 The question of the method
In general, the method used by Reje tionnists is to start their argumentation
from the distin tion presented above between belief and a
other doxasti

eptan e (and also

attitudes) at the individual level, to apply it at the

layer and to nd some asymmetries between individual and
their relation with

hara teristi s distinguishing belief and a

thus

olle tive belief in the plural subje t a

on lude that

olle tive

olle tive beliefs in
eptan e.

They

ount sense is not a

kind of belief.
But for Gilbert (Gilbert, 2002a), a falla y appears in this demonstration.
She argues that it is unfair to redu e belief only to individual belief.
urren es of belief

As o -

an be as ribed to individuals as well as to groups (as the

above examples show), features of belief, as general

on ept, have to integrate

attributes of both. For example if the absen e of willingness is a key feature of
individual belief (allowing to distinguish it from other doxasti
that

then will should not be
only a

attitudes) and

olle tive belief is produ ed by the joint willingness of group members,
onsidered as a key attribute of belief in general. It is

ontingent tool to dis riminate two individual attitudes. Thus it appears

falla ious to distinguish group belief and group a
and, more generally, of other features that

eptan e on the basis of will

annot be proved to be

onstitutive

of belief.
But, as K. Brad Wray shows in (Wray, 2003), there is a major weakness in
Gilbert's above argument: indeed Gilbert's argument appears di ult to defend.
It seems to be intuitive to admit that belief has

hara teristi s of both kinds of

belief. But Gilbert's falla y is to take as granted that the result of the plural
subje t a

ount is a kind of

olle tive belief. Whereas the questioned point is

the nature of her group belief, she asserts that it is a kind of group belief and
thus that belief

hara teristi s should be updated in

updated belief, it is unfair to infer that

onsequen e. Using this

olle tive belief is a kind of belief.

16 Note that some works have examined quantitative belief (Laverny and Lang, 2005).
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riti isms against Gilbert's argument.

onsiders important to oppose her top-down methodology (i.e. features

hara terizing belief are extra ted from a general notion of belief ) to the Reje tionnists' bottom-up methodology (their starting point is rather individual
beliefs as basis for belief features). Meijers argues that with a deep enough investigation, we should a hieve the same
Moreover he argues that Gilbert's

on lusion whatever methodology we used.

riti ism is misguided by the fear of individu-

alism: if individual belief is the starting point of the dis ussion, she is afraid to
have to fa e individualism a priori, i.e. that a group belief
is a mistake (or is at best metaphori al). In

rather her allies w.r.t. the existen e and relevan e of
The question of the as ription of a doxasti

onsidered as a whole

ontrary, Reje tionnists would be
olle tive intentionality.

mental state labeled as belief  to a

group is really the dispute point. Indeed within Reje tionnists themselves there
is no

onsensus about the possibility to as ribe a non-redu tionist group belief

to some group. On the one hand Meijers (Meijers, 2002) argues that a redu an be as ribed to an aggregated group (i.e. group without

tionist group belief

stru ture) while a non-redu tionist
a

ount for example)

ognitive state (result of the plural subje t

an be as ribed to a stru tured group. But these

states are kinds of a

eptan e; thus no group belief as a whole

ognitive

an be as ribed

to a group. On the other hand other Redu tionists do not seem to reje t the
idea of a

olle tive belief at least for some groups; but in their view Gilbert's

plural subje t a

ount does not des ribe su h a belief (only an a

eptan e).

It appears thus in the light of this dis ussion that the Reje tionnists' method
is well related and well adapted to dis uss the nature of Gilbert's theory method.
We detail in the sequel their various arguments opposed to Gilbert's a

ount.

2.4.3.3 Belief and Context
Contrarily to belief, a

eptan e is often viewed as

beliefs are independent of the
a

ontext-bound. Whereas our

ontext and of the role played in this

eptan e is deeply related to su h so ial or pragmati

as a seller of a spe i

brand of soda, we need to a

the best one and a t in a

ontext,

features. For example

ept that our soda is really

ordan e in order to sell more soda even if we prefer

another brand of soda and thus believe that the latter one is better. Beliefs are
not ae ted by the
(Meijers, 1999)
in Gilbert's sense is
that

p

ontext in su h a way.
onsiders that

ontrarily to individual belief,

olle tive belief

ontext-dependent and argues that: we as a group believe

... always given a parti ular situation, role, or point of view. Genuine

beliefs, on the other hand, are not
regardless of

ontext-bound.

A person believes that

p

ontext she is in argues (Meijers, 1999). He argues that individuals

are always inuen ed by the group they belong to, due to the fa t that they
have a parti ular role to play in this group. Thus they do not a t freely but
rather a

ordingly to their role.

referring to the example of the
The

Furthermore he keeps on his argument by

abinet of a geneti ally modied food

ompany:

abinet's belief that geneti ally modied food is safe and should not be

forbidden is typi ally

ontext bound (Meijers, 2002). For Meijers it appears
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lear that in this
parti ular

ase, the belief agreed by group members is typi ally tied to the

ontext of this parti ular

a geneti ally modied food

ompany

ommittee. As group members of

ompany they have to agree to the safety of these

produ ts.
Consider the following example:
Example.[(Gilbert, 1989)℄ Phil, Cass, Ben and Ted are the members of the

ampus improvement ommittee. In a session of the ommittee they dis uss what
new amenities might be needed on
to be

that there needs to be a

afe on

ommittees to believe as a body

ampus.

(Gilbert, 2002a) answered that
in

ampus. Ea h then expresses his readiness

ommitted with the other members of the

olle tive belief is not always or ne essarily

ontext. She argues that in the above example of the

ommittee, it is unproblemati  to

onsider that the

belief and that this belief is not tied to a parti ular
tive belief is pre isely produ ed by a joint
expli it or impli it
this

ontext), we

olle tive

ontext. Indeed as the

olle -

ommitment to believe (without any

annot as ribe a

olle tive should have the same relation to

on ludes thus that

ampus improvement

ommittee has a

ontext to the group belief and

ontext as individual beliefs. She

olle tive belief, as dened, is not always

ontext-bounded.

Moreover following her view about the method she argues that if
is nevertheless sometimes bounded to a parti ular

olle tive belief

ontext, this suggests that

belief in general is so, too.
Following su h arguments, we
the

ompany

ould also answer to Meijers's example of

ommittee: the board of dire tors does not have this

belief in a parti ular situation or

ontext. Whatever the

olle tive

ontext in whi h the

abinet will be (or more pre isely any of its member will be), he will defend
this belief: for example in front of a governmental

ommission, in an e ologi al

meeting or with farmers, any representative of the

abinet will stay

abinet's

olle tive belief.

For the

the real world. In our view the

lose to the

abinet, this statement publi ly represents

onfusion

belief emerges from the expressed a

omes from the fa t that

eptan e of ea h

abinet (i.e. a

olle tive

abinet member in the

eptan e qua group member).

parti ular

ontext of the

member a

epts that geneti ally modied food is safe for a parti ular reason,

for personal pragmati al

Ea h

onsiderations or be ause he a tually believes that this

statement is true. After the joint agreement, the
geneti ally modied food is safe whatever the
will be, without pragmati

abinet as a whole believes that
ontext is in whi h the

abinet

onsiderations.

(Meijers, 2003b) agrees with Gilbert's example showing that group belief
is not indeed

ontext-related in some

individual or

olle tive beliefs

edes that

ases. He also agrees with the fa t that

an be

olle tive belief is not always

in whi h he thinks that

ontext-bound.

But, although he

on-

ontext-bound, he gives two examples

olle tive belief is deeply linked to a parti ular

whereas individual belief is not. Firstly, in order for a belief to be a
belief there has to be a shared understanding of the

ontext

olle tive

ontext of su h a belief

among the members of the group (Meijers, 2003b). For example, in the above
example of the

abinet, the exa t sense of the terms geneti ally modied food
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abinet members. Thus the

ontext in whi h the sense of the

olle -

ontext has

been grounded. Meijers remarks that this need of grounding does not exist for
individual belief. We

an rstly answer to Meijers that this shared understand-

ing is so ially grounded privately and lo ally in the group; it is independent of
the

ontext, the institution in whi h the group is. Although this

onsensus on a

shared understanding is not needed in an individual, we have to remark that an
individual understanding of the believed proposition is nevertheless needed. We
an only a

ept that we are a bun h of leptons and hadrons ( f. above Hakli's

example) but we need at least to understand what it means to really start to
believe it. Individual and
Se ondly,

olle tive beliefs appear thus similar on this point.

olle tive beliefs are

role bound (Meijers, 2003b). This
whatever the

ontext bound in the sense that they are
an be illustrated by the

abinet example:

abinet members individually believe, in their role of group mem-

bers they believe that geneti ally modied food is safe and

an be

onsumed.

Individuals' beliefs are not so linked to roles. But Meijers is on e again guilty
of

ommitting the falla y of

omposition (Wray, 2003): he still

onsiders

olle -

tive belief at the sub-level of its members and not at the layer of the group as a
whole. In the

abinet example, positional beliefs in Tuomela's sense (Tuomela,

1992) or simply members a

eptan e rather than genuine beliefs are taken into

onsideration.

Reje ting Meijers' arguments we stay
olle tive belief is no more
both have a link with

lose to Gilbert's view on this point:

ontext-related than individual beliefs; they

ontext in some parti ular

ases whereas a

ontext-bound. We now dis uss the links between

an

eptan e is

olle tive belief and eviden e.

2.4.3.4 Belief and Eviden e
Belief is often viewed as a feeling that works it's way into our mind led by
eviden e supporting it, whereas a
prudential reasons.
of our

lient but a

eptan e is rather driven by pragmati

For example, as a lawyer we

or

an trust in the inno en e

ept his guilt in order to plead guilty in front of judges

(be ause we think that we risk too mu h by pleading his inno en e). Thus link
to eviden e is viewed as a key feature to distinguish belief from a

eptan e.

Reje tionnists argue on the one hand that responsiveness to eviden e distinguishes belief from a

eptan e (Wray, 2003) and in the other hand that belief

formed by a group is formed only on pragmati /prudential
group attitude should not be named belief but a
For (Meijers, 1999), we may give up our ...
related to the epistemi

riteria. Thus this

eptan e.

olle tive beliefs for reasons not

eviden e we have but, for example, be ause of prudential

on erns. The following example illustrates this point:
Example.[(Meijers, 1999)℄ An military allian e of states jointly believes a

bombing

ampaign against a foreign

ountry will a hieve a

ertain result. But

the members of the allian e of states fear the politi al reper ussions at home of
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this parti ular bombing

ampaign, and

onsequently the allian e may give up

its belief  that the bombing will a hieve the desirable result.
Indeed (Meijers, 2002) argues that similarly to a

eptan e,

olle tive beliefs

are not solely shaped by eviden e; pra ti al reasons have also an important role.
In this presentation of the example, the goal of prote ting their own
be omes stronger than their

olle tive belief, thus this pragmati

ountry

reason seem

to have led them to drop their former belief.
Gilbert (Gilbert, 2002a) gives two obje tions against this example. Firstly,
although the individual members beliefs of having an important benet in
of a giving up of the group belief and the fear to maintain this

ase

olle tive belief

obviously play some role in the abandon of the group belief, but nothing grounds
learly that they are the key reasons to give up the

olle tive belief.

Moreover, and this is deeply linked to previous obje tion, we
a

an imagine

ommon s enario in whi h this group belief is dropped for purely epistemi

reasons (Gilbert, 2002a):

onsider this allian e

omposed of three states repre-

sented by Peter, Antoine and Karl, having the

olle tive belief that bombing

will a hieve their goal. But ea h having his own reason, all want to give up this
belief. We

an imagine that Karl speaks rst and questions the truth of this

belief: Is the obje t of our belief really going to a hieve our goal?. As other
members want to give up the

olle tive belief, they will seize the opportunity

and utter that it is not going to a hieve the goal. The allian e will rea h a joint
agreement to drop the pre-existent belief (be ause every member have agreed
to the truth of the senten e: Bombing will not a hieve our goal) and to adopt
the belief that bombing will not a hieve their goal on the basis of epistemi

17 . Thus Gilbert have shown that purely epistemi

reasons

reasons

an also be

the reasons to drop this belief.
But of

ourse Karl

ould also have questioned the interest for the allian e to

keep or give up this belief and rea hed the same

on lusion as previously but for

prudential reasons. But as Gilbert showed, human beings
belief in the light of both epistemi

and prudential

an also assess their

onsiderations. Consider the

example of Joe and his unfaithful wife:

Joe may wonder if it is in his interests to believe that his wife is

Example.

unfaithful. (Gilbert, 2002a)
Pragmati

onsiderations will drive here Joe's behavior: Joe may de ide not

to belief his wife is unfaithful, else the belief would make him miserable.
Gilbert argues in (Gilbert, 2002a) that Reje tionnists are wrong be ause
responsiveness to eviden e does not allow to distinguish
individual one and that both individual and
for epistemi

and pragmati

olle tive belief from

olle tive beliefs

an be dropped

reasons.

(Wray, 2003)'s point is that the distinguishing fa tor is not the link between
doxasti

states and eviden e but rather between doxasti

the agent:

agents a

states and goals of

ept a view in light of their goal whereas they

annot

17 Of ourse Antoine and Peter ould have answered Karl by expressing their preferen e to
give up the

olle tive belief, but it would have been irrelevant here.
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18 . Moreover,

believe something for the same reason

ontrary to what Gilbert

expressed, Meijers (Meijers, 2003b) and he re ognize that beliefs
be produ ed for non-evidential reasons.

an sometimes

As Hume explains in (Hume, 1977)

it is a mira le that so many people persist in believing something that is so
ontrary to experien e. People
that we must a

an be sometimes so impervious to eviden es

ept that belief

annot be only dire ted by eviden e and that

something else inuen es our beliefs. But it would be too strong to
that people
that

an

an believe what they

on lude

hoose, as the man of Gilbert (Gilbert, 2002a)

hoose between believing that his wife is unfaithful and that she is not.

Wray argues that this inuen e (of this something else) is in fa t as mu h
out of our

ontrol as the impa t that evidential

onsiderations have on us and

that Gilbert's example would be better formalized with a
an a

ept or refuse to a

eptan e: the man

ept at will the fa t that his wife is unfaithful (but it

would be a kind of Hume's mira le that the husband does not believe his wife
unfaithful with some eviden e under his eyes).
(Meijers, 2003b) questions both Gilbert's answers to Reje tionnists'
i isms about links between group belief and eviden e.
argues that

rit-

In the one hand she

olle tive belief may be given up for epistemi

reasons ( f. the ex-

ample of the allian e) and in the other hand that personal belief may be dropped
given pra ti al
Meijers

onsiderations ( f. the example of the de eived husband). Firstly

laries his previous argument: he did not assume that

annot be dropped for epistemi

olle tive belief

reasons, but rather that it is not solely shaped

by eviden e, be ause the pro edure needed to

reate, alter or drop a

olle tive

belief is never purely epistemi  (Meijers, 2003b). Se ondly, Gilbert's example
of the de eived husband is highly questionable for Meijers too, and in parti ular
he sees in this example a

ase of a

eptan e rather than one of belief. It seems

more intuitive to represent this example as: Joe
is unfaithful and to a t a

ording to this a

hooses to a

ept that his wife

eptan e, otherwise he would be

miserable.
But (Hakli, 2006) questions all arguments about the link between belief,
a

eptan e and goal for and against plural subje t a

ount as a a

ount of

proper group belief, be ause he thinks that the question is hedged by some
ommon preliminary hypotheses: a

eptan e is ne essarily goal-dependent and

this feature is a key distinguishing fa tor. He argues that, as (Tuomela, 2000)
highlights, there are kinds of a

eptan e that are only dependent on epistemi

goals and thus that their distin tion from belief on this

riteria appears prob-

lemati . Moreover he argues following (Molden and Higgins, 2005) that goals,
interests or emotions

an intera t in the belief formation pro ess: for example,

it appears that we have a in lination to be more sensitive to eviden e in favor
of our beliefs. Thus for him goal-dependen y does not distinguish between belief and a

eptan e, and he argues that the dis ussion should be shifted toward

another feature.
We

an illustrate his purpose by following examples. Indeed, some individ-

18 Moreover as groups are typi ally onstituted by their goals, every group belief is in part
shaped by goals.
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Gilbert

Meijers

Wray

Hakli

Belief

E/P

E

E/P

E/P

Group belief

E/P

E/P

P

E/P

A

P

E/P

P

E/P

eptan e

Table 2.1: Summary of positions

ual beliefs

an be adopted in the light of prudential

example) whereas some views

an be a

onsiderations (see Joe's

epted following eviden e of their truth.

For example if Joe surprises his wife with her lover, he will have to a
two-timing due to eviden e (or if he stays unrealisti
still trust in his wife's faithfulness).
that the purpose of a

he

ept her

an deny eviden e and

Moreover as Meijers and Wray

onsider

epting is to advan e some goal, it appears obvious that

if a view has eviden e for its truth, these eviden e will have big inuen e on its
a

eptan e. Furthermore with Joe's and allian e examples, she has showed that

both individual belief
for epistemi

an be dropped for pra ti al reasons and

ones. We

an thus

allow to dis riminate belief and a
We

olle tive belief

on lude that the link with eviden e does not
eptan e.

an summarize this se tion by adding to Hakli's table (Table 1 (Hakli,

2006) his own position on the table 2.1.

In this table, E means that the

attitude is ae ted ne essarily by epistemi

fa tors, P means that the attitude

is ae ted ne essarily by pragmati
is ne essarily (or

fa tors and E/P means that the attitude

an only be) ae ted by both kinds of reasons.

We will follow Hakli's position and shift this dis ussion toward another feature, that is indeed

losely related to both former studied ones.

2.4.3.5 Belief and Truth
Belief is often viewed as aiming at truth whereas a
be ause it depends on goals. For example we

eptan e aims at utility,

an illustrate this point on the

above example of the lawyer: a lawyer trust in the inno en e of his
of eviden e means that for him it is true that his
plead guilty only for utilitarian reasons.

We

lient be ause

lient is inno ent but he will

an see immediately that this

dis ussion is deeply linked to both previous features.
(Gilbert, 2002a) assumes only that due to previous
eviden e and

ontext,

onsiderations about

olle tive belief hold the same relation with truth as

individual belief.
For (Meijers, 2002), at least three points indi ate that
trarily to individual belief aims does not aim at truth:
bound,

olle tive belief

olle tive belief

olle tive belief is

an be drop for prudential reasons and we may

on-

ontextolle tive

belief that no member takes to be true. He defends this point with the sele tion
ommittee example.

As every member aims at truth and that the

belief resulting from their
an

olle tive

onsensus is dierent from their individual beliefs, we

on lude that the aim of this belief is not at truth but rather follows the

goal of the

ommittee: the

andidate does not need to really be the best but
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onsensus.

Moreover he adds in (Meijers, 2003b) that this issue is deeply related to
the two following ones: the role of epistemi

onsiderations in the group belief

and the link between the group belief and group members' individual beliefs.
If only epistemi
a

olle tive beliefs, i.e. if the aim of the

onsiderations shape

truth is the only point of the

olle tive belief, Meijers do not understand why

ommitment towards other members is needed to build a

olle tive beliefs relied to the truth of its

olle tive belief. If

ontent, why does this belief need to

bind agents whi h others? Moreover, Meijers argues that if the

reation of the

olle tive belief is led by eviden e, there should not be independen e between
olle tive and individual belief. He supports thus the argument that a group
annot
group
a

reate a proper group belief following the plural subje t a
an thus only have a

olle tive belief in the opinion poll

olle tive agreement-based a

A

eptan e when the set of agents is viewed as a

stru tured group of agents. As previously we
fall into the falla y of

ount.

on eption and

an still reproa h to Meijers to

omposition by linking deeply

olle tive and individual

beliefs.
As this part of the dis ussion is

losely related to previous ones, he does not

bring us some fa tors to answer our question.

I will dis uss in the following

se tion the link between belief and will that promises more debates.

2.4.3.6 Belief and Will
Traditionally, in most

omparisons between belief and a

eptan e (see (Meijers,

1999), (Engel, 1998), (Wray, 2001) and (Williams, 1970) for example), a key distin tion between these two doxasti
that we

states is their relation to will: it is

annot believe something at will whereas a

eptan e

laimed

an be viewed as

the result of a kind of intentional a tion.
Example. I

annot believe at will that I shall never die (Meijers, 2002).

Example. I a

ept some proposition for the sake of an argument by a voluntary

and intensional mental a tion or an expressed a t of
For Meijers,

olle tive beliefs ...

on ession.

require some sort of voluntary assent,

agreement, or de ision by the members of the group for the belief.
1999, p. 64).

Members de ide voluntarily to agree to be jointly

(Meijers,
ommitted

with other members. Thus for (Meijers, 1999) and (Wray, 2001), as Gilbert's
olle tive belief is ne essarily at will, the obvious
belief is not a kind of belief but rather a kind of a

on lusion is that

olle tive

eptan e.

(Gilbert, 2002a) questions the premise of the above argument. She argues
that there is a

onfusion about the agent that wills. Indeed the

needs not to be willed by the group, as a whole. Of

ourse

olle tive belief

olle tive belief is

produ ed voluntarily by the agreement of ea h individual agents to be jointly
ommitted to believe as a body, but this body has not the will to have this
belief. Wray

on edes this point to Gilbert and adds that Meijers is guilty of

ommitting the falla y of

omposition (Wray, 2003), i.e. when he refers to the
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belief of a group, he indeed refers to a

omposition of individual members' belief

and not to the one of the group as a whole.
But

an a

olle tive belief be produ ed only by the will of a

Suppose that a group adopted a

agreement of ea h member to be jointly
belief ). Indeed the group did not
ea h member still needs to a
this belief. We

olle tive?

olle tive goal to have the belief that
reate the

(by

olle tive belief automati ally and

ept to be jointly

an thus argue that a

p

ommitted with ea h other to have this
ommitted with ea h others to

olle tive, as an individual agent,

believe at will; the hypothesis of involuntarism

19 still holds.

annot

Meijers handles this issue only by answering that there is a dierent ontologi al orientation (Meijers, 2003b) between him and Gilbert. Indeed the fa t
to distinguish the will of the group as a whole and the will of ea h members is
problemati

for him (Meijers, 2003a).

(Hakli, 2006) has a slightly dierent view upon this question.
voluntarity is the feature that distinguishes a

states. But his denition of voluntarity is a bit dierent from the
Definition.[Voluntarity℄ An attitude that

and only if the agent has dire t
agent

p

For him,

eptan e among other doxasti
ommon one.

is voluntary (V ) for an agent if

ontrol over the attitude in the sense that the

an dire tly adopt, revise and abandon the attitude either at will or by

forming an intention. The

omplement property of voluntarity is involuntarity

(V ), whi h means that it is not possible dire tly to adopt, revise and abandon
the attitude at will. (Hakli, 2006)
For Hakli, a
reated,

states that

an be in prin iple

hanged or dropped at will. Thus he argues that

olle tive belief is a

kind of a

eptan es are those doxasti

eptan e be ause, if the group wants to

hange one of its beliefs, he

an do it, whatever the sense given to the group is.
(Gilbert, 2002a) has opposed the following argument:
Example.

their

Fran and her friend Trudy expli itly adopt as their

olle tive goal

olle tively believing that their future is bright, without any

on ern for

whether or not their future a tually is bright.(Gilbert, 2002a)
She argues that the key point of this example is that, after having adopted
their goal, their group belief is not

reated automati ally and immediately only

thanks to the former goal agreement. Group members need to dis uss and to
jointly a

ept this belief. Thus for Gilbert, a group

annot dire tly bring its

belief into being by an a t of its own will. Hakli answers that

olle tive belief

seems nevertheless to t with his notion of voluntarity sin e after having de ided
to have this parti ular goal the group does not need anything else as additional
eviden e to adopt its

20 . We an note that the temporal aspe t of

olle tive belief

19 For Gilbert, this word refers to the fa t that We annot bring a belief of mine into being
by a t of will, or not dire tly (Gilbert, 2002a)

20 Hakli remarks that in some spe i

group belief
of the group.

annot be grounded due to

ases that he ex ludes for the sake of demonstration,
oni ts or in onsisten y with

e.g.

onstitutive rule
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Gilbert's example does not appear here. Hakli
belief is a kind of a

an thus

on lude that

olle tive

eptan e.

But to answer to Hakli's argument, we need to make pre ise the sense of the
words dire t

ontrol in his denition of voluntarity. As far as we are

and by referring to the above argumentation, the dire t
an attitude refers to his

apability to

reate,

on erned,

ontrol of an agent over

hange or drop it at will, i.e. by

an intensional a tion, without the inferen e of other agents and with his own
apa ity. Thus we

annot stri tly say that the group has a dire t

his beliefs be ause he needs a dis ussion and a
to

ontrol over

onsensus among his members

reate his belief. A group needs, and we think that is the sense of Gilbert's

example, that his members jointly

ommit to believe in order that the group

believes.
Moreover (Gilbert, 2002a) and (Tollefsen, 2003) question the fa t that voluntarism is a dis riminatory feature between belief and a

eptan e. An agent

has nevertheless a kind of power over his beliefs.

He has the ability to pla e

himself in a parti ular situation to obtain a spe i

belief. For example (Tollef-

sen, 2003), in order to write a dissertation student reads some arti les and books
and not other ones and thus by this

hoi e between arti les he pla es himself

favorably to gain some beliefs. Thus belief is for Gilbert between voluntarism
and involuntarism. Moreover if we a

ept with (Tollefsen, 2003) that belief has

at least a little part of voluntarism, it appears that belief is also goal-dire ted.
For example we

an refer again to Tollefsen's argument. The student has gained

a lot of beliefs in order to write his dissertation and with the goal to be ome
PhD.
On e again no argument emerges against the plural subje t a
belief.

ount of group

But the question of the link between belief and will is disputable, in

parti ular be ause we

onsider the will of the group and its

apa ity to

reate a

belief. The question of the will of a group and his link with members' will is out
of the s ope of this dissertation. We stay
And we

lose to Gilbert's view on this point.

onsider group will in a non-redu tionist paradigm.

we feel that Gilbert's arguments is quite a
appears between individual and

In this

ontext

eptable and no salient distin tion

olle tive belief w.r.t. will.

Besides this main argumentation, we

an

ite some additional arguments in

favor of the being of a genuine group belief des ribed by Gilbert's plural subje t
a

ount.

2.4.3.7 Additional arguments
The entrality of belief. Tollefsen (Tollefsen, 2003) reuses Davidson's 

en-

trality of belief  prin iple (Davidson, 1984). In its weakest version, it says that
an agent

annot have some propositional attitude without belief.

version states that all intentional states get their

liefs. That does not mean an agent needs to believe a proposition
to have the intention that it be omes true. The

A stronger

ontent from the web of be-

p

in order

entrality of belief argues only

that the agent needs to have some beliefs around this proposition to intend it.
Tollefsen's argument is that, due to the prin iple of the Centrality of belief
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and to the Reje tionnists point that a group

an have a

have belief, Reje tionnists have to abandon either
Reje tionnism (Tollefsen, 2003).

A group

eptan e but

annot

olle tive intentionality or

annot thus have an a

eptan e in

the non-redu tionist sense without having a belief in the same sense. We note
that this argument

annot be uses to defend Gilbert's group belief a

ount but

only to defend the existen e of a genuine group belief.

The entailment thesis.

Tollefsen (Tollefsen, 2003) uses against Reje tion-

nists Clarke's Entailment Thesis (Clarke, 1994). Clarke argues that an agent
annot a

ept a proposition without believing it and thus that a

a kind of belief. Tollefsen applies this argument to the
the argument that a

olle tive

eptan e is just

olle tive layer to reje t

annot have a kind of belief but only a

She defends this thesis by arguing that to a
an agent has to believe it at least at a

eptan e.

ept some proposition as true,

ertain degree.

We do not give more

details about this argument, be ause it uses a notion of belief that gets a bit to
far from the one introdu ed in the beginning of this

Colle tive belief and olle tive a eptan e.

hapter.

Along this se tion, we have

presented the defense of Gilbert's plural subje t a

ount of

against Reje tionnists who see it rather as a kind of a
an be more powerful by representing

olle tive a

olle tive belief

eptan e. This defense

eptan e in parallel with

olle tive belief.
For instan e let us

onsider Gilbert's example:

Example.[(Gilbert, 2002a)℄ The

whether the

ampus needs a

ampus improvement

ommittee is dis ussing

afe. Cass says, Look, let's suppose, for the sake

of argument, that Café Sunshine  the only

afe in town  is going to

lose in

the next year. Phil says, Okay, and the others nod in agreement.

It seems that similarly to the
je t a

olle tive belief

ount, members of the group have

reated by the the plural sub-

reated a

olle tive a

eptan e. This

olle tive attitude seems indeed to have really dierent features from
belief. Its study and its link with individual a
tan e a kind of a
thesis. This

eptan e (is this

olle tive

olle tive a

ep-

eptan e, or is it something else ?) is out of the s ope of this

olle tive a

eptan e distin t from

argument in favor of the plural subje t a

olle tive belief is an additional

ount of Gilbert.

In this se tion we have deeply dis ussed the nature of the result of Gilbert's
plural subje t a

ount. Contrarily to the Reje tionnists point of view, we

on-

sider that this dis ussion has shown that it is a kind of group belief. Preparing
the future logi al formalization of group belief we highlight in the next se tion
key features that

hara terize group belief.
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2.5 Toward a formal hara terization of group
belief
In the following

hapter, we will propose a formalization of group belief as a

modal logi operator. Before this, we need to highlight the main aspe ts that
be extra ted from the

hara terization in the present

an

hapter, whi h will guide

the subsequent formalization. Moreover as it has been shown in the previous
se tion, proper group belief is very
have thus also to be
features of

lose to individual belief. Formal properties

lose. The three following ones

olle tive beliefs.

an be viewed as proper

They also distinguish genuine group belief from

aggregate group belief (that will be represented in the sequel as a
in the sense dened above). Of
plural subje t a

2.5.1

ourse this

ommon belief

hara terization is based on Gilbert's

ount.

Proper group belief is in no
ual beliefs

This property is likely the major

ase related to individ-

riti ism against the summative approa hes.

Moreover, inspired by Durkheim (Durkheim, 1982), it is the most important
ontribution of Gilbert's a

ount.

It means that there will be no entailment link between our group belief
operator and the individual belief operator.
will be able to take into a

Thus our group belief operator

ount spurious beliefs (Tuomela, 1992) i.e.

ases of

group beliefs, as that in the Communist Party of Ruritania example. Contrarily
ommon belief is deeply linked to individual beliefs:

ommon belief implies and

is dened from individual beliefs.

2.5.2

There is a kind of
lief

ommitment on proper group be-

As soon as the group belief has been established, even if some group members
disagree with this belief, they must a t in
ommitted in some way to this belief.

omplian e with it, i.e. they are

When they violate it, they are liable

for san tions, ranking from blames of the group (Gilbert, 1987) to ex lusion
from the group (Tuomela, 1992). In the sequel we will be stronger by logi ally
forbidding violation or in onsisten y.

2.5.3

The group members share a mutual belief about
proper group beliefs

One of the major

riti isms against the simple summative approa h of group

belief is that every group member
olle tive belief on

ϕ be

an believe individually that

ϕ

without any

ause agents are not aware of what other agents believe.

A kind of mutual belief is thus ne essary, but not about the

ontent of the group

belief (as in the  omplex summative approa h), but rather on the group belief
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itself. Tuomela (Tuomela, 1992) defends this thesis arguing that group belief is
grounded due to a joint and intentional group a tion.
This feature hara terizes the fa t that the group belief is publi . This means
that every group member is aware of the truth or falsity of all groups beliefs.
As we will show in the following

hapter,

ommon belief does not share this

property: whereas there is

ommon belief that a

not

ommon belief does not hold, due to the fa t that

ommon belief that a

beliefs

ommon belief holds, there is

an be wrong.

2.6 Con lusion
This

hapter has been the pla e to introdu e and explain theoreti al

ne essary for the rest of this dissertation.

on epts

In parti ular we have introdu ed

intentional states for individual agents and defended their as ription to a group
of agents. Afterwards we have shifted the question to the more pre ise question
of the nature of belief. Existing a

ounts of group belief have been presented

and dis ussed. In parti ular we have followed Gilbert's plural subje t a

ount

of group belief be ause it well represents group belief: not as an aggregation of
individual beliefs but as a whole. This a
Reje tionnists trend. They
kind of a

ount has been defended against the

onsider indeed that this

olle tive belief is rather a

eptan e. It has been shown that group belief is

belief than a

eptan e. To prepare the next

loser to individual

hapter, we have highlighted key

features that we will need to formalize in our group belief logi al formalization.
In parti ular it should not be related to individual beliefs and should be publi
for group members.
In the sequel (Chapter 3) our logi al framework will in lude individual and
olle tive belief operators but also a
stay

ommon belief operator. At this point we

lose with authors like Tuomela, who argues that group beliefs require a

ombination of the positional and the aggregative approa h (Tuomela, 1992),
or Meijers. For the latter
poll

p
p

olle tive belief is rather a

ontinuum between opinion

on eption: we, the individuals in the group, as individuals, believe that

and the agreement-based
(Meijers, 2003b). But

on eption: we, the group as a whole, believe that

ontrarily to them, we

onsider that group belief

an

be dened only with a proper group belief operator. Indeed as the individual
belief will be

onsidered in the sequel as a

group belief needs also to be

ons ious attitude, we

be aware of his beliefs. And only the agreement based a

ount has this feature.

We will extend this logi al framework in Chapter 4 to group a
institutional
the

ontext.

ontext.

Group

onsider that

ons ious, or to be more pre ise the group needs to

an thus have various a

eptan e in a

eptan e depending on

Chapter 3
The logi

In this

of group belief

hapter we present a logi al formalization of group belief that has the

properties presented in the previous
logi

attitudes su h as
logi

hapter.

We integrate the group belief

in a BDI (Belief Desire Intention) framework to link it with other mental
of belief,

hoi e and intention or with a tions. Our logi

is based on the

hoi e and a tion developed in (Herzig and Longin, 2004) whi h

builds on the works of Cohen & Levesque (Cohen and Levesque, 1990a) and
Sadek (Sadek, 1992). We augment this logi

by a modal operator expressing the

group belief. We provide a Kripke semanti s (Kripke, 1963) and the asso iated
axiomati s.
In the

ase of a group redu ed to a singleton

tikka, 1962).

{i},

we will identify the group

lassi al individual belief operator à la Hintikka (Hin-

belief operator with the

Thus a parti ular individual belief operator is superuous.

We

introdu e also a mutual belief operator to exhibit some logi al features linking
group belief (in the non-redu tionist sense) and an aggregative group belief.

3.1 Syntax
Let

AGT = {i, j, . . .}

be a nite set of agents. A group of agents (or a group

for short) is a nonempty subset of AGT . We use I, J, K, . . . to denote groups.
′
′
When I ⊆ I we say that I is a subgroup of I . Let ATM = {p, q, . . .} be the
set of atomi

{α, β, . . .}

of the form
also

formulas. Complex formulas are denoted by

be the set of a tions.

i:α,

where

i

ϕ, ψ . . .

ACT =
ACT are
1 We
tion α.
Let

We suppose that some a tions in

is the author of (i.e., performs) the a

onsider that a tions are performed in front of a group of observers, i.e.

agents that are aware of the performan e of the a tion (e.g. hearers in the
of spee h a t). We omit them in the notation for the sake of

ase

larity.

1 In parti ular for a spee h a t α, this notation allows to spe ify the author of α without
mentioning the addressee, the illo utionary for e. . .
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2

The language of our logi

is dened by the following BNF grammar :

ϕ ::= p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | GI ϕ | Choice i ϕ | MBel I ϕ
| After α ϕ | Before α ϕ | ϕ | H ϕ
where

p

ranges over

ATM , α

over

ACT , i

over

AGT ,

and

I

over

2AGT \ {∅}.

Operators are dened in detail in the next se tion; we give only here a reading

GI ϕ reads the group I believes that ϕ holds; Choice i ϕ
i hooses (prefers) that ϕ; MBel I ϕ reads agents in I mutually
believe that ϕ"; After α ϕ reads  ϕ will be true after α; Before α ϕ reads  ϕ was
true before α; ϕ reads  ϕ is true from now on; Hϕ reads  ϕ was true up to
of these operators:

reads agent

now.
The

onne tives ∧, →, ↔, ⊤ (tautology) and ⊥ ( ontra∨ and ¬ in the usual manner. The operators Bel
Intend (intention) will be dened as abbreviations.

lassi al boolean

di tion) are dened from
(individual belief ) and

3.2 Semanti s
W

A model in ludes a set of possible worlds

(ATM −→ {0, 1}) asso

iating a valuation

Vw

and a mapping

to every

w ∈ W.

V : W −→

Models moreover

ontain mappings that will be detailed in the sequel. As usual, mappings are
′
′
essibility relations: for R a mapping and w, w ∈ W , wRw i

identied to a
w′ ∈ R(w).

3.2.1

Group Belief

To ea h possible world

w

and ea h non-empty

I ⊆ AGT ,

we asso iate the set of

onsistent with all propositions believed in world w by
AGT
the group I . This set is hara terized by the mapping: G : 2
−→ (W −→
W
2 ) asso iating an a essibility relation to ea h non-empty subgroup of AGT .
possible worlds that are

GI (w)

ontains those worlds where all propositions that are

olle tively believed

hold.

GI ϕ reads the group I believes that ϕ is true or  ϕ is olle tively believed
I . When I is a singleton, G{i} ϕ is identied with the standard
belief operator Bel i à la Hintikka (Hintikka, 1962) and thus reads agent i
believes individually that ϕ holds. We write Gi ϕ for G{i} ϕ.
The truth ondition for GI stipulates that ϕ is olle tively believed at w,
noted w
GI ϕ, if and only if ϕ holds in every world that is onsistent with the
by the group

set of

olle tively believed propositions:

w

GI ϕ

i

w′

ϕ

for every

We assume that:

➊ GI

is serial.

2 Operators are dened in detail in the next se tion.

w′ ∈ GI (w).
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olle tive belief is rational: if a proposition holds in every world that is

onsistent with the set of

olle tively believed propositions, then at least one

su h a world exists.
Furthermore we postulate the following
I and I ′ su h that I ′ ⊆ I :

onstraints on a

essibility relations,

for groups

➋

if

uGI ′ v

and

vGI w

then

uGI w;

➌

if

uGI ′ v

and

uGI w

then

vGI w;

➍

if

uGI v

and

vGI ′ w1

then there is

w2

uGI w2

su h that

and

• V (w1 ) = V (w2 ),
• GK (w1 ) = GK (w2 )

for all

K

• Ck (w1 ) = Ck (w2 ) for all k su
relation for

➎ GI ⊆

S

i∈I

Constraint

su h that
h that

K ∩ I = ∅,

k 6∈ I , where C is the a

essibility

hoi e to be dened below;

GI ◦ Gi .

➋

stipulates that agents of a subset

I′

of the set

I

are aware of

olle tively believed in the group I : whenever w is a world for whi h it
′
is believed by I that all I -believed propositions hold in w, then all I -believed

what is

propositions indeed hold in

w.

This is a kind of attention property: ea h sub-

group is aware of what is believed by the group.
Similarly

➌

expresses that subgroups are aware of what is not believed in

the group, too.

➋

➌

uGI ′ v then GI (u) = GI (v), i.e. if uGI ′ v then
u is the same as what is believed by I at v . From ➋
and ➌ it also follows that GI is transitive and eu lidian.
➍ says that if an information about something outside group I  (see the
denition in the following subse tion) is believed by I then it is believed by I
this information is believed by every subgroup of I .
➎ says that if it is believed by a set I that a proposition is believed by every
agent then it is believed by I , too.
and

together make that if

what is believed by

3.2.2

I

at

Mutual belief

From individual belief, we dene the notion of mutual belief of a group of agents,
it thus

orresponds to an aggregative notion of group belief. Semanti ally we
M B : 2AGT −→ (W −→ 2W ) asso iating an a essibility

have the mapping

I ⊆ AGT . M B I (w)

relation

M BI

worlds

ompatible with mutual beliefs of the group

to ea h group

is dened as the transitive

losure of the set of a

to the I's members beliefs (i.e.

S
➏ M B I = ( i∈I Gi )+

Gi

for ea h

i ∈ I ):

denotes the set of possible

I.

For ea h group

I , M BI

essibility relations asso iated
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MBel I ϕ

reads it is mutual belief for the group

I

ϕ

belief for the group that
about the logi

3.2.3

ϕ is true. It means
ϕ and that it is mutual

that

that every member of the group believes individually that

3

is true . (See (Fagin et al., 1995) for more details

of mutual belief.)

Choi e

Gi (w) that are possible for agent i, there are some
i prefers. Semanti ally, these worlds are identied by yet another mapping
C : AGT −→ (W −→ 2W ) asso iating an a essibility relation Ci to ea h
i ∈ AGT . Ci (w) denote the set of worlds the agent i prefers.
Choice i ϕ reads agent i hooses that ϕ. Choi e an be viewed as a preferen e operator and we sometimes also say that  i prefers that ϕ. Note that we

Among all the worlds in
that

only

onsider individual

hoi es, group

hoi es being beyond the s ope of this

dissertation.
The truth
all

ondition for

Choice i

stipulates that

w

Choice i ϕ

if

ϕ

holds in

hosen worlds:

w

Choice i ϕ

i

w′

ϕ

for every

w′ ∈ Ci (w).

We assume that:

➐ Ci

is serial, transitive, and eu lidian.

4

We refer to (Herzig and Longin, 2004) for more details about the logi
and the denition of intention from

3.2.4

of

hoi e,

hoi e.

Choi e and belief

As said above, an agent only

hooses worlds he

onsiders possible (see Figure

3.1):

➑ Ci (w) ⊆ Gi (w).
Hen e what is believed by an agent must be
trivial

ases of

hoi es in opposition to

hosen by him (this represents

hoi es that are not believed), and

hoi e

is a mental attitude that is logi ally weaker than belief.
We moreover require that worlds hosen by

i are also

hosen from i's believed

worlds, and vi e versa.

➒
This

if

wGi w′

then

Ci (w) = Ci (w′ ).

onstraint means that agent

3 This denition is re ursive. We
every agent believes
every agent believes

ϕ, that
ϕ. . .

i

is aware of his

hoi es.

an dene mutual belief with an innite

the other agents believe

4 Contrarily to the semanti s of belief, there is no

ϕ,

onjun tion:

that the other agents believe that

onsensus to the

hoi e operator.

In

parti ular it refers to what Cohen and Levesque named goal with stronger properties (Cohen
and Levesque only assumed seriality). A more detailed
is developed in (Herzig and Longin, 2004).

omparison with other hoi e operators
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Gi

Ci
w

Figure 3.1: Grounding and Choi e

3.2.5

A tion and time

A : ACT −→ (W −→ 2W ) asso iating an
a essibility relation Aα to every α ∈ ACT . Aα (w) is the set of worlds a essible
from w through the exe ution of α.
The formula After α ϕ reads:  ϕ holds after the exe ution of α. As there
is at most one possible exe ution of α, whi h is imposed by following temporal
def
onstraints, the dual operator Happens α ϕ = ¬After α ¬ϕ reads:  α is happening and ϕ is true just afterwards. Hen e After α ⊥ expresses that α does
not happen, and Happens α ⊤ that α happens. We often write Happens (α) for
Happens α ⊤.
The model

ontains a mapping

The truth

ondition is:

w

After α ϕ

i

w′

ϕ

for every

w′ ∈ Aα (w)

The formula Before α ϕ reads:  ϕ holds before every exe ution of α. The
def
dual Done α ϕ = ¬Before α ¬ϕ expresses that the a tion α has been performed
before whi h
The a

Aα .

ϕ

held. Hen e

Done α ⊤ reads:  α has just happened.
Before α is the onverse of the above

essibility relation for

The truth

w

Before α ϕ

i

w′

ϕ

for every

w′ ∈ Aα−1 (w).

To speak about temporal sequen es, the model

W −→ 2W . R (w)

R :
w.

ontains a mapping

is the set of worlds representing future history from

The asso iated modal operator
def
dual operator ♦ is dened by ♦ϕ =
The truth

relation

ondition is thus:

ϕ expresses that hen eforth ϕ holds. A
¬¬ϕ ( meaning that eventually ϕ holds).

ondition is:

w

ϕ

i

w′

ϕ

for every

w′ ∈ R (w)

Hϕ

expresses that ϕ has always held in the past. A dual operator P is
def
dened by P ϕ = ¬H ¬ϕ ( meaning that at one instant in the past ϕ held).
The a
The truth

essibility relation for

H

is the

onverse of the above relation

ondition is:

w

Hϕ

i

w′

ϕ

for every

−1
w ′ ∈ R
(w).

R .
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Just as Cohen and Levesque, we impose additional

onstraints on time, a -

tion and links between both notions:

①

if

wRα w′

and

wRβ w′′

then

5

② R

w′ = w′′ ;

6 and linear 7 ;

is reexive , transitive

③

if

wRα w′

④

if

wRα w′ , wR w′′

Constraint

then

①

wR w′ ;
and

w 6= w′′

then

w′ R w′′ .

expresses that, whenever the a tion performed, the resulting

world will be the same whi h imposes determinism of a tions (take

α=β

for

example).
Constraint

②

expresses that the present is in luded in the future, that the

future of the future of a world is still a future world and nally that the time
is linear whi h entails that there exists an order relation over worlds in relation
with time.
Constraint

③ expresses an intuitive relation between a

tion and time: worlds

resulting from an a tion are in the future of the world whi h means that the
performan e of an a tion takes time.
Finally
the

onstraint

④

expresses a similar

on ept: a world in the future of

urrent state is also a world des ribing the future of any world after the

performan e of an a tion in the

urrent world.

As said above, we do not detail here the relationship between a tion and
individual mental attitudes (belief and
and Longin, 2004). We only

hoi e) and refer the reader to (Herzig

onsider here the link between a tion and group

belief.

3.2.6

A tion and group belief

Dierently from the Publi

Announ ement Logi

(PAL) (van Ditmars h, van

der Hoek, and Kooi, 2005) where announ ement (or spee h a ts for us) are
per eived by every agents, we will later only
this

onsider dialogi al a tions and in

ase ( f. following part for more details about this point), we

this dissertation that a tions are publi
their o

urren es are

onsider in

for attending agents, in the sense that

ompletely and soundly per eived by every agent. This

hypothesis is ne essary to ensure the publi

feature of group belief without using

heavy pro esses su h as grounding (see (Traum, 1999) for a des ription of this
pro ess).
For example, when agent
agent

j

then

j

then the attendees are just
group. But when agent
assistan e

L

i

performs an assertive spee h a t only towards

will per eive the assertion. If no other agent per eives this a tion

i

K = {i, j},

and the a tion is publi

then the set of attendees is extended to

5 For every w ∈ W, wR w .

6 If w R w R w then w R w .
1  2  3
1  3
7 If w R w and w R w then w R w or w R w .
1  2
1  2
2  3
3  2

for exa tly this

j in front of an
K = {i, j} ∪ L. Agents

performs a spee h a t towards agent
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do not

hange their beliefs. A tions are thus publi

group of attentive hearers, but remains private in this group

inside the

onsidering other

agents.
Let

α

i

be an a tion performed by agent

is a member). The property of publi

in front of attendees

a tions (for group

K)

K

(of whi h

i

orresponds to the

onstraint:

⑤ Aα−1 (w) = ∅
This

K

ϕ
ϕ

Definition.

α

has been performed in front of

K

if

is mutually aware of this performan e.

Validity and logi al

Definition.

every

(GK ◦ Aα−1 )(w) = ∅

onstraint means that an a tion

and only if

3.2.7

if and only if

is true in

M

i

is valid in a

onsequen e

M, w |= ϕ

w ⊂ W.

for every

C

lass of models

(noted

|=C ϕ)

i

M |= ϕ

for

M ∈ C.

Definition.

S |=C ϕ

i for every

M ∈ C,

M |= ψ

if

for every

ψ ∈ S

then

M |= ϕ.

3.3 Axiomati s
3.3.1
The logi

Group Belief
of the group belief operator is a normal modal logi

of type KD:

ϕ
GI ϕ
GI (ϕ → ψ) → (GI ϕ → GI ψ)

(RNGI )
(KGI )

GI ϕ → ¬GI ¬ϕ
(RNGI )

and

for logi

using a possible-worlds semanti s.

tology is

(KGI )

are the bases of every normal modal logi

olle tively believed and

by a group

I

that

ϕ

implies

ψ

(RNGI )

(KGI ) means

that if it is

ϕ

olle tively believed

implies the one of

olle tively believed by a group are
and

¬ϕ

orrespond to the

psi.

onsistent:

are simultaneously grounded.

ordan e with the pre eding semanti

axioms respe tively
I′ ⊆ I:

and in parti ular

expresses that every tau-

then the group belief of

(DGI ) expresses that information
it annot be the ase that both ϕ
In a

(DGI )

onditions the following logi al

onstraints

➋

and

➌.

Thus, for ea h

GI ϕ → GI ′ GI ϕ

(SR+)

¬GI ϕ → G ¬GI ϕ

(SR−)

I′
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The axioms of strong rationality

ϕ

sition

(SR+)

and

(SR−) express that if a propoI then it is believed by ea h
by I . This is due to the publi

is believed (resp. not believed) by group

subgroup that

ϕ

is believed (resp. not believed)

8

hara ter of the group belief operator.
Corresponding to the semanti

onstraint

➎,

we have the following axiom of

group belief:

(

^

GI Gi ϕ) → GI ϕ

(CG)

i∈I
It expresses that if it is
vidually believes

ϕ,

olle tively believed by

then it is

I

I

that every member of

olle tively believed by

indi-

I.

It is important to remark that we will give a parti ular status to the formula

GI Gi ϕ (with i ∈ I ). Literally it means that the group I believes that i believes
individually that ϕ holds. Indeed we will onsider that this formula has as
primary origin the expression by the agent i of his belief that ϕ holds. Following
spee h a t theory with (Searle, 1969), the assertion of ϕ by agent i ounts as
the publi expression of his belief that ϕ holds. It is afterwards a epted as a
group belief by the group. We
any a

an noti e that other group members do not have

ess to the truth of the formula

Bel i ϕ.

Thus unless the a

this fa t indu es an in onsisten e with previous group beliefs, we

eptan e of
an

onsider

as a short ut that this expressed individual believed is automati ally grounded
in the group (a detailed a

ount will be given in Chapter 5 about spee h a ts).

Note that this does not imply that individual agents a tually believe that

i

has

this belief, but this represents the fa t that he has expressed it publi ly. Thus
we

onsider for the moment without additional details that

(the ee t of ) the expression by agent

i

GI Bel i ϕ represents

of his own belief.

The last axiom must be restri ted to parti ular formulas, viz. obje tive formulas for a group, that we dene as follows.

Denition.

The set of formulas that are obje tive for a group

I

is dened

indu tively to be the smallest set su h that:

•

formula

p

is obje tive for

is obje tive for

I

if

every atomi

• GK ϕ

• Choice j ϕ
•

if

ϕ

and

is obje tive for

ϕ′

K ∩ I = ∅,
I

if

are obje tive for

j∈
/ I,

I

then

I;

for every formula
for every formula

¬ϕ, ϕ ∧ ϕ′

ϕ;
ϕ;

are obje tive for

I.

8 In parti ular (SR+) and (SR−) axioms are a generalization to a group of the (positive and
negative) introspe tion axioms ommonly a
ea h agent
group

i

member of the group

I

epted for mental attitudes (like belief, hoi e. . . ):

if aware of what is believed (resp. not believed) by the

I:
GI ϕ → Gi GI ϕ
¬GI ϕ → Gi ¬GI ϕ
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With respe t to the semanti
nality axiom, stipulates that if

onstraint

I′

➍,

our fourth axiom, a weak ratio-

is a subgroup of

I

and

ϕ

is obje tive for

I

then:

GI ϕ → GI GI ′ ϕ
(WR)

(WR)

ϕ is obje tive for group I and believed by I then it is
I that the formula is believed by ea h subgroup I ′ .
Note that this does not imply that ϕ is a tually believed by every subgroup,
i.e. (WR) does not entail GI ϕ → GI ′ ϕ. In parti ular, the fa t that ϕ is believed
by group I does not imply that the members of I believe that ϕ.
It is very important to note that (WR) on erns only formulas ϕ that are
obje tive for I . Indeed, if we applied (WR) to some mental states of an agent
expresses that if

ne essarily believed by

of the group, we would restri t the agents' autonomy.
in presen e of group I , then the formula
(WR) applied unrestri tedly then j ould
not express later that he ignores whether ϕ, or believes ¬ϕ. If he made this last
spee h a t, the formulas GI Gj ¬ϕ and, thanks to (WR), GI Gi Gj ¬ϕ would
hold, whi h is in onsistent with the above formula GI Gi Gj ϕ (Gaudou, Herzig,
Now if agent

GI Gi Gj ϕ

i

Gj ϕ

asserts that

holds afterwards, and if

and Longin, 2006b).
Together,
for

I

(WR)

and

(CG)

stipulate that for formulas

ϕ

that are obje tive

we have:

(

^

GI Gi ϕ) ↔ GI ϕ

(3.1)

i∈I
Thus in the

ase of obje tive formulas

ϕ,

if and only if it is believed by the group

it is

I

olle tively believed that

ϕ

holds

that every member believes it. This

theorem represents a kind of establishment pro ess of the group belief by

on-

sensus.
From axioms (SR+) and (SR−), we an prove that we have the modal axioms
(4) and (5) for

GI

operators as theorems of our logi :

GI ϕ → GI GI ϕ
¬GI ϕ → GI ¬GI ϕ
Thus operator

GI

is in a normal modal logi

(4GI )
(5GI )

of type KD45. Hen e for individual

belief we obtain its standard KD45 logi .
′
We an moreover show that if I ⊆ I then:

GI ϕ ↔ GI ′ GI ϕ
¬GI ϕ ↔ GI ′ ¬GI ϕ

(3.2)
(3.3)

These theorems express that subgroups of a group are aware of what is believed
(resp. not believed) in the group.
provable from our axiom

(CG).

The formula

V
( I ′ ⊆I GI GI ′ ϕ) → GI ϕ

is
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Moreover we

an prove that:

GI ϕ ↔ GI GI ′ GI ϕ

(3.4)

¬GI ϕ ↔ GI G ¬GI ϕ

(3.5)

I′

ϕ

These theorems say that if

is (not) believed by a group, then it is believed

by this group that it is believed by every subgroup of this group that
believed for the group.
′
Even if I is a subgroup of

I

we do not ne essarily have

ϕ

is (not)

GI ϕ → GI ′ ϕ.

Su h a prin iple would be too strong be ause it would restri t the autonomy of
′
subgroups I of I : a proposition an be believed by a group I while there is a
′
dissident subgroup I of I , i.e. a group whi h believes the ontrary: GI ϕ∧¬GI ′ ϕ
′
is onsistent in our logi even if I ∩ I 6= ∅.

3.3.2

Mutual belief

Axiomati ally mutual belief is dened by the Fixpoint Axiom, whi h expresses

ϕ

that a mutual belief about

holds if and only if every agent believes that

ϕ

and that the mutual belief holds (see (Fagin et al., 1995) for more details):

MBel I ϕ ↔

^

Gi (ϕ ∧ MBel I ϕ)

(FPMBel I )

i∈I
and the Least Fixpoint axiom, that will be used in the sequel:

^

Gi ϕ ∧ MBel I (ϕ →

i∈I

^

Gi ϕ) → MBel I ϕ

(LFPMBel I )

i∈I

MBel I

is a normal modal operator

MBel I ϕ → ¬MBel I ¬ϕ

(DMBel I )

MBel I ϕ → MBel I MBel I ϕ

(4MBel I )

From this axiomati s, we

an dedu e that

of type KD4:

Note that the negative introspe tion axiom 5 is not a theorem of the

MBel logi : ¬MBel I ϕ → MBel I ¬MBel I ϕ does not hold. In parti ular from
(DMBel I ) and (5MBel I ) we ould dedu e that MBel I MBel I ϕ → MBel I ϕ holds.
This formula is to strong in the
by denition fallible, every agent

V

i∈I Gi MBel I ϕ

3.3.3

an be wrong in their belief:

MBel I

for example

does not.

Mutual belief and group belief

By denition, it
for a group
that

an hold whereas

ase of the mutual belief, indeed as belief is

I

omes from the Fixpoint Axiom that when it is mutual belief

that

ϕ

then ne essarily every member of

I

believes individually

ϕ:
MBel I ϕ →

^

i∈I

Gi ϕ

(3.6)
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Now we will show the link between mutual belief of a group
belief of the whole group

I

and group

I:

Theorem. We have the equivalen e:

GI ϕ ↔ MBel I GI ϕ

That means that a formula

ϕ

is believed by a group

is mutual belief in the group that
mainly due to the publi

(3.7)

ϕ

is

I

if and only if there

olle tively believed. This property is

nature of the group belief operator.

Proof.

1.

⊢ MBel I GI ϕ → Gi GI ϕ,

2.

⊢ MBel I GI ϕ → GI ϕ,

3.

⊢ GI ϕ → Gi GI ϕ, by theorem (3.2), for every i ∈ I ;
V
⊢ GI ϕ → i∈I Gi GI ϕ, from 3. be ause it holds for every i ∈ I ;
V
⊢ MBel I (GI ϕ → i∈I Gi GI ϕ), from 4. by the Rule of Ne essitation for
MBel I ;
V
V
⊢ MBel I (GI ϕ → i∈I Gi GI ϕ) → ( i∈I Gi GI ϕ → MBel I GI ϕ), from

4.
5.

6.

by theorem (3.6);

from 1. by theorem (3.2);

axiom LFPMBel I ;

V

7.

⊢

8.

⊢ GI ϕ → MBel I GI ϕ,

from 4. and 7.;

9.

⊢ GI ϕ ↔ MBel I GI ϕ,

from 2. and 8.

i∈I

Gi GI ϕ → MBel I GI ϕ,

from 5. and 6. by Modus Ponens;


We

an also highlight that

ontrarily to mutual belief, axiom 5 holds for

group belief. This is due to the fa t that group belief is publi
agents are soundly and

the notion of mutual belief is a
be ause beliefs

3.3.4

(in the sense that

ompletely aware of grounded group beliefs) whereas
ompletely publi

notion but not soundly so,

an be wrong.

Choi e and intention

With respe t to the semanti
normal modal logi

onstraint

➐,

the

hoi e operator is dened in a

of type KD45 and we have the axioms (DChoice i ), (4Choice i )

and (5Choice i ):

Choice i ϕ → ¬Choice i ¬ϕ
Choice i ϕ → Choice i Choice i ϕ

(DChoice i )

¬Choice i ϕ → Choice i ¬Choice i ϕ

(5Choice i )

(4Choice i )
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(DChoice i ) means that an agent annot have
(4Choice i ) (resp. (5Choice i )) expresses that he hoi

in onsistent

hoi es whereas

es (resp. does not

hoi e) are

preferred states of aairs.
We dene intention in a way similar to Cohen and Levesque as:

def

Intend i ϕ = Choice i ♦Gi ϕ ∧ ¬Gi ϕ ∧ ¬Gi ♦Gi ϕ
where

♦

is an operator of linear temporal logi

and only if in

i

i's

does not believe
ase that

i

i

preferred worlds

ϕ

holds now (i.e.

believes he will

i

LTL. Hen e

will believe

ϕ

(DefIntend i )

ϕ

intends that

ϕ

if

at some world in the future,

is an a hievement goal), and it is not the

ome to believe

ϕ

anyway (ϕ is not self-realizing).

For more details on this intention operator, see (Herzig and Longin, 2004). We
often write

3.3.5

Intend i α

for

Intend i Done α ⊤.

Choi e and belief

Due to the semanti

onstraint

➑

we have the following Bridge Axiom:

Gi ϕ → Choice i ϕ
whi h means that every formula grounded for agent

(BA1Gi ,Choice i )

i must ne

essarily be

hosen

by this agent.
Our semanti s also validates the prin iples:

Choice i ϕ ↔ Gi Choice i ϕ
¬Choice i ϕ ↔ Gi ¬Choice i ϕ
that

orrespond with

onstraint

➒.

(BA2Gi ,Choice i )
(BA3Gi ,Choice i )

This expresses that agents are aware of their

hoi es.
Moreover by denition of the intention operator, introspe tion properties
also hold for intention, and intention on a formula always implies that belief of
this formula does not hold:

3.3.6

Intend i ϕ ↔ Gi Intend i ϕ
¬Intend i ϕ ↔ Gi ¬Intend i ϕ

(BA1Gi ,Intend i )

Intend i ϕ → ¬Gi ϕ

(BA3Gi ,Intend i )

(BA2Gi ,Intend i )

A tion and time
onstraints, the a tion operators After α and its
are dened in a Kt logi , i.e. a normal modal logi with

With respe t to the semanti
onverse
following

Before α

onversion axioms:

ϕ → After α Done α ϕ
ϕ → Before α Happens α ϕ

(IAfter α ,Done α )
(IBefore α ,Happens α )

3.4. COMPLETENESS AND SOUNDNESS OF THE LOGIC
These axioms

hara terize the fa t that the relation

Aα−1
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is the

onverse of

Aα .
With respe t to the semanti
its

onverse

following

H

onstraints, the temporal operators

are dened in a S4.3 logi , i.e. a normal modal logi



and

with the

onversion axioms:

ϕ → ϕ
ϕ → ϕ

(T )
(4 )

♦ϕ1 ∧ ♦ϕ2 → (♦(ϕ1 ∧ ♦ϕ2 ) ∨ ♦(♦ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ))
ϕ → P ϕ

(Linear )
(I,P )

ϕ → H ♦ϕ
Moreover semanti s

(IH ,♦ )
onstraints

①, ③

and

④

impose following axioms:

ϕ → After α ϕ

(In After α )

Happens α ϕ → After β ϕ

(Hist1 )

♦ϕ → (ϕ ∨ After α ♦ϕ)

(Hist2 )

(In After α ) means that, if in every instant in the future

ϕ

will hold, then

ϕ

will hold after the performan e of any a tion. (Hist1 ) expresses determinism:
if there exists an exe ution of an a tion
performan e of any a tion

β, ϕ

α

will hold.

after whi h

will be eventually true in the future, then either

ϕ

is

holds, then after any

ϕ

urrently true or it will be

eventually true after every performan e of any a tion

3.3.7

ϕ

Axiom (Hist2 ) expresses that if

α.

A tion and group belief

As we have said above we only
performed by a agent

i

onsider publi

Thus we have following axiom of publi
onstraint

⑤,

a tions and

in front of attentive group

for ea h group

I

a tions

I

α

(of whi h

be an a tion

i

is member).

orresponding to the semanti

observing an a tion

α:

GI Done α ⊤ ↔ Done α ⊤
GI ¬Done α ⊤ ↔ ¬Done α ⊤

(PAI,α )
(NAI,α )

To sum it up, an a tion has been (resp. has not been) performed by an
member of group

I

if and only if it is believed by the group that it has been

(resp. has not been) performed.

3.4 Completeness and soundness of the logi
All axioms are Sahlqvist (Sahlqvist, 1975) ex ept axiom WR; so we have
pleteness for the

lass of models satisfying

onstraints

om-

➊  ➌, ➎  ➒ and ①  ⑤.
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We did not formally prove
onstraints

➊

➒



and

①

ompleteness for the whole


⑤.

We

lass of models satisfying

onje ture that this

an be done by using

the ltration method.

3.5 A tion laws
A tion laws des ribe the semanti s of ea h a tion.

They

ome in two kinds:

exe utability laws des ribe the pre onditions of the a tion, and ee t laws des ribe the ee ts. The pre onditions of an a tion are the

onditions that must

be fullled in order that the a tion be exe utable. The ee ts (or post onditions) are properties that hold after the a tion. For example, to toss a
need a

oin (pre ondition) and after the toss a tion the

oin, we

oin is heads or tails

(post ondition).
The set of all a tion laws is noted

LAWS ,

and some examples are

olle ted

in Table 7.2. The general form of an exe utability law is

Choice i Happens (i:α) ∧ Precond (i:α) ↔ Happens (i:α)

(IntChoice i ,αi )

This expresses a prin iple of intentional a tion: an a tion happens exa tly when
its pre onditions hold and its author

hooses it to happen (Lorini, Herzig, and

Castelfran hi, 2006; Lorini and Herzig, 2008). The general form of an ee t law

ϕ → After α Postcond (α). In order to simplify our exposition we suppose that
ee t laws are un onditional and therefore the general form of an ee t law is

is

here:

After α Postcond (α)
A way of

apturing the

these laws are

onventional aspe t of intera tion is to suppose that

ommon to all the agents. Formally they are thus global axioms

to whi h the ne essitation rule applies (Fitting, 1983). We have for example:

LAWS |= Gi After β After α P ostcond(α)

3.6 Example
To highlight our proposal for the semanti s of group belief we will des ribe our
running example that we have presented in the introdu tion. We re all it here.
There are three agents
1. Agent

0

AGT = {0, 1, 2}:

(privately) believes that

2. In private

2

is smart, formally written

0 tells 1
G{0,1} G0 ¬ smart 2 .

onversation agent

ary ee t is

1 publi ly adopts ¬ smart 2
¬smart 2 ) we obtain G{0,1} ¬smart 2 ,

3. After

4. When agent

2

joins the

that

2

(e.g.
by

is not smart. The illo ution-

by

onrming publi ly

onsensus between

0 informs 1
G{0,1,2} G0 smart 2 .

onversation, and

smart: the illo utionary ee t is

G0 smart 2 .

0

and

and

2

that

1.

that

2

is

3.7. BACK TO THE PHILOSOPHICAL ORIGIN
both 1
G{0,1,2} smart 2 .

5. When

and

2

publi ly

adopt

This illustrates that even for nested groups

{0, 1, 2}

we might have states of publi
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smart 2

we

moreover

obtain

J0 = {0} ⊂ J1 = {0, 1} ⊂ J2 =

groundedness for the dierent groups

whi h are about propositions that are mutually in onsistent, viz. here:

GJ0 smart 2
GJ1 ¬smart 2
GJ2 smart 2

3.7 Ba k to the philosophi al origin
In this last se tion of the logi al formalization of the group belief notion, we
an go ba k to our starting point to show that our formalism stayed
features highlighted in the previous

3.7.1

lose to

hapter.

Group belief features

3.7.1.1 Proper group belief is in no ase related to individual beliefs
As said above, our group belief operator

GI

is linked in no way to the private

beliefs, and in parti ular for every agent i, member or not of the group

GI ϕ → Gi ϕ

nor

Gi ϕ → GI ϕ

I , neither

is a theorem of our logi : neither group belief

implies individual belief, nor private individual belief implies anything at the
publi

GI ϕ ∧ Gi ϕ

layer. Nevertheless

is a

onsistent formula, i.e. proper group

belief does not ban the existen e of a mutual belief. Links between individual
and

olle tive beliefs will be introdu ed by studying additional

agents su h as sin erity or

onstraints on

ooperation.

3.7.1.2 There is a kind of ommitment on the proper group belief
This property is a theorem of our logi : it

(WR).
member

If it is

orresponds to axioms

olle tively believed by a group that

an express that he believes

¬ϕ

(in the

ϕ

ase of

(DGI )

and

holds, then no group

ϕ

obje tive, i.e. when

the grounding arises from a dis ussion between every agent and not only from

I believes that ϕ
GI Gi ϕ holds for every member i of the
group I and with the axiom (DGI ), ¬GI ¬Gi ϕ holds, too. No member of I an
then perform an assertive spee h a t with propositional ontent ¬ϕ (Gaudou,
assertion of one member of the group). Indeed, if the group
holds, then due to

(WR),

in parti ular

Herzig, and Longin, 2006a).

3.7.1.3 The group members share a mutual belief about proper
group beliefs
This feature is a theorem of our logi : as proven above, the formula

MBel I GI ϕ is a theorem.

Our logi

GI ϕ →

is stronger be ause we even have the equiv-
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alen e.
After this rst examination our group belief operator has features required
in the previous

hapter for a proper group belief operator.

We will examine

more deeply its link with Gilbert's and Tuomela's approa hes.

3.7.2

Philosophi al a

ount and formal representation

3.7.2.1 Gilbert's plural subje t a ount
In the sequel, we show that our group belief operator is

lose to the group belief

denition given by Gilbert (Gilbert, 1989) thanks to axioms
In parti ular in the

ase of formula

ϕ

obje tive for

GI ϕ ↔ (

^

I,

(WR)

and

(CG).

we have the equivalen e:

GI Gi ϕ)

(3.8)

i∈I
Moreover from the above formula and (3.7), we

GI ϕ ↔ MBel I (

^

GI Gi ϕ),

for

ϕ

an dedu e the equivalen e:

obje tive for

I

(3.9)

i∈I
This equivalen e is very
In fa t, formula
of group

I

GI Gi ϕ

lose to Gilbert's

hara terization of group belief.

typi ally results from that agent

that he believes

ϕ

(and this fa t has been

i

expressing in front

olle tively a

epted as a

group belief ).

V
(CG): ( i∈I GI Gi ϕ) → GI ϕ,
agent i expresses also impli itly his

Thanks to the axiom
belief that

ϕ

holds,

by making publi
a

eptan e that

his

ϕ

to

be grounded in the group. In parti ular, be ause he is aware of this theorem
(thanks to Rule of Ne essitation of the group belief operator), he knows that by
expressing publi ly that he believes

ϕ, GI ϕ

ould hold if the other agents do

the same.
Thus formula (3.9)
believed by group

I

an be read :

an obje tive formula

if and only if it is mutual belief in group

I

ϕ

is

olle tively

that every group

member publi ly expressed that they believe the obje tive formula

ϕ.

It follows from this informal proof that for obje tive formulas our group
belief operator mat hes Gilbert's denition. Thus our operator is an admissible
formalization of Gilbert's a

ount of group belief (for obje tive formulas).

3.7.2.2 Tuomela's a ount
With our simple framework, we obviously annot formalize the whole
of Tuomela's denition.

omplexity

In parti ular, we introdu e neither notions of roles,

institution or norms, nor do we distinguish between operative and non-operative
agents. But following Tuomela, we will simplify a bit his formalism to show an
interesting property.

We will ignore the so ial and normative

ir umstan es

(assuming that they do not impose any restri tions).
As said above, the formula

i

believes

ϕ.

GI Gi ϕ means:

it is believed by the group

I

But another reading that we have previously given is: agent

that

i

has

3.8. CONCLUSION
expressed in front of
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I

ϕ. This formula is in fa t the ee t of an
LAWS |= After α GI Gi ϕ where α is i's spee h
LAWS is an appropriate set of a tion laws for α

that he believes

assert spee h a t in the sense that
a t of asserting that

ϕ,

and

(su h laws will be given in

hapters 6 and 7). Thus some non-obje tive formulas

an be immediately grounded as soon as an agent performs the
spee h a t.

orresponding

These formulas neither require dis ussion not expli it a

eptan e

by every agent of the group. Only a single agent is needed to ground su h a
learly that formulas su h as

GI Gi ϕ do

orrespond to group belief à la Gilbert. We will show that they

orrespond

formula for the whole group. It appears
not

in fa t to a group belief in Tuomela's approa h.
In our logi , an agent is operative (in Tuomela's sense) in what

on erns his

GI Gi ϕ holds if and only if agent i, that we an all operative agent
in this ase, asserts ϕ. This implies in our logi that he ought to ontinue to
a ept publi ly that he believes ϕ. By Theorem (3.7), there is mutual belief that
GI Gi ϕ. The other agents ( alled non-operative in this ase) ought to a ept
that it is grounded that agent i believes ϕ. Moreover there is mutual belief
own beliefs:

about this formula. Due to what we have said above about Tuomela's group
belief, we have that

GI Gi ϕ implies

group belief that

i believes ϕ (in

Tuomela's

sense).
We

ould be

loser to Tuomela's approa h by introdu ing the

leaders of a group (about a proposition) in our framework, noted

on ept of

leaders(I, ϕ).

I , verifying properties
GI Gleaders(I,ϕ) ϕ ↔ GI ϕ. This means that if it is grounded for the
whole group I that it is grounded for leaders that ϕ, then ϕ is de fa to grounded
for the whole group (i.e. if leaders have jointly a epted ϕ, then other agents
have to a ept it ta itly and thus ϕ be omes a proper group belief à la Tuomela).

The leaders would be a subgroup of the group of agents
su h as:

The group of leaders

ould be for example the government for every de ision

on erning the whole nation (thus leaders get their power from
or a group of spe ialists of a domain for every fa t

itizen's votes)

on erning their

ompeten e

domain (they are leaders due to their knowledge and skills).

3.8 Con lusion
In this se tion and following the philosophi al study presented in the pre eding
hapter, we have introdu ed a logi al formalization of group belief in a BDI logi
and given its semanti s and axiomati s, introdu ing bridge axioms to handle
links between these various

on epts.

We have

onje tured the

ompleteness

and soundness of our logi . Moreover we have highlighted formal links existing
between proper group belief (i.e. our group belief operator) and a redu tionist
group belief formalized here with mutual belief.
We also have seen that strong links appear between group belief and dialogue.
In parti ular group belief is produ ed thanks to a deliberation pro ess by means
of a dialog between group members. This link will be deeply explored in the
following part.
Following last remarks of the above se tion about Tuomela's group belief,
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we will in the next

hapter introdu e the notion of institutions. Indeed when we

onsider a group of agents and their so ial relations there is always an (expli it or
impli it) institution to manage this relation. We will extend the logi

of group

belief by introdu ing the notion of institution.

olle tive

The individual and

agents will thus have a belief depending on a parti ular institution or
This belief depends on a parti ular
kind of a

ontext, and it

ontext.

an be argued that it is a

eptan e rather than one of belief. This will be explored in the next

hapter. We will also see how we
of the agents.

an an hor the institution in mental attitudes

Chapter 4
An extension: logi
a

To

of

eptan e

omplete our overview of so ial and

this hapter the logi

AL (A

olle tive doxasti

states, we present in

eptan e Logi ) in whi h the a

sition by the agents qua group members (i.e. group a
Su h propositions are true w.r.t. an institutional

eptan e of a propo-

eptan e) is introdu ed.

ontext and

orrespond to fa ts

that are established in an attitude-dependent way (i.e. normative and institutional fa ts).

As an appli ation we show how this logi

an provide a logi al

framework for the spe i ation of autonomous Multi-Agent Systems (MAS). A
MAS is autonomous in so far as it is

apable of binding (`nomos') itself (`auto')

independently of any external normative

onstraint spe ied by a designer. In

parti ular, a MAS is autonomous if it is able to maintain its so ial institutions
(i.e. rule-governed so ial pra ti es) only by way of the agents' attitudes and
a tions.

Finally, we

ontend that the present approa h paves the way for a

foundation of legal institutions, for studying the intera tion between so ial and
legal institutions and, eventually, for understanding and modeling institutional
hange.

4.1 A eptan e qua group member
Although in this

hapter the notion of a

itive (i.e. it is not dened in more basi
lari ation is needed be ause of the

eptan e qua group member is a primmental attitudes), some

on eptual

ru ial role it plays in the sequel. Whereas

beliefs have been studied for de ades (Hintikka, 1962) as representative of doxasti

mental states, a

eptan es have only been examined sin e (Stalnaker, 1984)

and (Cohen, 1992) while studying the nature of argument premises or reformulating Moore's paradox (Cohen, 1992). If a belief that
tutively aimed at the truth of
of a de ision to treat

p

p

(Velleman, 2000), an a

p

is an attitude

onsti-

eptan e is the output

as true in one's utteran es and a tions (Hakli, 2006)

without being ne essarily

onne ted to the a tual truth of the proposition. In
63
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order to better spe ify this distin tion, and to re all what has been presented
in Se tion 2.4.3, it has been suggested (Hakli, 2006) that while beliefs are not
subje t to the agent's will, a
a

eptan es are voluntary; while beliefs aim at truth,

eptan e are sensitive to pragmati

eviden e, a

qualitative; nally, while beliefs are
on

onsiderations; while beliefs are shaped by

eptan es need not be; while beliefs

ome in degrees, a

ontext-independent, a

eptan es are

eptan e depends

ontext.
For the aims of this

namely the fa t that a

hapter we are parti ularly interested in the last feature,
eptan es

an be

ontext-dependent. In fa t, one

de ide (say for prudential reasons) to reason and a t by a
of a proposition in a spe i

ontext, and possibly reje ting the very same

proposition in a dierent one. Although, usually, this aspe t of the a
state is studied in private
many risks, a

an

epting the truth
eptan e

ontexts (e.g. when an agent, in order not to take too

epts that the total

ost of her house restru turing will be beyond

her reasonable expe tations; see (Bratman, 1992)), we will explore the role of
this attitude in institutional

ontexts and highlight its

the maintenan e of so ial institutions. Institutional

ru ial role in explaining

ontexts are rule-governed

so ial pra ti es on the ba kground of whi h the agents reason.
take the

ase of a game like Clue. The institutional

so ial pra ti e whi h the agents
On the ba kground of su h
tal states (the a

4.3.3) qua player of Clue.
institutional

onform to in order to be

ompetent players.

ontexts, we are interested in the expli it men-

eptan es) that

Clue, for instan e, an agent a

For example,

ontext is the rule-governed

an be formally

aptured. In the

ontext of

epts that something has happened (see Example

The state of a

ontext is the kind of a

eptan e qua group member in an

eptan e one is

ommitted to when one is

fun tioning as a group member (Tuomela, 2007). Although a full analysis of
this notion is out of the s ope of this dissertation, it is important to stress that
we

onsider this attitude as one that is held by an agent. Nevertheless, there are

spe i

onsequen es deriving from the agent's fun tioning as a group member:

e.g. the a

eptan e of a proposition qua group member is always a publi

fa t

(see Se tion 4.4.1).
In this

hapter, we aim to provide a logi al framework for the spe i ation

of autonomous MASs, that is, MASs whose agents are

apable of

maintaining their institutions by themselves (Se tion 4.3).

reating and

The fo us of this

ontribution is on modeling so ial or informal institutions, rather than legal
ones. So ial institutions are the basi
more

omplex legal ones are

stru tures of a so iety on top of whi h

onstru ted.

By so ial or informal institutions,

we refer to rule-governed so ial pra ti es in whi h no member with `spe ial'

1 More spe i ally, we will use the notion of an agent's

powers is introdu ed.
a

eptan e of a proposition qua group member in a given institutional

ontext

presented in Se tion 4.1, and we will study its intera tion with dierent notions
su h that of

ommon belief and private belief (Se tion 4.4).

On the basis of

these attitudes qua group members, we will spe ify how a group

an

reate

1 It is in fa t proper to legal institutions to have spe ialized agents empowered to hange
the institution itself on behalf of everybody else (see Se tion 4.5.1).
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and maintain normative and institutional fa ts whi h hold only in an attitudedependent way. That is, it is up to the agents, and not to the external designer,
to support su h fa ts (Se tion 4.5). We will
logi al works on the issues of

ompare our proposal with related

olle tive belief and institutions (Se tion 4.6). In

on lusion we will identify dire tions for future work on the basis (Se tion 4.8).
An horing institutions, and their fa ts, in agents' minds is just the rst step
towards a more

omplete

hara terization of the internal aspe t of normative

systems and towards the vision of autonomous MASs.

4.2 Institutions
Autonomous agents that intera t with ea h other (and with human beings)
pose at least two general problems: they should be able to a hieve some level
of

oordination in order to a

omplish their distributed tasks and, notwith-

standing their autonomy and self-interest, they should be somehow inuen eable towards the fulllment of some

olle tive goal. One possible way to ta kle

these problems is to devise arti ial institutions (Noriega and Sierra, 2002;
Dignum and Dignum, 2001).

Following the

arti ial institutions are usually

lassi al work of Douglass North

on eived as human-like:

game in a so iety or the humanly devised
intera tion (North, 1990, p. 3).

the rules of the

onstraints that stru ture agents'

With this model in mind, AI pra titioners

have interpreted their task as that of advan ing logi al or

omputational frame-

works to represent institutions, while leaving to the agents' autonomy the deision whether to

omply or not with the spe ied rules (Ågotnes et al., 2007;

Conte, Castelfran hi, and Dignum, 1999). This approa h, however, has at least
three strong limitations. First of all, the institutions are not only

onstraints but

also `enablements' (Searle, 1995): new possibilities of a tions (i.e. institutional
a tions like paying, marrying, promising et .) are possible when an institution
is in pla e.

Se ondly, arti ial institutions are usually inspired by human le-

gal institutions whi h, however, are only a small part of the institutionalized
human intera tions. Moreover, to work ee tively, legal institutions should in-

2 Finally, and more importantly, institutions should

tera t with informal ones.
be

onstru ted by the agents themselves and not imposed from the outside.
More pre isely, while it is widely shared that, in order to fa e

omplex and

dynami al problems, the individual agents must be autonomous, less emphasis
is devoted to the fa t that the multi-agent systems (MAS) themselves (for exa tly the same reasons) should be

on eived and designed to be autonomous.

In fa t, etymologi ally, autonomous means self-binding (`auto' and `nomos'),
and an autonomous MAS is the vision of an arti ial so iety that is able to
reate, maintain, and eventually

hange its own institutions by itself, without

2 Following (North, 1990), we onsider informal su h institutions as so ial norms and so ial
pra ti es (su h as promise). In his seminal book North expli itly states the relevan e of this
informal layer but this

omponent is still widely negle ted in the MAS literature.

On the

importan e of informal normative relations to enfor e so ial order see also (Castelfran hi,
2003).
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the intervention of the external designer in this pro ess.
This

hallenge is also strongly tied to the new trend of designing self-

organizing MASs but, in

ontrast to many eorts in the area, we are after a

notion of self-organization that is amenable for, and
omplex

an make prot of, more

ognitive agents (i.e. BDI-like; see (Conte and Castelfran hi, 1995) for

the general approa h). In fa t, quoting North again (Mantzavinos, North, and
Shariq, 2004, p. 77):
Only be ause institutions are an hored in peoples minds do they
ever be ome behaviorally relevant. The elu idation of the internal

aspe t is the

ru ial step in adequately explaining the emergen e,

evolution, and ee ts of institutions (emphasis added).

4.3 The logi
4.3.1

Syntax

The synta ti

primitives of our logi

AL

(A

eptan e Logi ) are the following:

•

a nite set of

•

a set of atomi

•

a nite set of labels denoting institutional

•

a symbol

λ

n>0

agents

formulas

AGT = {1, 2, ..., n};

ATM = {p, q, ...};

denoting the private

ontexts

INST = {x, y, ...};

ontext.

2AGT ⋆ = 2AGT \{∅} the set of all non empty

AGT ⋆
subsets of agents, ∆1 = C:x|C ∈ 2
, x ∈ INST the set of all ouples of
non empty subsets of agents and institutional ontexts, ∆2 = {i:λ|i ∈ AGT }
the set of all ouples of single agents and private ontext, and i:x for {i} :x.
Finally, ∆ = ∆1 ∪ ∆2 .
The language LAL is dened as the smallest superset of ATM su h that: if
ϕ, ψ ∈ LAL , i ∈ AGT and C:x ∈ ∆ then ¬ϕ, ϕ ∨ ψ and [C:x] ϕ ∈ LAL . The
lassi al boolean onne tives ∧, →, ↔, ⊤ (tautology) and ⊥ ( ontradi tion) are
dened from ∨ and ¬ in the usual manner.
Formula [C:x] ϕ has to be read the agents in C a ept that ϕ while fun tioning as group members in the institutional ontext x or the group C a epts
that ϕ holds as follower of the institution x.
For notational

Example.

onvenien e we note

[C:Greenpeace] protectEarth

is read the agents in

C

a

ept that the

mission of Greenpea e is to prote t the Earth while fun tioning as a tivists in
the
a

ontext of Greenpea e and

[i:Catholic] PopeInfallibility

is read the agent

epts that the Pope is infallible while fun tioning as a Catholi

of the Catholi
For

in the

i

ontext

Chur h.

C:x ∈ ∆1

:

[C:x] ⊥

has to be read agents in

group members in the institutional

ontext

x

C

are not fun tioning as

be ause we assume that fun -

tioning as a group member is, at least in this minimal sense, a rational a tivity;
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¬ [C:x] ⊥ has to be

C are fun tioning as group memx; ¬ [C:x] ⊥ ∧ [C:x] ϕ stands for agents in C
are fun tioning as group members in the ontext x and they a ept that ϕ while
fun tioning as group members or simply agents in C a ept that ϕ qua group
members in the institutional ontext x whi h, for us, is tantamount to The
group C a epts that ϕ in the institutional ontext x (i.e. group a eptan e).
Similarly, the formula ¬ [C:x] ϕ has to be read agents in C are fun tioning as
group members in the institutional ontext x and they do not a ept that ϕ
while fun tioning as group members in x or simply agents in C do not a ept
that ϕ qua group members in x (i.e. The group C does not a ept that ϕ in
the institutional ontext x).
onversely,

bers in the institutional

read agents in

ontext

Example.

¬ [{i, j} :Europe] ⊥ ∧ [{i, j} :Europe] EuroMeansOfExchange

for  i and

a

in the

j

stands

ept qua Europeans that the Euro is the o ial means of ex hange

Europe ,

ontext of

stands for  i and

j

whereas

¬ [{i, j} :Europe] DollarMeansOfExchange

qua Europeans do not a

ept that dollar is the o ial means

of ex hange.
Modal operators of the form
Hen e a formula

4.3.2

[i:λ] ϕ

[i:λ]

orrespond to standard doxasti operators.

has to be read agent

i

believes that

ϕ.

Semanti s

We use a standard possible worlds semanti s and a model is a triple

hW, G, Vi
• W

3

M =

where:

is a set of possible worlds;

• G : ∆ −→ (W −→ 2W ) asso iates ea h C:x ∈ ∆ and possible world w
with the set GC:x (w) of possible worlds a epted by the group C in w,
where agents in C are fun tioning as group members in the institutional
ontext x;
• V : W −→ 2ATM is a truth assignment whi h asso
the set V(w) of atomi propositions true at w.

iates ea h world

w with

The rules dening the truth onditions of formulas of our logi are indu tively
dened as follows.

• M, w |= p

i

• M, w |= ¬ϕ

p ∈ V(w);

i not

• M, w |= ϕ ∨ ψ

i

• M, w |= [C:x] ϕ

M, w |= ϕ;

M, w |= ϕ

i for all

or

M, w |= ψ ;

w′ ∈ W ,

if

w′ ∈ GC:x (w)

then

M, w′ |= ϕ.

3 In this hapter, for the sake of uniformity we prefer to adopt this non-standard notation
for doxasti

operators instead of

Bel i ϕ.
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4.3.3

Axiomatization

LAL

The axiom system of

is made of all tautologies of propositional

plus the axioms and rules of inferen e of the basi
operator

[C:x]

where

C:x ∈ ∆.

normal modal logi

al ulus,
for every

That is, we have all K-theorems for every

C:x ∈ ∆.
C,

Moreover, we suppose that given a set of agents
all the fa ts that are a

epted (or that are not a

fun tioning as group members in the institutional
suppose the following relations between the a
with respe t to the institutional

all

B

of

C

a

ept that

x.

ϕ

ontext

y,

y

ontext

agents in

C

ept that ϕ
x then for every

(do not) a
ontext

a

ept that agents in

C

(do not)

while fun tioning as group members in the institutional

ontext

Furthermore, we suppose the following relations between the a

C

(do not) a

while fun tioning as group members in the institutional

ontext

ept that

(do not) a

tioning as group members in the institutional

ontext

suppose standard properties of introspe tion for beliefs: if agent

ϕ;

i

i

ept that
then, for

i in C , we have that i believes that agents in C

x.

eptan e

x

ϕ while fun

then he believes that he believes that

while

In parti ular, we

every agent

ϕ

ess to

C

while fun tioning as group members

B

qua group member and individual beliefs: if agents in

ϕ

have a

eptan es of the group members

ontexts: if agents in

and institutional

in the institutional

x.

ontext

while fun tioning as group members in the institutional
subset

B⊆C

epted) by agents in

Finally we

believes that

ϕ
ϕ. Su h properties are aptured
every C:x, B:y ∈ ∆, if B ⊆ C then:
if agent

does not believe that

then he believes that he does not believe that
by the following two axiom s hemas. For

[C:x] ϕ → [B:y] [C:x] ϕ

4[C:x],[B:y]

¬ [C:x] ϕ → [B:y] ¬ [C:x] ϕ

5[C:x],[B:y]

4[C:x],[B:y] and 5[C:x],[B:y] together
property of Kripke models. For every w

Axioms
ti

orrespond to the following seman-

∈W

and

C:x, B:y ∈ ∆,

if

B⊆C

then:
if

w′ ∈ GB:y (w)

then

We also suppose that if agents in
the institutional

B

a

ept

things a
a

ϕ

ontext

x then,

C

a

ept that

for every subset

B

qua group members in the institutional

epted by the agents in a set

ertain institutional

ontext

with respe t to the same

x

ontext

C

ϕ qua group members in
C , it holds that agents in
ontext x. This means that

of

(qua group members) with respe t to

are also a

x.

S1

GC:x (w′ ) = GC:x (w)

C 's subsets
C:x, B:x ∈ ∆, if B ⊆ C

epted by agents in all

Formally, for every

then:

¬ [C:x] ⊥ ∧ [C:x] ϕ → ¬ [B:x] ⊥ ∧ [B:x] ϕ
Example. Imagine three agents

of Clue, that someone

i, j , k

Inc[C:x],[B:x]

that,qua players a

ept, in the

ontext

¬ [{i, j, k} :Clue] ⊥ ∧
two agents i, j qua Clue

alled Mrs. Red, has been killed:

[{i, j, k} :Clue] killedMrsRed .

This implies that also the

players a

alled Mrs. Red has been killed in that

ept that someone

¬ [{i, j} :Clue] ⊥ ∧ [{i, j} :Clue] killedMrsRed .

ontext:

4.4. GROUP ACCEPTANCE PROPERTIES
Axiom Inc[C:x],[B:x] has the
w ∈ W , C:x, B:x ∈ ∆, if B ⊆ C
if

annot believe

following semanti

hara terization. For every

then:

GC:x (w) 6= ∅

As far as operators of type
an agent
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GB:x (w) 6= ∅

then

and

GB:x (w) ⊆ GC:x (w)

[i:λ]

for beliefs are

S2

on erned, we suppose that

ontradi tions. Formally, for every

i:λ ∈ ∆2 :

¬([i:λ] ϕ ∧ [i:λ] ¬ϕ)

D[i:λ]

whi h

orresponds to the following standard property of seriality.

w∈W

and

i:λ ∈ ∆2

For every

we have:

S3

Gi:λ (w) 6= ∅
Thus, every doxasti

D,

operator

[i:λ]

is

KD45 .

(Indeed, besides satisfying Axiom

4[C:x],[B:y]
5[C:x],[B:y] where C = B = {i} and x = y = λ.)
We all AL (A eptan e Logi ) the logi axiomatized by the four prin iples
4[C:x],[B:y] , 5[C:x],[B:y] , Inc[C:x],[B:x] , D[i:λ] and we write ⊢AL ϕ i formula
ϕ is a theorem of AL. Moreover, let M be a model su h that M = hW, G, Vi
it also satises Axioms 4 and 5 as parti ular instan es of Axioms

and

as dened in Se tion 4.3.2 and satisfying the semanti

onstraints

S1S3 given

|=AL ϕ i formula ϕ is valid in all AL models, i.e. M, w |= ϕ
for every AL model M and world w in M. Finally, we say that a formula ϕ
is satisable if there exists an AL model M and a world w in M su h that
M, w |= ϕ.

above. We write

4.4 Group a eptan e properties
4.4.1

The publi

nature of group a

eptan e

In Se tion 4.3.1, we have analyzed the notion of group a
of the a
members.
be

eptan e as the set

eptan es of all the agents in the group while fun tioning as group
This notion of a

eptan e qua group member however must not

onfused with (nor redu ed to) that of a private mental attitude.

ontrary we

laim that group a

is part of the

eptan es are always publi

on ept of fun tioning as a group member that all the agents

ommonly believe that one is fun tioning in this way.
operator to express
The notion of

On the

so mu h that it

In the literature, an

ommon belief is given (see for instan e (Fagin et al., 1995)).

ommon belief

an be built on the

on ept of individual belief

and on a parti ular kind of distributed belief of the form every agent in
believes that
type

[i:λ].

ϕ.

The former

The latter

where a formula

EC ϕ

on ept is expressed in our logi

on ept is formally expressed by operators of type
is dened as follows:

def

EC ϕ =

^

i∈C

[i:λ] ϕ

C

by operators of

EC
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C ⊆ AGT , formula CB C ϕ is meant to stand for there
ϕ, that is, everyone in C believes that ϕ, everyone
in C believes that everyone in C believes that ϕ, everyone in C believes that
1
everyone in C believes that everyone in C believes that ϕ, and so on. If EC ϕ
k−1
k
4
denotes EC ϕ and EC ϕ denotes EC (EC ϕ), we an dene CB C ϕ as follows :
Given a set of agents

is

ommon belief in

C

that

def

CB C ϕ =

^

k
EC
ϕ

k>0
With the aim of making the publi

nature of group a

eptan e expli it, the

following theorem highlights the relationship between our notion of group a eptan e (i.e. a
on ept of

eptan e by ea h of the agents qua group members) and the

ommon belief.

C:x ∈ ∆:

Theorem. For any

⊢AL

Proof.

Dire tion

k
EC
[C:x] ϕ

→

[C:x] ϕ ↔ CB C [C:x] ϕ

an be established by proving that

by indu tion on

(4.1)

∀k > 0, [C:x] ϕ →

k:

• [C:x] ϕ → EC [C:x] ϕ
•

k
[C:x] ϕ → EC
[C:x] ϕ
k+1
[C:x] ϕ → EC [C:x] ϕ

( ase

From

k = 1)

infer
(indu tive

ase)

ase k = 1, we just apply Axiom 4[C:x],[B:y] with B:y = i:λ for
V
i ∈ C , whi h implies that [C:x] → i∈C [i:λ] [C:x] ϕ. The latter is the ase
k = 1 by denition of EC .
k
Let us prove the indu tive ase. We suppose that [C:x] ϕ → EC
[C:x] ϕ. By
V
k
rule of ne essitation on every [i:λ], we infer
i∈C [i:λ] ([C:x] ϕ → EC [C:x] ϕ)
k
whi h is (by denition of EC ) equivalent to: EC ([C:x] ϕ → EC [C:x] ϕ). Thus
k+1
from the latter, ase k = 1 and denition of EC
we an dedu e that [C:x] ϕ →
k+1
k
EC [C:x] ϕ. This is enough to prove that
[C:x]
ϕ → EC
[C:x] ϕ (for k >
V
k
0) is a theorem. We an thus infer that k>0 ([C:x] ϕ → EC
[C:x] ϕ) holds.
V
k
By standard modal prin iples,
([C:x]
ϕ
→
E
[C:x]
ϕ)
implies
[C:x] ϕ →
C
k>0
V
k
k>0 EC [C:x] ϕ whi h is equivalent to [C:x] ϕ → CB C [C:x] ϕ. We leave to the
reader the proof of ← dire tion of the theorem.

To prove the

ea h

A

ording to Theorem 4.1, the agents in

as group members in the institutional
belief in C that they a
institutional

ontext

x.

ϕ

ept that
Hen e, a

group member is always a publi

C

ontext

a

x

ept that

ϕ

while fun tioning

if and only if there is

ommon

while fun tioning as group members in the
epting a proposition while fun tioning as a

fa t whi h is out in the open and that is used

by all the members to reason about ea h other in an institutional

ontext.

4 Note that this denition is the iterative version of the one given in the above hapter.
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4.4.2

Group a

eptan e and individual beliefs

As far as the relationship between a
ual beliefs is
where
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eptan es qua group members and individ-

C:x ∈ ∆1

¬ [C:x] ⊥∧[C:x] ϕ∧

V

i∈C [i:λ] ¬ϕ
is satisable in our logi . This means that the attitudes pri-

on erned, it has to be noted that

vately endorsed by the agents and those entertained qua group members
diverge: one

an privately disbelieve what one a

an

epts while fun tioning as a

group member.
Example. Consider the dis ursive dilemma as elaborated in (Pettit, 2001) in

whi h a three-member

ourt has to make a judgment on whether a defendant is

liable for a brea h of ontra t. If one assumes that the group a

epts the majority

rule to de ide on the issue, it might happen that ea h judge privately believes
that the group ought to a

ept a

liable), while ea h is for ed to a

ertain

on lusion ( e.g. that the defendant is

ept the opposite qua group member ( i.e. qua

judge).

4.5 Attitude-dependent fa ts
Normative and institutional fa ts are a
stitutional

ontexts (Searle, 1995).

lass of fa ts that are typi al of in-

Su h fa ts have the pe uliar feature of

being dependent on the agents' attitudes in a way that we are now in the
position to spe ify in detail.
fa ts are

More pre isely it has been noted that these

hara terized at least by two features (Lagerspetz, 1995; Searle, 1995;

Tuomela, 2002).

•

Performativity: an attitude of

ertain type shared by a group of agents

towards a normative or an institutional fa t may

ontribute to the truth

of a senten e des ribing the fa t.

•

Reexivity: if a senten e des ribing a normative or an institutional fa t is
true, the relevant attitude is present.

Example.

If the agents qua group members a

ept a

as money (an institutional fa t), then, in the appropriate

ertain pie e of paper
ontext, this pie e of

paper is money for that group (performativity). At the same time, if it is true
that a

ertain pie e of paper is money for a group, then the agents qua group

members a

ept the pie e of paper as money (reexivity).

In order to represent in

AL

these kinds of fa ts, we need rst to dene the

on ept of truth with respe t to an institutional

ontext in a way that respe ts

these two prin iples.

4.5.1

Truth in an institutional

We formalize the notion of truth w.r.t. to a
the operator

[x].

A formula

[x] ϕ

ontext
ertain institutional

is read within the institutional

ontext with
ontext

x,

it
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is the
a

x.

ϕ. Here we suppose that within the institutional ontext x
ϕ if and only if for every set of agents C , the agents in C

ase that

it is the

ase that

ept that

ϕ

while fun tioning as group members in the institutional

Formally, for

ontext

x ∈ INST :
def

^

[x] ϕ =

[C:x] ϕ

C∈2AGT ⋆
It is straightforward to prove that

[x]

are normal modal operators. Given the

previous analysis, a fa t is true w.r.t. an institutional
fa t is a

ontext if and only if su h

epted by all the agents while they fun tion as group members (hen e

the performativity and the reexivity prin iples are maintained).
following Theorem 4.1, this group a

eptan e is the obje t of a

Moreover,

ommon belief.

At this point, it might be obje ted that there are fa ts whi h are true in
an institutional

ontext but only spe ial group members in the institution

are aware of them.

For instan e, there are laws in every

ountry whi h are

known only by the spe ialists of the domain (lawyers, judges, members of the
parliament, et .). Are these fa ts a

epted by the institution (here the

ountry)

notwithstanding that many group members are not aware of them?
In order to resist to this obje tion re all that, at this stage, our model applies
to the basi

informal institutions of a so iety. Relative to this restri tion, the

proposed assumption is justied be ause, w.r.t. these institutions, there is no
other spe ial institutional

ontexts in whi h the agents have the power to

and eliminate institutional fa ts
has the power to

reate

hara terizing the institution itself (i.e. nobody

hange the rules for promising). It is in fa t pe uliar of legal
reate su h a spe ialized meta - ontext in whi h the

(formal) institutions to

agents have spe ial powers to interpret and modify the institution itself. Given
the aims of this paper, we leave this spe ial

ase for future work.

Finally, the following abbreviation is dened:

def

^

[Univ ] ϕ =

[x] ϕ

x∈INST
whi h stands for  ϕ is universally a
prove that

4.5.2

[Univ ]

Contextual

From the

ontextual

epted as true.

It is straightforward to

is a normal modal operator.

onditionals

on ept of truth with respe t to an institutional

onditional

impli ation of the form

an be dened.

ϕ→ψ

ontextual

ontext a notion of

onditional is a material

in the s ope of an operator

onditional is a lo al one, that is, a
while it is a

A

[x].

A

ontextual

onditional that is not universally valid

epted by the group members in a spe i

More pre isely, we ex lude the situation in whi h

institutional

[Univ ] (ϕ → ψ)

ontext.

is true.

Example.

Let us

onsider the institutional

There exists a

ontextual

ontext of gestural language in Europa.

onditional in this language a

ording to whi h, the
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nodding gesture  ounts as an endorsement of what the speaker is suggesting.
This

onditional is formally expressed by the

yes).

It is

lear that this kind of

onstru tion

[gesture] (nodding →

onditional is not universally valid ( e.g. in

a dierent

ultural

fa t). Thus,

¬ [Univ ] (nodding → yes)

ontext the same gesture may express exa tly the opposite

More generally, for every

x

holds.

x ∈ INST

we dene the following abbreviation:

def

ϕ ⊲ ψ = [x] (ϕ → ψ) ∧ ¬ [Univ ] (ϕ → ψ)
x

ϕ ⊲ ψ

stands for in the institutional

ontext

x,

if

ϕ

then

ψ .

Although the

presentation and the dis ussion of all relevant properties of our onstru tion
x
x
ϕ ⊲ ψ is out of the s ope of this hapter, it is interesting to note that ϕ ⊲ ψ
satises some intuitive properties of ounts-as onditionals as identied in (Jones
and Sergot, 1996).
Theorem. For every

From
From

x ∈ INST :

⊢AL (ϕ2 ↔ ϕ3 )
⊢AL (ϕ1 ↔ ϕ3 )
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

⊢AL (ϕ1 ⊲ ϕ2 ↔ ϕ1 ⊲ ϕ3 )

infer

⊢AL (ϕ1 ⊲ ϕ2 ↔ ϕ3 ⊲ ϕ2 )

infer

x

⊢AL (ϕ1 ⊲ ϕ2 ∧ ϕ1 ⊲ ϕ3 ) → (ϕ1 ⊲ (ϕ2 ∧ ϕ3 ))
x

(4.3)
(4.4)

x

⊢AL (ϕ1 ⊲ ϕ2 ∧ ϕ3 ⊲ ϕ2 ) → ((ϕ1 ∨ ϕ3 ) ⊲ ϕ2 )
x

(4.2)

(4.5)

x

⊢AL (ϕ1 ⊲ ϕ2 ∧ (ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ) ⊲ ϕ3 ) → (ϕ1 ⊲ ϕ3 )

(4.6)

Proof. We only provide a proof of Theorem 4.6 as an example. This theorem

expresses a property of

umulative transitivity ( ut). The other theorems and
x
rules of inferen e an be proved straightforwardly by denition of ϕ ⊲ ψ) and
x
x
the axioms and rules of inferen e of AL. ϕ1 ⊲ ϕ2 ∧ (ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ) ⊲ ϕ3 implies

[x] (ϕ1 → ϕ2 )

and

[x] ((ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ) → ϕ3 )

whi h in turn imply
x

[x] (ϕ1 → ϕ3 )
x

[x] is normal. Moreover, ϕ1 ⊲ ϕ2 ∧ (ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ) ⊲ ϕ3 implies
¬ [Univ ] ((ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ) → ϕ3 ) whi h is equivalent to ¬ [Univ ] (¬ϕ1 ∨ ¬ϕ2 ∨ ϕ3 ).
As [Univ ] is also a normal modal operator, ¬ [Univ ] (¬ϕ1 ∨ ¬ϕ2 ∨ ϕ3 ) implies
¬ [Univ ] (¬ϕ1 ∨ϕ3 ) (by the fa t that [Univ ] is normal) whi h in turn is equivalent
to ¬ [Univ] (ϕ1 → ϕ3 ).

(by the fa t that

Moreover, we

an easily show that our

on ept of

ontextual

onditional does

not satisfy reexivity, transitivity and weakening of the ante edent, that is, the
x
x
x
x
following three formulas are not valid: ϕ ⊲ ϕ, (ϕ1 ⊲ ϕ2 ∧ ϕ2 ⊲ ϕ3 ) → ϕ1 ⊲ ϕ3 ,
x
x
and ϕ1 ⊲ ϕ2 → (ϕ1 ∧ ϕ3 ) ⊲ ϕ2 . As dis ussed in Se tion 4.6.2 our notion of
ontextual

onditional is similar to the notion of proper

in (Grossi, 2006).

5

lassi atory rule given

5 We refer to (Grossi, 2006) for interesting arguments on erning why proper lassi atory
rules should not ne essarily satisfy reexivity, transitivity and weakening of the ante edent.
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4.5.3
While

Normative fa ts
ontextual

onditionals are useful to understand the notion of institu-

tional fa ts, they are not su ient for a more pre ise

hara terization. In fa t,

as noted in (Searle, 1995), institutional fa ts are always
dimension that up to now is still missing.
In our perspe tive, a

ontextual

is a fa t to whi h a

ertain number of obligations and permissions are asso iated

within the institutional

ontext

respe t to the institutional

x.

In this sense,

ψ

is an institutional fa t with

x.

ontext

Example. Being eighteen years old

rule a

x

ϕ ⊲ ψ an be adopted to repreterm ψ in the ontextual onditional

onditional

sent an institutional fa t if and only if the

onne ted to a deonti

ounts as being of age is a

epted by a set of agents qua

institutional fa t with respe t to this

onstitutive

itizens in Italy and being of age is an
ontext. Moreover, to su h an institutional

fa t a ertain number of permissions and obligations are asso iated ( e.g. in Italy
if you are of age you have the permission to vote and the obligation to fulll the
military duties).

In this sense the

ounts as being of age

onstitutive rule being eighteen years old

onne ts the institutional fa t being of age with the

brute fa t being eighteen years old whi h is a fa t intrinsi ally

onne ted to

ertain normative fa ts.
In order to

apture this

ore feature, our logi

tended by introdu ing a violation atom
logi

to alethi

logi

V

AL

an be appropriately ex-

as in Anderson's redu tion of deonti

(Anderson, 1958) and in dynami

1988). By means of this new formal

onstru t we

deonti

logi

(Meyer,

an spe ify normative fa ts

(i.e. what it is obligatory and permitted) in a way that respe ts their being also
a kind of attitude-dependent fa t holding relative to
spe i

institutional

 ϕ is something obligatory within the institutional
and only if  ¬ϕ

→V

is a

ontextual

or, more spe i ally,  ¬ϕ

x.

ertain attitudes and in a

ontext. As far as obligations are

on erned, we say that

ontext

x

(noted

onditional in the institutional

O(ϕ, x)) if
ontext x

ounts as a violation within the institutional

ontext

Formally:

x

def

O(ϕ, x) = ¬ϕ ⊲ V
As far as permission is
the institutional

on erned we say that  ϕ is something permitted within

x

ontext

within the institutional

(noted

ontext

x.

P (ϕ, x))

if and only if

¬ϕ

is not obligatory

Formally:

def

P (ϕ, x) = ¬O(¬ϕ, x)
Formulas of type

O(ϕ, x)

and

P (ϕ, x)

an be

on eived as parti ular instan es

of so- alled regulative rules, that is, rules whi h spe ify the ideal behavior of
agents in terms of permissions, obligations, and prohibitions. We refer to these
rules as normative fa ts.

6

6 The distin tion between

regulative rule

and

Searle (Searle, 1995) and then modelled in logi
(Boella and van der Torre, 2004).

onstitutive rule

has been emphasized by

by several authors.

For an example see
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O(driveCar → ¬RightSide, UK )

Example. The formula

the UK within whose
( i.e. driving a

75

is a normative fa t in

ontext it is obligatory to drive on the left side of the street

ar on the right side of the street

ounts as violation in UK).

Again, it is important to stress the fa t that normative fa ts, by being represented with a
trinsi ally
in a spe i

4.5.4

ontextual

onditional are attitude-dependent fa ts and are in-

onne ted with the a
institutional

eptan e of all the agents qua group members

ontext.

Institutional fa ts and

onstitutive rules

We are now in the position to formalize what an institutional fa t is. Let
2LAL ⋆ = 2LAL \ {∅} be the set of non empty subsets of LAL . From the previous
x
onstru tion ϕ ⊲ ψ it is straightforward to ome up with a formal hara terization of nonempty sets of formula.

Formally, for every

x ∈ INST

and

ΣO ,

ΣP ∈ 2LAL ⋆ :
def

O ,ΣP
InstFact Σ
(ϕ) =
x
^
^
O(ϕ → σ, x) ∧
P (ϕ ∧ σ ′ , x)

σ′ ∈ΣP

σ∈ΣO

O ,ΣP
InstFact Σ
(ϕ) stands for  ϕ is
x
ontext x hara terized by the set
ΣP .

an institutional fa t within the institutional
of obligations

{military},{vote}

ΣO

and the set of permissions

InstFact Italy

(toBeOfAge)

stands for being

of age is an institutional fa t in the

ontext of Italy and is

hara terized by

Example. The formula

the permission to vote in the politi al ele tions and the obligation to fulll the
military duties.7
From the

on ept of institutional fa t we

an also formalize the

on ept of

onstitutive rule. To this aim, we must make expli it the fa t that the term
x
ψ in ϕ ⊲ ψ is an institutional fa t to whi h a set of obligations and a set of
L
⋆
permissions are asso iated. Formally, for every x ∈ INST and ΣO , ΣP ∈ 2 AL :

x

def

O ,ΣP
O ,ΣP
ConstRule Σ
(ϕ, ψ) = ϕ ⊲ ψ ∧ InstFact Σ
(ψ)
x
x
O ,ΣP
ConstRule Σ
(ϕ, ψ)
x
stitution x where ψ is

stands for  ϕ

hara terized by the set of obligations
Example. The formula

ΣO

ψ

is a

onstitutive rule of in-

and the set of permissions

{military},{vote}

ConstRule Italy

for being eighteen years old
the

ounts as

an institutional fa t within the institutional

ontext

(eighteen, toBeOfAge)

ounts as being of age is a

x

ΣP .
stands

onstitutive rule in

ontext of Italy and being of age is an institutional fa t

hara terized by

the permission to vote in the politi al ele tions and the obligation to fulll the
7 A more pre ise formulation of this example needs a representation of the right relation
whi h is, however, beyond the s ope of this arti le. See (Makinson, 1986) for more details.
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military duties.
is a spe i

{military},{vote}

ConstRule Italy

In this sense

kind of

ontextual

the institutional fa t

toBeOfAge

number of normative fa ts

(eighteen, toBeOfAge)

onditional in whi h the
and the brute fa t

onne tion between

eighteen

is established. A

onsisting in obligations and permissions pertain to

the institutional fa t toBeOfAge ,
P (toBeOfAge ∧ vote, Italy).

namely

O(toBeOfAge → military , Italy)

and

4.6 Related works
4.6.1

Link between

We now

ompare group a

AL

and the

logi

eptan e presented in the

belief des ribed in the previous one.
olle tively believed by group

{i}, G{i}

G

urrent

We re all that:

C that ϕ is true.

When

GC ϕ

hapter with group
means that it is

C is redu

ed to a singleton

is identied with the belief à la Hintikka (Hintikka, 1962). In this view,

DG

group belief is rational (

C

), publi

it has been formed by the joint a

SR+ and SR−) and
WR and CG). We

for every subgroup (

eptan e of all members (

re all the axiomati s of Chapter 3:

DG )
SR+ )
(SR− )
(WR)
(CG)

(

C

(

GC ϕ → ¬GC ¬ϕ
GC ϕ → GC ′ GC ϕ, C ′ ⊆ C
¬GC ϕ → GC ′ ¬GC ϕ, C ′ ⊆ C
GVC ϕ → GC GC ′ ϕ, is C ′ ⊆ C and ϕ
( i∈C GC Gi ϕ) → GC ϕ

Notions of group belief and group a
the idea of expressing the

G

operator in

more expressive, with the notion of
the sequel that

AL

obje tive.

eptan e seem to be very

AL

G 's

AL

is

G

logi . We show in

ount the

ontext, or more

ontext la king in the

an subsume in some way

lose. Thus

appears intuitive be ause
logi .

4.6.1.1 Representing G operator in AL
In Chapter 3, we did not take expli itly into a

pre isely we did not distinguish the group from the
logue took pla e.

C,

ontext in whi h the dia-

For example, if we would like to formalize that the group

as followers of Greenpea e, believes that earth must be prote ted, we

an only write: GGreenpeace protectEarth and dedu e thank to (WR) that
GGreenpeace GC protectEarth, with C ⊆ Greenpeace. As showed in this example, we redu e the institution Greenpeace to the group of its members. This
is inappropriate in this
dently of agents
Thus the

G

ase be ause the institution Greenpea e exists indepen-

omposing it.
operator does not take into a

texts, or in other words it

ount various institutional

onsiders (impli itly) only one.

on-

Thus formally we

have:

GC ϕ ≡ [C:xC ] ϕ
where
The

xC

is the only institution whereby

ontext

xC

C

is

x{i} ≡ λ.
C 's internal

on erned and where

asso iated to ea h group of agents represents the
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institution, i.e. the framework of the dialog between members of the group. It
is thus

losely related to the parti ular group and unique for this group.

ompare axiomati s. Axioms 4[C:x],[B:y]
5[C:x],[B:y] are generalizations of the (SR+ ) and (SR− ) for ontexts xC
and xB instead of x and y . They represent the publi nature of both notions.
Axiom Inc[C:x],[B:x] annot be expressed in the grounding logi , ex ept under
his tautologi al and uninformative form where B = C . An axiom su h as:
GC ϕ → GB ϕ, would be too strong be ause we onsider that belief of a subgroup
We need both to examine and

and

is not related to the supergroup's beliefs (and in parti ular group belief is totally
independent of individual group members' beliefs).
Some axioms la k in
the axiom

D[i:λ]

AL

to exa tly

apture the

should be generalized to

[C:xC ]

are de fa to fun tioning as group members in the

D[C:x

axiom (

C]

C]

operators. In parti ular

ontext

xC .

As

C
x{i} = λ,

) represents that group belief and individual belief have same

C

features, in parti ular that group

D[C:x

G

representing that agents in

¬ [C:xC ] ⊥,

for

C∈2

AGT

is de fa to follower of the

ontext

xC .

\∅

WR) and (CG) express that a group belief is established

Moreover axioms (
by a

onsensus of expressed opinion. They do not have a

logi , be ause we are only

ounterpart in the

on erned here by properties of a

WR) and (CG)

its formation). (

AL

eptan e (not by

ould be translated dire tly.

WR [C:xC ] ϕ → [C:xC ] [C ′ : xC ] ϕ, if C ′ ⊆ C and ϕ is obje tive.
V
CG ( i∈C [C:xC ] [i:λ] ϕ) → [C:xC ] ϕ
(CG) would express that a formula ϕ is a epted by a group C in the parti
′

ontext

ϕ

xC

C

if

has a

epted that every

C 's

ular

members believe personally that

(whi h does not imply that they a tually believe it). These three additional

axioms are due to the features of the parti ular
the strong link existing between

xC

and

also a theorem of the grounding logi .
between

GC

dened as

[C:xC ]

C.

We

ontext

xC :

they represent

an note that Theorem 4.1 is

In the sequel, we explore intera tions

and general a

eptan e

[C:x],

whi h produ es

mixed theorems.

4.6.1.2 Extension of the integration
¬ [C:x] ⊥ → ¬ [B:x] ⊥ (with B ⊆ C ) is a theorem of AL (the proof an
Inc[C:x],[B:x] 8 ), we have: ¬ [C:xC ] ⊥ → ¬ [B:xC ] ⊥, with

As

be easily built from

8
1.

⊢⊤

2.

⊢ [C:x] ⊤,

by RN[C:x]

In

3.

⊢ ¬ [C:x] ⊥ ∧ [C:x] ϕ → ¬ [B:x] ⊥ ∧ [B:x] ϕ,

by (

4.

⊢ ¬ [C:x] ⊥ ∧ [C:x] ⊤ → ¬ [B:x] ⊥ ∧ [B:x] ϕ,

from 3. by LP

5.

⊢ [C:x] ⊤ → (¬ [C:x] ⊥ → ¬ [B:x] ⊥),

6.

⊢ ¬ [C:x] ⊥ → ¬ [B:x] ⊥,

[C:x],[B:x] )

by 4. and LP

by 2., 5. and Modus Ponens
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B ⊆ C,

whi h means that all agents in subsets of

group members in the

ontext

C

are also fun tioning as

xC .

¬ [C:xC ] ⊥ is valid, Axiom Inc[C:x],[B:x] is redu ed to the
[C:xC ] ϕ → [B:xC ] ϕ, with B ⊆ C . Thus if ϕ is a belief of
C , every subgroup a epts it in the ontext of xC ; there is a group

Moreover, as

following theorem:
the group
a

eptan e on what is

olle tively believed.

For example, if it is

olle tively

believed by the a tivists that the aim of Greenpea e is to prote t the Earth
then in the

ontext of Greenpea e every subgroup must a

ept it. This does not

imply anything about subgroup and individual beliefs.
From the previous theorem, we

an also prove that:

[C:xC ] ϕ → [C:xC ] [B:xC ] ϕ,

with

B⊆C

Proof.

1.

⊢ [C:xC ] ϕ → [B:xC ] ϕ,

2.

⊢ [C:xC ] [C:xC ] ϕ → [C:xC ] [B:xC ] ϕ,

3.

⊢ [C:xC ] ϕ → [C:xC ] [C:xC ] ϕ,

by ( [C:x],[B:y] )

4.

⊢ [C:xC ] ϕ → [C:xC ] [B:xC ] ϕ,

by 2., 3. and LP

by the above theorem

RN[C:x

by 1. and (

C]

)

4


This theorem extends the previous one: if
subgroup a
tan e is also

epts

ϕ

in the

ontext

ϕ

is

olle tively believed, every

(by the former theorem), but this a

olle tively believed. This theorem is in fa t quite

WR) in the grounding logi

(

4.6.2

xC

ep-

lose to axiom

.

Related works on normative systems

Be ause of interesting formal similarities, we will just
2006) in whi h a modal logi

for the formalization of

ompare

AL with (Grossi,

ount-as assertions and the

spe i ation of normative systems has been proposed. This logi
∗
set of modal operators [x] where the index x is in a set of indexes

is based on a

C0 .9

An index

x

is supposed to denote a ertain institutional ontext (or normative system).
∗
Operators [x] are similar to our operators [x] dened in Se tion 4.5.1. A formula
∗
[x] ϕ approximately stands for in the institutional ontext/normative system
∗
x it is the ase that ϕ. An operator [u] is also used for denoting fa ts whi h
universally hold. The set
of indexes

C0 .

C = C0 ∪ {u}

Dierently from our logi

is given by adding index
where the

u

to the set

ontextual operator

[x]

is

built on the notion of group a eptan e, in Grossi's logi the ontextual operator
[x]∗ is given as a primitive operator. Operators [x]∗ and [u]∗ are exploited in
Grossi's logi
noted by

to dene

ϕ ⇒cl+
ψ
i

ontextual

onditionals

whi h is an abbreviation of

alled proper
∗

lassi atory rules
∗

[x] (ϕ → ψ) ∧ ¬ [u] (ϕ → ψ)

9 Here we use the notation [x]∗ in order to distinguish Grossi's operators from our operators

[x].
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and is meant to stand for  ϕ

ounts as ψ in the normative system x. The
x
cl+
onstru tion ϕ ⇒i
ψ is similar to our ϕ ⊲ ψ .10 Operator [u]∗ is S5 and the
logi is supposed to satisfy the following additional prin iples. For any x, y ∈ C :
1.
2.
A

ording

∗

∗

∗

[x] ϕ → [y] [x] ϕ
∗
∗
∗
¬ [x] ϕ → [y] ¬ [x] ϕ

to

1.

and

2.,

truth

3.
4.

and

∗

∗

[u] ϕ → [x] ϕ
∗
[u] ϕ → ϕ

falsehood

in

institutional

on-

texts/normative systems are absolute be ause they remain invariant even if
evaluated from another institutional

y

that every normative system

x.

dierent normative system

be ause they rely on the very
an institutional

ontext/normative system.

has full a

This means

ess to all fa ts whi h are true in a

These two prin iples are in our view

riti izable

ounter-intuitive assumption that all fa ts true in

ontext are publi

to all other institutional

ontexts. But, what

does it mean that a fa t is known by an institution? Our aim here is to show that
su h an assumption

an be disambiguated in our logi al framework. The rele-

[x] ϕ → [y] [x] ϕ

vant question is: under what additional assumptions formulas
and

¬ [x] ϕ → [y] ¬ [x] ϕ

an be inferred in our logi ? On the one hand, it is

easy to prove that the prin iples given in Se tion 4.3.3 are not su ient to infer
su h formulas. Indeed, formulas
satisable in

AL.

[x] ϕ ∧ ¬ [y] [x] ϕ

and

¬ [x] ϕ ∧ ¬ [y] ¬ [x] ϕ

are

On the other hand, it is straightforward to show that:

if

4[C:x],[B:y] and 5[C:x],[B:y] are weakened by supposing that they also
for B * C , then formulas [x] ϕ → [y] [x] ϕ and ¬ [x] ϕ → [y] ¬ [x] ϕ an be

Axioms
hold

inferred. This means that in our logi

Grossi's properties

have a

ess to all fa ts that agents in

ing as group members in a
arbitrary set of agents

C,

C

a

ept (do not a

ertain institutional

if agents in

group members in the institutional
way that all other agents outside

C

C

a

ontext
a

ontext

ept that

x

Con erning the prin iple 4., it says that: if
7th-6th
been the

and

C,

agents in

ϕ

B

ept), while fun tion-

x.

That is, given an

while fun tioning as a

then this fa t is publi

Ca
ontext x.

ept that agents in

fun tioning as group members in the institutional
true. This prin iple is also

ϕ

an be derived under

B

the assumption that, given two arbitrary sets of agents

in su h a

ept that

ϕ while

universally holds then

ϕ

is

riti izable in our opinion. For instan e, during the

entury BC people believed that the earth was at. But it has never
ase that earth was/is/will be at.

More generally, if we suppose that:

[Univ ] operator (in

4[C:x],[B:y] and 5[C:x],[B:y]
B * C ; the T axiom is valid for

Axioms

studied in Se tion 4.3.3 are also valid for

a similar way of the previous prin iple 4.); and the following
∗
∗
[x] and [u] into our logi AL are given

translations of Grossi's operators

• tr([x]∗ ϕ) = [x] ϕ
∗

• tr([u] ϕ) = [Univ ] ϕ,
10 The author distinguishes

onstitutive rules.

proper lassi atory rules from mere lassi atory rules and
lassi atory rules, proper lassi atory rules are rules

Dierently from

whi h would not hold without the normative system/institution stating them.
Meyer, and Dignum, 2006) a further distin tion between

rules

is given.

lassi atory rules

and

In (Grossi,

onstitutive
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we

an prove that the translations into

AL

of all of Grossi's axioms are

AL

theorems.

[Univ ] ϕ → ϕ is valid, and that for every C:x, B:y ∈
∆, ii) [C:x] ϕ → [B:y] [C:x] ϕ and iii) ¬ [C:x] ϕ → [B:y] ¬ [C:x] ϕ are valid in
AL. Then, the following properties an be inferred in AL:
Theorem. Suppose that: i)

• [x] ϕ → [y] [x] ϕ
• ¬ [x] ϕ → [y] ¬ [x] ϕ
• [Univ] ϕ → [x] ϕ
• [Univ]

satises all axioms and rules of inferen e of the system

S5

Proof. We only provide a proof of the last item of the theorem. The other items

an be proved in a similar way. First of all

[Univ ]

is a normal modal operator

[x]. We have property
4[Univ ] and 5[Univ ] an be
inferred from the hypotheses. From Hypothesis ii) we an dedu e that [C:x] ϕ →
V
equivalent (by denition of [Univ ] ϕ) to [C:x] ϕ →
B:y∈∆ [B:y] [C:x] ϕ whi h isV
V
[Univ ] [C:x] ϕ, whi h entails C:x∈∆ [C:x] ϕ → C:x∈∆ [Univ ] [C:x] ϕ, whi h is
equivalent to [Univ ] ϕ → [Univ ] [Univ ] ϕ ( i.e. 4[Univ ] ). 5[Univ ] ( i.e. ¬ [Univ ] ϕ →
[Univ ] ¬ [Univ ] ϕ) an be inferred from Hypothesis iii) in a similar way.

by denition as a

T[Univ ]

onjun tion of normal modal operators

by Hypothesis i). We only need to prove that

4.7 An attempt toward formal institutions
In this se tion we give only starting ideas to extend our
a

AL

logi

to take into

ount formal institutions.

4.7.1

A sophisti ation: Legislators

For formal institutions where there is some leader who has the power over the
legal system, the previous denition of truth with respe t to an institution
must be appropriately redened after introdu ing a
Suppose a fun tion

Leg

is introdu ed, where

on ept of legislator.

Leg
AGT

stands for the legisla-

tor(s). This fun tion assigns a group of agents in
to every institution x:
Leg : INST −→ 2AGT . Leg(x) = C means that agents in C are the legislator
of institution

x,

that is, agents in

C

are legally responsible over

reasonable to suppose that the legislator of a
a

ommon view as followers of institution

legislator(s) of

x.

x,

ertain institution

x

x.

It seems

always share

otherwise they would not be the

This assumption is expressed by the following axiom:

¬ [Leg(x) : x] ⊥
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Given fun tion

Leg

an institution

an be rened as follows:
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and the previous assumption the notion of truth w.r.t. to

def

[x] ϕ = [Leg(x) : x] ϕ
This means that a

ording to institution

the legislator(s) of institution

x jointly

a

x

it is the

ept that

ϕ

ase that

ϕ

if and only if

as followers of institution

x.
4.7.2

From so ial roles to institutional powers

In parti ular to represent institutional powers into our logi , we need to extend
it by introdu ing a tions and roles.

We

ould introdu e a tions in

in the same manner as for group belief logi
a

essibility relation and its

AL

logi

( f. Se tion 3.2.5), by adding a

onverse to the model. We thus have in parti ular

After α ϕ meaning  ϕ holds after every exe ution of α
and Happens α ϕ meaning  α is happening and ϕ is true just afterwards.
As in (Grossi et al., 2005), we ould introdu e in our logi a set R of so ial
role labels. Elements in R are noted by r1 , r2 , ....rm . We suppose that at world w
in a model M an agent i ∈ AGT has a ertain role rj ∈ R in a ertain institution
x ∈ IN ST if and only if formula Role(i, rj , x) is true. Formula Role(i, rj , x)
AGT
is evaluated a ording to the following fun tion: f : R × IN ST −→ 2
.
The truth ondition of Role(i, rj , x) is as follows: M, w |= Role(i, rj , x) ⇐⇒
i ∈ f (rj )
the following operators:

From the previous denition of so ial role we

an extra t a quite general

notion of institutional power assigned to so ial roles.

rj ∈ R

and

For any

x ∈ IN ST ,

a ∈ ACT :
def

^

P ower(rj , a, ϕ, x) =

x

(Role(i, rj , x) ⊲ After i:a ϕ)

i∈AGT

P ower(rj , a, ϕ, x) has to be read a ording to institution x an agent playing
rj has the institutional power of ensuring ϕ by doing a tion a. For
example, P ower(priest, gesture, married, church) stands for in the hur h the
so ial role

priest has the power of marrying a

ouple by performing

ertain gestures.

Nevertheless, there are two dierent and equally important views of institutional power.

On the one hand, institutional power

apa ity that agents playing a
institution

x.

ertain so ial role

rj

On the other hand, institutional power

agent i's exer ise of a
tain so ial role

rj

an be

have a

on eived as a

ording to a

an be

ertain

on eived as an

i has due to the fa t that his playing a erx. The notion of institutional power dened

apa ity that

in an institution

above is a power in the former sense.

Now, we want to look at institutional

power in the latter sense. To this end, we provide a quite general denition of

exer ise of institutional power. We suppose that an agent
in institution
if a

x

exer ises his power of ensuring

x agent i
ϕ by performing a

ording to institution

power of ensuring

ϕ

playing so ial role
tion

a and, a

i

playing a role

by doing a tion

rj

a

rj

if and only

has the institutional

ording to institution

x agent
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i performs a tion a by playing
i ∈ AGT and a ∈ ACT :

role

rj .

Formally, for any

x ∈ IN ST , rj ∈ R,

def

ExP ower(i, rj , a, ϕ, x) = P ower(rj , a, ϕ, x) ∧ Role(i, rj , x) ∧ [x] Happens i:a ⊤
ExP ower(i, priest, gesture, married, church) stands for in the
i playing the role of priest exer ises his power of marrying a ouple

For example,
hur h agent

by performing

ertain gestures.

The exer ise of an institutional power by a ertain agent playing a ertain role
modies the

urrent asset of the normative system by

reating new obligations

and permissions and by removing previous obligations and permissions. This
dynami

aspe t of institutions, although it

ould be analyzed in our framework,

remains out of the s ope of this dissertation.

4.8 Con lusion
We have started this
logi

hapter by proposing a Group A

eptan e Logi , the

in whi h the agents' attitudes qua group members

use it to raise the

hallenge of autonomy at the level of MASs, so that they will

be able to bind themselves in ways that further the a hievement of
goods in dynami

AL

an be analyzed. We
olle tive

and un ertain environments as human so ieties do.

the properties of a demystied notion of group a

Given

eptan e in an institutional

ontext, we have provided an analysis of the kind of attitude-dependent fa ts
typi al of institutions. In parti ular, we have introdu ed a notion of obligation
and permission with respe t to an institutional
tive fa ts).

ontext (i.e. so- alled norma-

Then, we have dened institutional fa ts.

institutional fa t within the institutional

ontext

x

In our perspe tive an

is a fa t to whi h a number

of obligations and permissions are ( ontextually) asso iated. Finally, we have
formalized the
for the

on ept of

In our view, a
tional
ontext

onstitutive rule, that is, a rule whi h is responsible

onne tion between an institutional fa t and a brute physi al fa t.
ontext

x.

x

onstitutive rule is a rule of type  ϕ
where

ψ

ounts as

ψ

in the institu-

denotes an institutional fa t within the institutional

While su h rules are usually dened from the external perspe tive

of a normative system or institution, we have, on e again, an hored these rules
in the agents' attitudes.
Although the present model is fo used on the negle ted layer of informal
institutions, it still la ks su ient expressiveness to represent the phenomenon
of institutionalized power (Jones and Sergot, 1996) whi h is, of
also within this kind of institutions. In order to
work, we will expand

AL

ourse,

ru ial

ope with limitation, in future

with Propositional Dynami

to be able to talk about a tions within our language.

Logi

(PDL) in order

Moreover, a rst kind

of dynami s will be studied in whi h agents, qua group members in spe i
institutional

ontexts, will be able to

reate new institutional fa ts. Given the

way we have modeled su h fa ts, the agents will update and revise their own
deonti

ommitments a

ordingly.
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This extension will further give the opportunity for a foundation of arti ial
legal institutions and for their
basi

onne tions with informal ones.

norm (Kelsen, 1967), i.e. the basi

In fa t the

informal institution that provides the

validity of legal systems, will be represented on top of the model of the other
informal institutions. Representing the basi
for making it possible for a MAS to

norm is in fa t the

ru ial step

reate and maintain by itself a legal system

that is a knowledged as valid by the agents themselves.
The long term proje t is then to provide a three-layered model in whi h legal institutions, so ial institutions, and the so io- ognitive relations between the
agents dynami ally intera t in order to enable institutional

hange and adapta-

tion.
We have studied group doxasti
eptan e, from their philosophi al
ization. In parti ular, we
tutional

attitudes and in parti ular belief and a hara terization toward their logi al formal-

onsider that group a

eptan e depends on an insti-

ontext. We have also highlighted how to an hor these institutions in

agents' mental attitudes, i.e. how to build them on group a

eptan es.

As remarked in the Se tion 3.3.1, group belief is deeply related to dialog.
Indeed as Gilbert's group belief is the result of a
bers, members need to

ommuni ate to rea h this

onsensus of group mem-

onsensus state. Thus in the

produ tion of the group belief there is a strong link between group belief and
ommuni ative a tions.
the dialog

an thus

Moreover the group belief viewed as the produ t of

hara terize in some way this dialog. The aim of following

hapters is thus to analysis links between group belief (and a
dialog.

eptan e) and
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Chapter 5
Theories of agent
ommuni ation

5.1 Introdu tion
The design of agent

ommuni ation languages (ACLs) has attra ted a lot of

attention during the last years. Su h languages are mostly based on Searle and
Vanderveken's Spee h A t Theory (Searle, 1969) presented in Se tion 5.2, and
are not only relevant for appli ations involving real software agents or robots,
but also for other software entities whi h need to

ommuni ate, like web servi es.

Among the dierent existing ACLs, mentalist a

ounts (presented in Se tion

5.3) with KQML and FIPA-ACL in parti ular are the most widely used to
formalize agent intera tion proto ols. FIPA-ACL is semanti ally ri h, and the
involved

on epts are quite intuitive.

Nevertheless, mentalist ACLs have a feature that has often been
the literature, viz. that the semanti s of

terms of the agents' mental states. For example, a
2002a) when agent
agent

j

i

informs agent

starts to believe

ϕ.

ase

i

is the

ontexts

that

ϕ,

ording to FIPA-ACL (FIPA,

then the (rational) ee t is that

In order for su h an ee t to obtain some hypotheses

have to be made, for example that
but even in su h

j

riti ized in

ommuni ation a ts (CAs) is dened in

j

j

believes that

i to be sin

ere and

ompetent;

ϕ,

and in any

is autonomous and might not adopt

or other agents and the system designer

an never verify whether this

ase or not. Therefore mentalist semanti s have been

riti ized as being

non-veriable.. This is espe ially felt as being too strong in open environments
with bla k- or gray-box agents to whi h we do not even want to as ribe mental
attitudes.

In

ontrast, semanti s based on the

on ept of so ial

ommitment

(Singh, 1998) (presented in Se tion 5.4) are veriable be ause they are only
based on what has been

ommuni ated and the

ommitments the agents have

made by doing that (instead of the beliefs and intentions that are behind
these

ommitments and that have

aused them).

The drawba k here is that

the existing approa hes are only semi-formal, in parti ular be ause there is no
85
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onsensus on what being

ommitted a tually means. As a

onsequen e, they

are rarely used in pra ti e up to now.
The aim of this se ond hapter is to resolve the problems of mentalist semanti s without loosing its benets. In Se tion 5.5) we propose a novel semanti s
avoiding the strong hypotheses of the original semanti s by shifting the BDIbased semanti s to the so ial level.

We do so by repla ing the usual private

mental attitudes of BDI logi s by publi
have been made publi

through

mental attitudes, i.e. attitudes that

ommuni ation.

and 7 how the group belief logi

We will show in

hapters 6

an be used to bridge the gap between these

two approa hes.

5.2 Spee h A t Theory
5.2.1

Introdu tion

Spee h A t Theory has been introdu ed by Austin in the 50ies in opposition
to the traditional theory of language established by Frege and Russell (Frege,
1971; Russell, 1989). The latter authors were mainly interested in utteran es
des ribing the a tual world. They also aim to logi ally des ribe the language and
thus to as ribe a truth value to su h utteran es. For example the des riptive
utteran e The sun is shinning only des ribes the world and

an be true or

false only depending the a tual state of the world. Other uses of language were
often ignored.

For example, open-questions was not viewed as a well-formed

utteran e.
Austin's starting point (Austin, 1962) was the study of utteran es in afrmative form, singular rst-person, present indi ative tense and a tive voi e,
that do not des ribe a tual world, but rather perform some a tion. For example
he

onsiders senten e as I pronoun e you man and wife or I promise that I

will go to the

inema with you tomorrow. By uttering the former senten e the

mayor a tually performs the a tion of marrying the
latter a father in urs a promise (and a
is to a t.

ouple, whereas with the

ommitment) to his son. Thus to tell

In opposition to des riptive ones (named

onstatatives by Austin),

su h performative utteran es do not have truth values: indeed they seem to be
indierent to the truth of their
su

ontent. But as other a tions, their attempt

eed or fail for Austin performatives

unhappy). This kind of utteran es are thus evaluated with feli ity
But the di hotomy between

an

an be either happy or infeli itous (or

onditions.

onstative and performative annot hold be ause

of, among other reasons, impli it performative a ts su h as: I will go to the
inema with you. This utteran e

an be literally understood as a

about a future a tion that I will perform. But it

onstative

an also be interpreted as a

performative equivalent to: I promise to go to the

inema with you.

Thus

Austin abandoned thus this di hotomy (Austin, 1962). He extends performatives to a larger set of utteran es, in luding

onstatives and performatives. The

performativity be omes more generally the feature that have some utteran es
under some

onditions to be a ts. For example by uttering the

at is sleeping,
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I des ribe a state of the world but I also perform the a tion of asserting that
the

at is sleeping. Austin argues that in the utteran e of su h senten es, three

a ts

an be distinguished:

•
•

the lo utionary a t, i.e. the a tion of uttering a senten e;
the illo utionary a t, i.e. the a tion of uttering the

ontent with a parti -

ular illo utionary for e;

•

the perlo utionary a t, i.e. the a tion performed by uttering.

For example, by uttering the sun is shining, I perform the lo utionary a t of
uttering the senten e the sun is shining (say
of asserting that

p.
1

Finally I also intend to

p),

but also the illo utionary a t

heer the hearer up, whi h is the

perlo utionary a t .
As expressed above an utteran e

an be performed with various aims, for

instan e to assert something or to threat the hearer. When a father tells his son:
I won't give you po ket money anymore., he

an threat him to suppress his

spending money or also simply utter the fa t that he will not give him money
anymore. Thus the utteran e does not hold alone the whole sense of what has
an have various for es : in this

been uttered. In parti ular, this utteran e
assertive or

ommissive (here a threat).

Theory the basi

meaning unit is not the senten e but the illo utionary a t,

that will be represented in the sequel by
and

p

the propositional

5.2.2

ase

Contrarily to Frege, in Spee h A t

Five basi

F (p),

with

F

the illo utionary for e

ontent.

illo utionary for es

Searle (Searle, 1969) distinguishes ve basi

kinds of illo utionary for es. This

distin tion is mainly based on various kinds of dire tion of t.

Assertive.

The illo utionary point of assertive spee h a ts is to des ribe the

a tual state of the world. The dire tion of t is therefore world to word: the
words are

hosen to sti k to the world.

state of aairs.

As examples we

performative use: assert, inform,

Commissive.

an

The propositional

ite some verbs that

ontent is thus a
an have assertive

laim, arm, report, postulate ...

The illo utionary point of

ommissive spee h a ts is to put by

words the speaker himself in a situation in whi h he has to perform an a tion
(and thus to

hange the world a

therefore word to world.

ordingly to words).

The propositional

the speaker will have to perform. As examples we
promise, pledge, undertake, a

The dire tion of t is

ontent des ribes an a tion that
an

ite the following verbs:

ept, reje t, agree, refuse...

1 Searle (Searle, 1969) riti izes the last kind of a t be ause by uttering p, an agent annot
enfor e to
never

heer the hearer up: he

an also involuntarily get him down, thus the speaker

an

ontrol the perlo utionary a t, indeed it appears rather to be hearer dependent. In this

sense, it is not an a tion.
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Dire tive.

Dire tives are similar to

ommissives in the dire tion of t: the

aim is that the world is altered. But in dire tives the requested a tion will be
performed by the hearer. As examples of dire tive verbs we
order,

an

ite: request,

ommand, appeal, ask, suppli ate...

De larative.

They

orrespond more or less to performatives as initially stud-

ied by Austin: by performing a de larative spee h a t, the speaker

hanges the

world immediately, and the words des ribe also this new state of the world. This
orresponds thus to a double dire tion of t (world to word and word to world).
As examples we

Expressive.

an

ite: de lare, renoun e, resign, bless, name, authorize ...

The point is no more related to the world: it allows the speaker

to express his private mental attitudes (as goals, desires, emotions...).

The

dire tion of t is thus the empty dire tion: words do not des ribe the world, nor
do they aim at modifying the world. As example we have:

ongratulate, blame,

heer, apologize, greet ...

5.2.3

Chara teristi s of illo utionary for e

Searle and Vanderveken (Searle and Vanderveken, 1985; Vanderveken, 1990)
have developed a taxonomy of various illo utionary for es in fun tion of six
main features.

Illo utionary point.

There always exists a parti ular relation between the

language, the propositional

ontent and the world of the utteran e. The illo u-

tionary point is the main feature of the illo utionary for e be ause it determines
the dire tion of t of the utteran e with the world. For example in an assertion,
the language has to sti k to the world (there is a world-to-word dire tion of t).
In

ontrary by ordering, the speaker wants to

hange the world by the a tion of

the hearer (this is a word-to-world dire tion of t). The distin tion between the
four distin t dire tions of t will be developed in the following se tion (Se tion
5.2.2).

Mode of a hievement.

It determines the parti ular way in whi h this for e

must be a hieved on the propositional

ontent. For example, with a request or

an appeal the speaker gives to the hearer the opportunity to refuse to perform
the requested a tion whereas with an order or a

ommand, the speaker does

not leave an refusal option thanks to his so ial and hierar hi al power over the
hearer.

Propositional ontent onditions.
parti ular kind of propositional
a future

Some a ts

an be performed only on a

ontent. For example, a promise has to be about

ourse of a tions of the speaker whereas the propositional

request must represent a future

ourse of a tion of the hearer.

ontent of a
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By performing a spee h a t, the speaker often ex-

presses one of his private mental attitudes.
presses his belief in the propositional
perform the promised a tion or by
the spee h a t su

For example, by asserting he ex-

ontent, by promising his intention to

ongratulating his happiness.

To perform

essfully the expressed mental attitude should hold. For in-

stan e to assert su

essfully the speaker has to believe the propositional

ontent

of the asserted senten e.

Preparatory onditions.

Some additional

onditions should also hold and

be presupposed by the speaker to a performan e of the illo utionary a t, otherwise the a t will be said defe tive. For example, to

ongratulate is to express

his happiness for something good that has happened. This good fortune is presupposed for the su
the preparatory

essful performan e of the

ongratulation, it

omposes thus

ondition.

Degree of strength.

The speaker

an perform the same kind of spee h a t

with a varying intensity degree. For example order, request and appeal are three
performative verbs whi h aim to the performan e of some a tion by the hearer.
But order is stronger than request, itself stronger than appeal.

5.2.4

Con lusion

This operative view of the language where

ommuni ation is viewed as the per-

forman e of parti ular a tions and the link given between spee h a ts and agents'
mental states have indu ed a very produ tive

onvergen e of resear h areas su h

as arti ial intelligen e, philosophies of mind and a tion and linguisti s. Thanks
to this

onvergen e Spee h A t Theory has allowed the development of formal

Agent Communi ation Languages.
Albeit all these advantages, Spee h A t Theory has often been
The most relevant

riti ism for our purpose is its purely monologi

riti ized.
feature.

This theory of language des ribes ea h utteran e independently, regardless other
pre eding ones. The development of ACLs requires additional stru tures su h
as proto ols or dialogue games to

apture features of dialogue.

5.3 Toward an intentional approa h of the dialogue: mentalist ACLs
5.3.1

Introdu tion

The intentional approa h of dialogue is mainly based on the notion of individual
intention following philosophi al works of (Searle, 1983) and (Bratman, 1987).
As presented in the previous

hapter these works have been afterwards used

in AI to propose logi al frameworks to represent links between intention and
other mental attitudes (Cohen and Levesque, 1990a; Rao and George, 1991;
Sadek, 1992; Herzig and Longin, 2004). Similar logi al frameworks have been
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used to dene the semanti s of some ACLs. These kinds of ACLs are named

mentalist be ause their semanti s is dened in terms of agents mental attitudes.
Among various ACLs that were developed, we only present here the two main
ones: the rst histori ally one KQML and the standard FIPA-ACL.

5.3.2

Philosophi al, logi al and theoreti al foundations

For Gri e (Gri e, 1975), an utteran e

an have two kinds of meaning.

The

natural meaning refers to a kind of immediate relation between

ause and ee t

su h as in the senten e These dark

ontrast, Gri e

louds mean rain.

In

highlights the link between the non-natural meaning of an utteran e and its
speaker's intentions. Consider the following example:
When a diplomat says yes, he means perhaps;
When he says perhaps, he means no;
When he says no, he is not a diplomat.
When a lady says no, she means perhaps;
When she says perhaps, she means yes;
When she says yes, she is not a lady.
Voltaire (Quoted, in Spanish, in Es andell 1993.) (Korta and Perry,
2006)
In this lighthearted example, there is a gap between the meaning of the word that
the diplomat utters (yes) and the meaning he intends to
is perhaps. This

ommuni ate, that

ommuni ative intention is oriented toward the hearer and is

satised when it has been re ognized. In order to explain how the non-natural
meaning

an be understood or the

Gri e introdu ed the
well-known maxims of
Make your

ommuni ative intention

an be re ognized,

ooperation prin iple (developed under the form of the

2

onversation ):

onversational

stage at whi h it o

ontribution su h as is required, at the

urs, by the a

epted purpose or dire tion of the

talk ex hange in whi h you are engaged. (Gri e, 1975)
Following this idea, the intentional approa h is mainly based on the notion
of individual intention: the dialogue stru ture is only an epiphenomenon resulting from

onversing agents' intentions (with possibly

ooperation) (Pasquier,

2005). (Grosz and Kraus, 1996) extend this idea and argue that it is possible
to distinguish for every utteran e of the dialogue a parti ular purpose that is a
sub-goal of the dialogue goal.

2 The four maxims an be summarized by:

•

Maxim of Quality: Do not say what you believe to be false or for whi h you do not

have adequate eviden e.

•

Maxim of Quantity:

Contribution have to be as informative as it is required (and

no more).

•
•

Maxim of Relation: Be relevant.
Maxim of Manner: Be orderly, brief and as

lear as possible (without ambiguity).
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Inform(A,B,p)

Know (A, p)
MB (A, B , Want (A, Know (B , p)))
Know (B , Know (A, p)) and Know (B , p)

Pre onditions
Body
Ee ts

Table 5.1: A tion inform (Pasquier, 2005)

Following Spee h A t Theory, utteran es are thus

onsidered as parti ular

a tions. Bru e (Bru e, 1975) rst used AI to address the issue of the dialogue
and has inspired signi ant

ontributions su h as (Cohen and Perrault, 1979;

Allen and Perrault, 1980). The latters develop a framework with agents endowed
with the following mental attitudes: beliefs
and mutual belief

MB .

Bel ,

goals

Goal ,

Spee h a ts are represented as

knowledge

Know

lassi al a tions with

pre onditions, body and ee ts (see for example the inform a t in table 5.1) and
the planner used is a kind of STRIPS (Fikes and Nilsson, 1971). The prin iple
of

ooperation takes here the form of a prin iple of goal adoption : after having

re ognized the intention and the plan of the speaker, the hearer will adopt the
goal to provide the speaker's la king pie es of information.
The main drawba k of these plan-based a

ounts is that they do not dene a

formal and well-grounded semanti s. Logi al frameworks have thus been developed (Cohen and Levesque, 1990 ; Sadek, 2000) based on epistemi
asti ) and dynami

modal logi s,

(and dox-

alled rational intera tion theories. Intention

is thus introdu ed as a primitive operator (Sadek, 1991) or as an abbreviation
dened in terms of beliefs, goals and time (Cohen and Levesque, 1990a). These
logi s are used to dene a formal semanti s for ACLs, as shown in the sequel.

5.3.3

KQML

5.3.3.1 Presentation
KQML (Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language) developed as a part of
the ARPA Knowledge Sharing Eort (Ne hes et al., 1991) was the rst ACL. It
was initially developed in the area of large knowledge bases and knowledge base
systems distributed on internet (Finin et al., 1994). Agent te hnology was

ho-

sen to manage su h systems and to address issues su h as the heterogeneity of
the knowledge bases (data stru tures, platforms, implementation te hnology).
KQML is the language developed for

ommuni ation between these software

agents. Initially no semanti s was given to various spee h a ts performable in
KQML, whi h indu ed the emergen e of various idioms without mutual understanding between these languages. We present in the following se tion one of
these semanti s.
Basi ally an agent (:sender) using a KQML language sends a message to
another agent (the re eiver:

:re eiver) with

a parti ular

ontent (:

ontent)

written in a given language (:language), and a parti ular performative label.

The message is also understood in a given ontology (:ontology).

Note that
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Category

Names

Basi

evaluate, ask-if, ask-about, ask-one, ask-all

Query

Multi-response query

stream-about, stream-all, eos

Response

reply, sorry

Generi

tell, a hieve,

informational

an el, untell, una hieve

Generator

standby, ready, next, rest, dis ard, generator

Capability-denition

advertise, subs ribe, monitor, import, export

Networking

register, unregister, forward, broad ast, route

Table 5.2: Seven

ategories of KQML performatives (Finin, Labrou, and May-

eld, 1996)

the notion of performative does not mat h exa tly the

on ept of performative

verbs presented above in the Spee h A t Theory: The primary fun tion of the
performatives is to identify the proto ol to be used to deliver the message and to
supply a spee h a t whi h the sender atta hes to the

ontent. (Finin, Labrou,

and Mayeld, 1996). A large number of performatives is dened in KQML as
presented in Table 5.2, in luding performatives for dialogue (queries and generi
informationals as tell) and performatives regulating the dialogue (responses and
generators) among others (for a more detailed a

ount of these performatives

see (Labrou, 1996)).
For example, an agent

joe

ould query about the pri e of a share of IBM

sto k (represented by a formula in the
tied with the string

sto k-server,

LPROLOG language) to another agent idenin an ontology identied by NYSE-TICKS

by sending the following message.

(ask-one
:sender joe
: ontent (PRICE IBM ?pri e)
:re eiver sto k-server
:reply-with ibm-sto k
:language LPROLOG
:ontology NYSE-TICKS)
Agent

joe

an answer afterwards using a

Labrou, and Peng, 1999):

(tell
:sender sto k-server
: ontent (PRICE IBM 14)
:re eiver joe
:in-reply-to ibm-sto k
:language LPROLOG
:ontology NYSE-TICKS)

tell performative as follows (Finin,
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5.3.3.2 Semanti s: example of (Labrou and Finin, 1997)
Several semanti s were developed ((Cohen and Levesque, 1990b) for example)
to formalize KQML spee h a ts, whi h produ ed some diale ts that were independent and in ompatible. We present in this se tion one of them, that is
mainly based on BDI-like representational stru tures, and is due to Labrou and
Finin.
A

omplete a

ount of this semanti s is presented in Yannis Labrou's dis-

sertation (Labrou, 1996). Performatives are des ribed in terms of pre onditions
and post onditions. For a performative
by

Pre(i) i's state ne

ne essary to su

performative(i,j ,ϕ)3, authors denote

essary to send this performative and by

Pre(j ) j 's state

essfully re eive and pro ess the message (otherwise an error

Post(i) and Post(j ) hold automati

or sorry message will be responded).

ally

essful pro essing of the performative (i.e. in parti ular if no sorry

after the su

or error has been sent in response). To des ribe agents' states, Labrou et al.
uses primitive notions of Belief (BEL), Knowledge (KNOW ), Desire (WANT )
and Intention (INT ) with a
means that
that the

ϕ

ommon sense meaning. For example,

holds for agent

i,

and

ognitive state des ribed by

WANT (i, ψ) means that
ψ o urs in the future4 .

For example, authors give to the basi
presses to

j

that he believes

tell(i,j ,ϕ)
•
•
•
•

j

assertive performative

tell (i

ex-

to be true) the following semanti s:

Pre(i) : BEL(i, ϕ) ∧ KNOW (i, WANT (B , KNOW (j , ψ)))
Pre(j ) : INT (j , KNOW (j , ψ)) with ψ that is BEL(j , ϕ) or ¬BEL(j , ϕ)
Post(i): KNOW (i, KNOW (j , BEL(i, ϕ)))
Post(j ): KNOW (j , BEL(i, ϕ))

In order to tell to agent
that

ϕ

BEL(i, ϕ)
i desires

agent

ϕ holds

knows that

j

i

believes

ϕ

ϕ holds, the speaker i has to a tually believe
j wants to know if ϕ holds. After this utteran e,
i knows the former.

that

and to know that
and

The multipli ation of various semanti s has highlighted the need of a standardization in the world of ACLs. The aim of the

onsortium FIPA was thus to

provide an ACL with one unied semanti s.

5.3.4

FIPA-ACL

5.3.4.1 Presentation
FIPA-ACL is the rst and only attempt to standardize an Agent Communi ation Language, in order to avoid emergen e of plenty of semanti s and independent language. The FIPA-ACL is indeed

3 This notation

(:re

eiver)

orresponds to a message sent by agent

with the

ontent

ϕ, (: ontent).

4 WANT and INT are also about a

expression.

omposed of three

ognitive state

i

omponents: the

(:sender) toward agent

ontrarily to

BEL

j

that is about an
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ommuni ative a t library (FIPA, 2002a), the

ontent language (FIPA, 2002 )

and some intera tion proto ols su h as the well-known Contra t Net Protool (FIPA, 2002b).

FIPA-ACL is mainly based on spee h a t theory: agents

share messages i.e. they perform

ommuni ative a ts ( lose to KQML perfor-

matives send). Their semanti s is based on David Sadek's works (Sadek, 1991;
Sadek, 1992). Agents have to follow some intera tion proto ols in order to produ e a

oherent dialogue.

The Contra t Net Proto ol will be presented and

dis ussed in the following se tion.

5.3.4.2 Semanti s
In the standard semanti s of FIPA (FIPA, 2002a), semanti s is given by providing the feasibility pre onditions (FPs) and the rational ee ts (REs) of single
Communi ative A ts. The former express the logi al

onditions to be fullled

in order to exe ute the respe tive a t, and the latter express the
hold after the su

essful performan e of that a t.

ability of the speaker to perform the a t and the

FPs

ontext-dependent relevan e of

the a t (i.e., that performing the a t is relevant given a
In

onditions that

hara terize both the

ertain dialogue ontext).

ontrast, REs spe ify the desired and rationally-expe table dire t perlo u-

tionary ee t of the utteran e, i.e. what be omes true in
a t su

ase the perlo utionary

eeds.

FIPA-ACL des ribes 22 Communi ative A ts, that are based on four primitive ones:
si

Inform, Confirm, Disconfirm and Request.

We present here only the ba-

assertive Communi ative A ts (Inform) and the basi

dire tive one (Request):

hi, j, Inform, ϕi
FP: Bel i ϕ ∧ ¬Bel i (Bel j ϕ ∨ Bel j ¬ϕ ∨ Uj ϕ ∨ Uj ¬ϕ)
RE:
The formula
agent

j

Bel i ϕ

Bel j ϕ
means that agent

is un ertain about

Dire tive

ϕ,

i

believes that

but thinks that

ϕ

ϕ

holds.

Uj ϕ

denotes that

is more likely than

¬ϕ.

ommuni ative a ts are dened by:

hi, j, Request, αi
FP:
RE:
Here,

α

FP (α)[i\j] ∧ Bel i Agent(j, α) ∧ ¬Bel i Intend j Done(α)
Done(α)

is an a tion expression,

Agent(j, α)

α

FP (α)[i\j]

denotes the part of the feasibil-

i.
j is the only agent that ever performs, has performed
or will perform α, and Intend j Done(α) denotes that Done(α) (i.e., a tion α
has just been performed su essfully) is an intention of agent j . The RE just
ity pre onditions of a tion

where the mental attitudes are those of agent

states that

spe ies that the intended perlo utionary ee t of this
get

α

done.

ommuni ation a t is to
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5.3.4.3 FIPA hypotheses
FIPA semanti s is deeply linked to strong hypotheses on the agents. First, as
presented in the Inform semanti s, agents have to believe what they assert.
This is the sin erity

ondition.

Moreover additional

ooperation hypotheses

are added. For example the following impli ation is presented as a property of
Feasible Pre onditions persisten e:

Property 5 from (FIPA, 2002a))

|= Bel i (Done α → FP (α))
Indeed this property

(

an also be interpreted as a

ooperation hypothesis. Ev-

ery agent believes that if a speaker has performed some spee h a t then the
pre onditions still holds. Under this hypothesis an agent

annot believe for ex-

ample that an insin ere assertion has been performed. He has to believe that
other agents are

ooperative. Moreover this property

speaker himself. In this

onditions a tually hold. It follows that an agent
assertion, he

5.3.5

an also be applied to the

ase (and due to introspe tion properties) Feasible Preannot perform an insin ere

annot lie: he has to be both sin ere and

ooperative.

Advantages and limitations of mentalists approa hes

FIPA-ACL is semanti ally ri h, and the
Its standardized semanti s is indeed
philosophi al well grounded.

on epts involved are quite intuitive.

lose to spee h a t theory and is thus

Using mental attitudes in the denition of the

semanti s gives also a strong predi tive power to this a
allows to infer the

ount. In parti ular it

ommuni ative intention of the speaker. Nevertheless, FIPA-

ACL has a feature that has often been

riti ized in the literature (Singh, 2000;

Fornara and Colombetti, 2002), viz. that the semanti s of
is dened in terms of the agents' mental states.
informs agent

ϕ.

that

ϕ, then the (rational) ee

t is that agent

j

i

starts to believe

In order for su h an ee t to obtain some hypotheses have to be made; but

even in su h

i

j

ommuni ation a ts

For example, when agent

ontexts

j

is autonomous and might not adopt

or other agents and the system designer
ase or not.

ϕ,

and in any

ase

an never verify whether this is the

This is espe ially felt as being too strong in open environments

with bla k- or gray-box agents where we don't even want to as ribe mental
attitudes to other agents. Moreover this

onstraint imposes a kind of internal

ar hite ture for agents: they have to be able to manage mental attitudes and
to do inferen es. This is a strong limitations against mentalist ACLs be ause it
imposes to designer a to use a parti ular kind of
Following these

ognitive agents.

riti isms a new trend of ACLs has been developed following

Singh's work (Singh, 1998).
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5.4 So ial approa hes: ommitment-based
approa hes
5.4.1

ACLs: rethinking the prin iples (Singh, 1998)

Singh (Singh, 1998) noti es that Agent Communi ation Languages have been
developed only for proprietary multi agents systems. Indeed no eort has been
made to allow mutual understanding. But the development of internet would
favor the intera tion between heterogenous agents from various MASs. Moreover
languages presented above are mainly based on the assumption that agents were
designed as

ognitive agents with mental attitudes and inferen e

apa ities.

On e again this hypothesis is too strong for open multi-agents systems with
heterogenous kinds of agents. Singh argues thus that prin iples of ACLs should
be rethought and proposes a new stream where languages are no more based
on the intentional aspe t of

ommuni ation but rather on its publi

and so ial

aspe t.
Based on that he
of the

onsiders how ACLs should address the issue of the meaning

ommuni ation. Many elements should be taken into a

this question. Afterwards he

ount to manage

onsiders designers point of view in front of these

ACLs.
Firstly, every

ommuni ative a t

an be interpreted from three perspe tives :

the speaker's (or message sender's), the hearer's (or re eiver's) and the publi 's.
Mentalist ACLs are fo used on the rst two.

But Singh argues that mental

attitudes should only be kept as a tool for some designers to spe ify agents
behavior.

Agents should be

onsidered only as bla k boxes able to perform

ommuni ative a ts in the ACL's denition.
should only be interpreted from a publi

Thus

ommuni ation meaning

and so ial perspe tive due to agents'

heterogeneity.
In addition, the type of meaning should also be taken into a
be personal or

onventional.

With personal meaning, an

an be interpreted dierently a

ount: it

an

ommuni ative a t

ording to the agent. Typi ally the assertion of

the intention that the hearer performs some a tion

an be interpreted by some

agents as a dire tive spee h a t, whereas it

ould be interpreted simply as an

assertion by another one. Singh advo ates a

onventional type of meaning. As

language is typi ally a
should be

onvention system, meaning of every

onventional and thus publi

and

ommuni ative a t

ommon to all agents.

The fa t that the assertion of an intention

an be interpreted as a dire tive

indu es an impoverishment of illo utionary for es taken into a

ount by men-

talist ACLs: for example in KQML, every a t is a kind of assertive (tell in
KQML). Singh argues that
seven kinds of

ommuni ation between autonomous agents needs

ommuni ative a tions: assertives, dire tives,

missives, prohibitives, de laratives and expressives.

KQML only manage in general assertives and dire tives.
ble to add other

ommissives, per-

ACLs as FIPA-ACL or
It

ould be possi-

ategories but only thanks to lot of eorts. Singh advo ates

that ACLs should be extensible enough to integrate easily new

ommuni ative
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primitives.
Finally as presented above, mentalist ACLs need strong hypotheses on
agents, su h as sin erity and

ooperation.

Otherwise these languages

annot

be applied in pra ti e. Singh remarks that in open systems these hypotheses
annot be imposed be ause agents are heterogenous. Thus no parti ular kind of
internal ar hite ture
or

an be ensured, and dialogues

oni t between agents in parti ular in the

an be based on opposition

ase of negotiation, persuasion or

business dialogues. ACLs should thus not be based on above

onstraints.

From the designer's standpoint, ACLs should not be an additional

onstraint

on the design of the agent. Designers should be free to manage agents' behavior
with their preferred tools and should not be for ed to deal with mental attitudes
as imposed by mentalist ACLs.
To summarize, for Singh (Singh, 1998), a new trend of ACLs is needed with
new requirements. Meaning of utteran es should be so ially and

onventionally

grounded. The language should be simple and expressive enough but also easily
extensible. Other authors su h as (Fornara and Colombetti, 2004) require the
veriability of the dialogue adequation to the proto ol managing the sequen e
of spee h a ts. This veriability is mainly due to the publi
a ts.

hara ter of spee h

To follow these requirements, Singh advo ates the use of the notion of

so ial

ommitment to dene spee h a t semanti s.

5.4.2

Dis ussion around the notion of

ommitment

Commitment has various senses in the AI literature. First of all, it is important
to make a distin tion between internal
Internal

ommitment and so ial

ommitment.

ommitment refers to a relation between an agent and an a tion

(Castelfran hi, 1995).

In parti ular,

famous slogan Intention is

ommitment is used in this sense in the

hoi e with

ommitment (Cohen and Levesque,

1990a). It

aptures the persisten e of an agent's

The agent

an be either an individual agent or a group of agents (handled as a

hoi e to perform an a tion.

whole). This entails a subdistin tion between personal and
ment. The
olle tive

olle tive
hoi es.

ommitment

olle tive

ommit-

aptures the persisten e of a group of agents'

It should not be

onfused with so ial

ommitment whi h

refers to a parti ular relation between agents. In this se tion we fo us on the
study of so ial

ommitment. The personal

ommitment is taken into a

in our framework via the notion of intention dened in
In Castelfran hi's view, so ial

ount

hapter 3.

ommitment is a relation between two agents

only about an a tion. (Walton and Krabbe, 1995) have introdu ed another kind
of so ial ommitment: propositional so ial

ommitment (where propositions and

a tions are dierent entities). We des ribe both notions in the sequel.

5.4.2.1 Commitment in a tion
Chara terization. So ial ommitment

is a relational notion.

it links at least two agents: the agent who is
agent to whom the debtor is

ommitted (the

That means

ommitted (the debtor ) and the

reditor ) (Fornara and Colombetti,
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ommitment: the witness. Castelfran hi

2002). A third part an be involved in a

proposes the following denition of so ial
reditor

j

ommitment of the debtor

[i℄ and [j ℄ mutually know that [i℄ intends to do
goal, and that as for
[i℄ to

a).

a [j ℄

has spe i

to the

a

and this is [j ℄'s

rights on [i℄ ([j ℄ is entitled by

(Castelfran hi, 1995, p. 3)

In opposition to Singh's a

ount (Singh, 1991) and works about ACLs

(Colombetti, 2000), Castelfran hi
is not primitive but
additional deonti

onsiders that so ial

ommitment (in a tion)

an be dened in terms of agents' mental attitudes with
on epts. In the sequel we will follow Castelfran hi on his

redu tionist view of
This

i

a:

w.r.t. the a tion

ommitment.

hara terization will be dis ussed in Se tion 7.3. We

an nevertheless

make some preliminary remarks. First, the mutual knowledge on i's intention is
needed, whi h logi ally implies
self, the a tual intention of
his so ial

i

ommitment to do

i's

intention. But as Castelfran hi admits him-

to perform

a:

a

is neither ne essary nor su ient for

the entailment link between so ial

and individual intention only holds if the agent is honest. We

the denition by substituting mutual knowledge with a notion
the publi

a

feature of

i's

then it must be publi

notion of publi

intention: if

i

has a so ial

for both agents that

i

ommitment

ould thus weaken
apturing only

ommitment toward

has the intention to do

j to do
a. This

ground should be designed in a way su h that (1) the publi

ground of an attitude does not imply automati ally that this attitude holds a tually and that (2), in the

ase where agents are honest, it should entail mutual

knowledge.
Se ond, the a tion

j.

a to whi

h

i is

ommitted should be a goal of the

We argue that this hypothesis is also too strong in general. We

an

this to the Spee h A t Theory (Vanderveken, 1990, p. 182183) by
ommissive a ts. On the one hand,

Promise

produ es a

reditor
ompare

onsidering

ommitment from the

speaker to the hearer and needs that what is promised is a goal of the interlo utor, but on the other hand
ommitment) but needs in
of the agent (or is
between what we

a

has the same so ial result ( reation of a

ontrary to one of his goals).
all desirable so ial

performed is a goal of the
the fa t that

Threat

ontrary that the obje t of the threat is not a goal

reditor), and undesirable so ial

be performed is not a goal of the

à la Castelfran hi
to dene so ial

Thus, we

ould distinguish

ommitment (when the fa t that

orresponds to desirable so ial

a

be

ommitment (when

reditor). So ial

ommitment

ommitment. We do not need

ommitment in su h a restri tive way as we will show in the

sequel.
Finally Castelfran hi introdu es deonti

aspe ts of so ial

ommitment with

a vague notion of right. This point would benet from a formal
of

ommitment.

Note that as highlighted by (Carey, 1975)

hara terization
ommitments do

not imply an obligation stri to sensu. In parti ular Royakkers (Royakkers and
Dignum, 2000) introdu ed rather a notion of dire ted obligation.
agent in urs a

When an

ommitment toward another agent, he does not have a general

obligation but rather a kind of obligation dire ted toward the other agent.
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Satisfa tion of so ial ommitments.
urred, it is important to

On e a

ommitment has been in-

hara terize when it is fullled. (Castelfran hi, 1995)

distinguishes two kinds of satisfa tion: subje tive satisfa tion (when

j

believes

that the a tion has been performed) and obje tive satisfa tion (when the a tion
has a tually been performed). Obje tive satisfa tion is
believes that

a

has been done whereas

a

learly ne essary. If

has not been performed yet,

with risks of blame hanging over him (by ongoing rights of
su ient.

i

j

j ).

i

j

stays

But it is not

needs to be aware of the obje tive satisfa tion, or more pre isely, if

an inform

j

of the

ommitment satisfa tion, he should do it.

Fornara and Colombetti (Fornara and Colombetti, 2002) among other authors (Flores, Pasquier, and Chaib-draa, 2007; Mallya and Singh, 2007) improve
this a

ount by adding additional states to the

semanti s: ea h spee h a t is

ommitment life- y le of ACL

hara terized by the

ommitment in a parti ular

state it produ es.

5.4.2.2 Propositional ommitments
Walton and Krabbe (Walton and Krabbe, 1995) follow Hamblin's work (Hamblin, 1970). The latter addressed the issue of the argument evaluation in the
ontext of formal dialogues and used already

ommitment as the key notion,

but without studying it in depth. Walton and Krabbe propose thus a thorough
analysis of

ommitments, identify both kinds of

ommitments (in a tion and

propositional) and use the latter to formalize dialogues.
The general form of a
ing where

i

ommitment in a tion is: [i℄ is

is the subje t of the

to Castelfran hi's analysis of the

ommitment and
on ept of

mental attitudes, Walton & Krabbe

onsider

a

ommitment itself in relation to
ommitments in a tion in relation

with asso iated imperatives : to know the obje t of the
what should and should not be done to stay
lassify also

ommitted to [a℄-

its obje t. In opposition

ommitment is to know

lose to this

ommitment. They

ommitments in fun tion of the san tion asso iated to them.

Consider the two following examples to grasp the distin tion between propositional

ommitment and

ommitment in a tion:

Example. On the evening, John asks Mary: Where will you put the garbage

for me to take out tomorrow morning? Mary answers: Behind the door, as
usual. (Walton and Krabbe, 1995, p. 22)
This answer is indeed a promise from Mary to John to put the garbage
behind the door.

She has thus in urred a

ommitment in a tion to put the

garbage there.
Example. John is about to take the garbage out. He asks Mary: Where did

you put the garbage for me to take out tomorrow morning?

Mary answers:

Behind the door, as usual. (Walton and Krabbe, 1995, p. 22)
In this se ond

ase, Mary has not promised to perform any a tion herself.

But she has nevertheless in urred a propositional
aairs that the garbage is behind the door. She

ommitment on the state of

annot, on e this

ommitment
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in urred, deny the fa t that she has performed this assertion or assert that the
garbage is elsewhere without running the gauntlet. Moreover she has to defend
her

ommitment when it is atta ked by other agents' arguments (for example

that she has not performed su h assertion).
some way to other a tions (holding that

P,

Thus she is also

ommitted in

defending if atta ked ...)

that

are only dialogi al. Walton and Krabbe give thus the following denition of a
propositional

ommitment:

Definition.[(Walton and Krabbe, 1995, p. 23)℄ Propositional

(1) a kind of a tion

ommitment is

ommitment whose

(2) partial strategies assign dialogi al a tions that
(3)

enter on one proposition (or a formulation thereof ).

Moreover Walton and Krabbe point out that in the rst example Mary has
also in urred some propositional

ommitments in addition to her

ommitment

in a tion to put the garbage behind the door. In parti ular, she is

ommitted

not to deny her promise and to defend the fa t that she has promised. The link
between these two kinds of

ommitment will be analysed more deeply in the

sequel.

5.4.3

Des ription of

ommitment-based ACLs

Following Singh's manifest introdu ed in (Singh, 1998), some a

ounts aiming

at given a formal so ial semanti s of ACLs have emerged in the last de ade. We
present in this se tion the main
draa et al..

ontributions of Colombetti et al. and Chaib-

Contrarily to Castelfran hi (Castelfran hi, 1995), they

ommitment as a primitive. After having

onsider

hara terized it in terms of its life-

y le automata, they dene spee h a t semanti s thanks to various states of
ommitment.

5.4.3.1 Colombetti et al.
In the sequel among the large literature produ ed by Colombetti et al., we
onsider as referen e one of their latest papers (Fornara, Viganò, and Colombetti, 2007). We will also refer qui kly to some extensions su h as
ommitments or

Commitments.
a

reditor, and a

onditional

ommitment with deadlines.

A

ommitment is basi ally hara terized by a state, a debtor,

ontent and denoted by:

C (state, debtor , creditor , content )
This notation means that the debtor has a
at a parti ular state on some

ontent. The

ommitment toward the

(5.1)
reditor

ontent is represented by a temporal

proposition (Fornara, Viganò, and Colombetti, 2004). A temporal proposition
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(TP) is a statement (that means a proposition, i.e. a state of aairs, or an
a tion to perform) related to a time interval with two modes of validity (∃ and

∀).

It

an take three truth values : undened, false or true. For example, the

proposition TP(ϕ, [t1 ,t2 ℄,∃,state) stays undened as long as
urrent instant is in the interval.

urrent instant is later then t2 without

false if the

ϕ

is false and the

It be omes true as soon as

ϕ

ϕ

is true and

being true in [t1 ,t2 ℄. This

formalization in terms of a temporal proposition allows in parti ular to manage
deadlines in
A

ommitments.

ommitment

an be in various states as des ribed by the

ommitment

life- y le des ribed in Figure 5.1 quoted from (Fornara, Viganò, and Colom-

5

betti, 2007) .

State transitions are triggered by the performan e of spe i

institutional a tions, i.e. a tions able to manage institutional fa ts (su h as
ommitments) or by the

hanges of the

demands or requests another agent

j

in a parti ular so ial relation, in whi h
Colombetti represents it by an
This means that

c

ontent truth value. When an agent

i

to perform some a tion, both agents are

unset

j

is requested to

ommitment from

reated himself a

ommit itself to a tion.

j

to

i about the a

ommitment of whi h he is the

6

tion .

reditor.

aneled (e.g. if j refuses to ommit to perform the a tion) with a tion setCan el
or be omes pending (e.g. if j a epts the request) with a tion setPending. If
the ommitment ontent be omes true (resp. false), the ommitment is fullled
(resp. violated). An extension of this life- y le has been proposed in (Fornara

This

ommitment is

reated by the fun tion makeCommitment. It

and Colombetti, 2007) to take into a

ount an additional

an be

on ept of san tion

(see Se tion 5.4.3.2 for more details about the notion of san tion). Two states
are added to the

y le representing

extinguished ommitments (that have been
and irre overable ommitments (if

d−sanction)

repaired by performing the

the violation has not been remedied).

7

Note that this automaton is independent from the type of the
in parti ular fullment and violation
tion and an a tion.

ontent, and

onditions are the same for a proposi-

We will dis uss this point later.

Moreover institutional

a tions, makeCommitment, setPending, setCan el..., are dened independently

5 Note that this version of ommitment does not take into a
For

onditional

pending and fullled/violated to represent pending
dissertation we

ount

onditional ommitments.

ommitments (Fornara and Colombetti, 2004), a state
onsider only un onditional

ommitments with a tautologous true

a tive is added between

ommitments with true

ommitments (whi h

ondition. In this

an be viewed as

onditional

onditions; the a tive and pending states are thus

merged.) Commitments are then represented under the form (with an additional deadline):

C (state, debtor , creditor , content|condition[, timeout])
.

6 This unset state has also been alled pre ommitment in (Fornara and Colombetti, 2002).
7 Commitments take thus the form:

C (state, debtor , creditor , content, d−sanctions, e−sanctions, source)
d−sanction

is the a tion that the agent who has violated the

remedy the violation,

e−sanction

the violation. Colombetti

et al.

ommitment

is the a tion that the empowered agent

argue that information about the

ommitment is needed to handle it and its san tions.

source

an perform to

an perform against
(norms ...) of the
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from spee h a ts: they are dened at the level of the system managing

ommit-

ments. They are used at a se ond step to dene high level spee h a ts semanti s.

fullled

ontent.truth_value = 1
makeCommitment

unset

ontent.truth_value = 1

pending

setPending

ontent.truth_value = 0

setCan el

setCan el

violated

an eled
Figure 5.1: Commitments life- y le (Fornara, Viganò, and Colombetti, 2007).
The dotted lines represent events su h as

ACL.

ontent truth value

hanges.

Following Searle (Searle, 1969), Colombetti et al. dene spee h a t as

institutional a tions (Colombetti and Verdi

hio, 2002). When an human be-

ing performs some utteran e or when an arti ial agent sends some message to
another agent, given parti ular
man e of a
tive a ts

ontextual

onditions, this

ommuni ative a t. Moreover they

an be

ounts as the perfor-

onsider that those

ommuni a-

hara terized by the institutional fa ts that they bring about.

These institutional fa ts depend of

ourse on the parti ular institution under

onsideration. They adopt the working hypothesis that there always exists a
primary or

ore institution that manages the basi

fundamental for every intera tion, viz. so ial

institutional fa ts that are

ommitments.

Thus their proje t is to dene spee h a t ee ts on the institutional layer
thanks to the two institutional a tions presented above: make
(mc(i, j , ϕ) for short) whi h
reditor,

j

as debtor and

hanges the state of the

ϕ as

ontent and set

ommitment

i

i as

ommitment (sc(i, state)) whi h

toward state

state.

A tions setCan el

and setPending are only parti ular instan es of the fun tion
give to these two basi

ommitment

reates a new ommitment in an unset state with

sc.

The authors

a tions the following semanti s in terms of pre onditions

and post onditions (represented in Obje t Constraint Language OCL (Obje t
Management Group, 2003)). We present here only the semanti s of the a tion

mc:
•

name :

•

pre : not Comm.allInstan es

mc(debtor , creditor , content )

. reditor =

reditor and

→

exists( | .debtor = debtor and

. ontent =

ontent)
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post : Comm.allInstan es
.debtor = debtor and

→

exists( | .state = unset and

. reditor =

The pre ondition says that an agent
reditor and

. ontent =

annot in ur a

ontent)

ommitment if another

ommitments (i.e. another one with the same

one already exists in the set of
debtor,

reditor and

ontent). The post ondition says that the a tion

reates a

ommitment.
Using the two basi

ommitment a ts

mc and mc,

the authors

hoose to give

a semanti s only to four of the ve illo utionary for es existing in spee h a t
theory, arguing that expressive spee h a ts are not relevant for arti ial multiagents systems. As an illustration of Colombetti's semanti s, we present in the
sequel the denition of assertive and dire tive spee h a ts, under the form given
in (Colombetti, Fornara, and Verdi
the fa t that we

onsider

Assertive: Inform.

8

hio, 2002) , that we have simplied due to

ommitment as un onditional.

Inform

is taken as the representative of the

assertives. From an observer's point of view, when
only thing we
proposition

an say is that

ϕ.

i

has in urred a

i

informs

j

ϕ

that

lass of

then the

ommitment on the truth of the

The semanti s of the inform spee h a t is thus dened by:

hi, Inform, j, ϕi := {c ← mc(i, j , ϕ); sc(c, pending)}
i toward j

After an inform a t, a pending

ommitment of

be represented in our dynami

logi

to the  ommitment predi ate

C (pending, i, j , ϕ)

(5.2)

thus holds, whi h

in logi al framework)

After hi,Inform,j,ϕi C (pending, i, j , ϕ)

Dire tive: Request.
of dire tives.
a tion

α,

Request

In the general

j

with

i

as

(5.3)

is taken as the representative of the

j

ase, by requesting an agent

it would be too strong to say that

ommitment of

an

by (without giving a parti ular semanti s

i

has dire tly

lass

to perform some
reated a pending

reditor. Even when there exists strong hierar hi al

relations between agents, as in the army, a

reditor

annot

reate a

ommitment

by performing a strong dire tive as an order, but only that he has

reated an

obligation that the debtor should respe t. To represent the parti ular relation
existing between both agents after the performan e of a dire tive, Colombetti

et al. use the unset
tionary a t

ommitment state. Thus the performan e of su h an illo u-

ounts as the

reation of an unset

ommitment:

hi, Request, j, j :αi := {mc(j , i, j :α)}
After a request a t, an unset

ommitment of

be represented in our dynami

logi

d

toward

c

(5.4)
thus holds, whi h

an

by:

After hi,Request,j,j :αi C (unset , j , i, j :α)

(5.5)

8 Although the form has slightly hanged along dierent arti les the main idea remains the
same.
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Several aspe ts of the Castelfran hi et al. a

ount of

ommitments, their

life- y le and their use to dene an ACL semanti s will be dis ussed in the
sequel.

Dis ussion.

First, Colombetti et al. manage propositional

ommitments in a tion by the same me hanisms.

ommitments and

But as Walton & Krabbe

show in (Walton and Krabbe, 1995), the two kinds of

ommitments are dif-

ferent in many respe ts. In parti ular the life- y le automata presented above
is dedi ated to both kinds of
adapted to propositional
rea hable by propositional
propositional
a pending

ommitments, but it does not seem to be fully
For example the state unset is not

ommitments.

ommitments be ause the only spee h a t

ommitment is the

Inform

spee h a t and it

reating a

reates automati ally

ommitment. Moreover the relevan e of the unset state is question-

able for propositional

ommitments.

An unset

ommitment on a proposition

would be the result of a request that the debtor be ome
of aairs. But as a

ommitment

ommitted on a state

an only be in urred by performing an a tion,

this request must be a request to perform the a tion to be propositionally

om-

mitted. For example when a poli eman requests a suspe t person to avow that
he has killed his wife, it is more intuitive to represent this state of aairs by an
unset

ommitment to perform the a tion of avowing rather than by an unset

ommitment to be

ommitted to the fa t that he has killed his wife. Moreover

following Spee h A t Theory, the
request) or

ontent of spee h a ts with a dire tive (as

ommissive illo utionary for e

Se ondly, for Colombetti et al., a

an only be an a tion.

ommitment (on proposition or on a tion)

is fullled (resp. violated) as soon as its

ontent be omes true (resp. false).

But following Walton and Krabbe (Walton and Krabbe, 1995), propositional
ommitments represent what has been asserted in a dialogue, and have to be
defended by arguments when
related to the truth of its

9

hallenged .

Thus su h a

ommitment is not

ontent. Its state is rather determined by the agent's

apa ity to maintain it.

A speaker

onvin ed it is true. We

annot say that he has violated his

the sequel of the dialogue he stays
a

ommitment is fullled if its

has said and

on edes the

For example, several
at. Let us

an utter a false proposition while being
oherent with it. We

ommitment if in

annot say either that

ontent is true but its debtor retra ts what he

ontrary.
enturies ago, most s ientists believed that earth was

onsider a debate about earth boundaries and what there is on the

edge. By asserting that the earth is at as a premise of an argument X, agent
in urs a

hara terization, we
neither

a

a

ommitment on the fa t that the earth is at. Following Colombetti's
an say that his

nor his interlo utors

ommitment is violated.

an dete t that this

But in fa t,

ommitment is violated and

moreover they will believe that it is fullled.
Consider a se ond example. John tells Mary: I believe that it will be sunny

9 Remark that we use here vo abulary used in (Gaudou, Herzig, and Longin, 2006b) in the
ase of the formalization of Walton & Krabbe's persuasion dialogue. But we are not limited
here to that parti ular kind of dialogue type.
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tomorrow. John has in urred a propositional

ommitment to the proposition:

I believe that it will be sunny tomorrow. One more time, this
annot be veried by agents other than John: Mary

ommitment

annot know John's private

mental attitudes (we re all that this is one of the most important

riti isms

against mentalist ACLs).
A

ording to Colombetti, the fullment

ondition of those two

ommitments

an be veried only from an obje tive point of view, i.e. the one of an omnis ient agent. We

onsider that this is problemati

in multi-agent systems where

ea h agent must be autonomous: for the intera tion with other agents should
not depend on a
see

entral agent. Thus rather than an obje tive

ommitment as a publi

than the truth value

on ept is a subje tive

on ept we will

oheren e

ondition to determine the state of the

onsider here that a publi
agent

on ept and keep the

ondition rather
ommitment. We

on ept in the sense that ea h

an determine alone its truth value. Contrarily, an obje tive

on ept is

obje tive, i.e. its truth value is related to the a tual one of an other proposition.
As the agents' per eption of their environment is neither sound nor
they

omplete,

annot determine the truth value of su h a proposition. Consequently,

erning fullment and violation
about propositions and

ondition a distin tion between

on-

ommitments

ommitments about a tions should be made.

Considering previous remarks we argue that we need two distinguished
mitment life- y les depending on the

om-

ontent type (this point will be developed

in Se tion 7.3).
The last point is that Colombetti does not explore relations existing between

ommitments in a tion and propositional

ommitments.

For example,

by promising : I promise to take out the garbage, John is in urring a
mitment of taking out the garbage.

om-

Moreover, following Spee h A t Theory

(Vanderveken, 1990), he is also expressing at least that he has the intention to
perform the a tion to take out the garbage. Thus he is also
proposition. He

ommitted on this

an thus suer san tion if he does not perform this a tion (su h

as reproa hes by his wife), but also if he merely utters that he does not have
this intention (in whi h

ase the san tion would be at the dialogue level: he

would appear to be in oherent and thus untrustworthy). We
kinds of violation

orresponding to the two kinds of

show in Se tion 7.3.2, by in urring

fa to some propositional

an observe two

ommitments. As we will

ommitment on a tion

10 , an agent in urs de

ommitments.

We have dis ussed above the unset state for propositional
but we

an make some remarks about a tion

ommitments,

ommitments. As we said above,

Colombetti represents the parti ular so ial relation between two agents that
results from the request by agent
ommitment of
2002), we

j

toward

i

i

toward agent

with unset state.

j

to perform an a tion, by a

As in (Fornara and Colombetti,

onsider that it is impossible for an agent to

reate a

ommitment of

whi h some other agent is the debtor. We argue that after a request of

i

it is

10 We onsider here that agents only in ur ommitments intentionally by performing spee h
a ts. We do not take into a

ount

ommitments in urring automati ally,

e.g.

by representa-

tives or due to so ial position (see (Walton and Krabbe, 1995, p. 32), for a detailed a
of the ways of in urring

ommitments).

ount
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doubtful that agent
in this

j

is a debtor of any kind of

ase, it is only

the sequel, he is

i

who is

ommitment. We

onsider that

ommitted to something, and as we will show in

ommitted to his intention that

j

performs the a tion.

5.4.3.2 Chaib-draa et al.
Chaib-draa et al. (Pasquier, Bergeron, and Chaib-draa, 2004) propose a dialogue
system based on the notion of so ial

ommitments to represent the so ial layer

managing agents intera tion and dialogue games as dialogue units manipulating
those

ommitments.

Commitments.
Colombetti's.

Chaib-draa et al.'s approa h of

trarily to Colombetti's their
take into a

ommitment is

lose to

Commitments are represented by a primitive operator.

Con-

ontent is restri ted to a tions, thus they do not

ount propositional

ommitments.

Moreover in its basi

version,

ommitments are represented with expli it notions of san tions and deadline.
The authors introdu e san tions for both agents involved in the
A

j

i has a
t. si and sj des

ommitment is thus a 6-tuple: an agent
to perform an a tion

α

at time

applied to both agents: if agent
be under the san tion
to withdraw the

si ,

i

ribe san tions that

an els or violates the

whereas agent

ommitment on e he a

j

ommitment.

ommitment toward agent
an be

ommitment, he will

will be under san tion

sj

if he tries

epted it.

Commitments are thus represented by the formula (Pasquier, Flores, and
Chaib-draa, 2004):

C (i, j , α, t , si , sj )

San tions.

In other approa hes based on

links and intera tion between agents,
respe ted.

(5.6)

ommitments to represent so ial

ommitments are often supposed to be

Indeed only few is said about the

ase of violation of these

om-

mitments (see for example (Fornara and Colombetti, 2007) in parti ular). But
ommitments are a mu h more exible notion than obligation: it
Chaib-draa, 2004) a detailed a
lution of

an be re-

an eled. Chaib-draa et al. propose thus in (Pasquier, Flores, and

tra ted or

ount of san tions allowing for the possible evo-

ommitments into states su h as

The authors base their a
1978): The

on ept of so ial

violated or an eled.

ount on the theory of so ial
ontrol originally denoted the

ontrol (Martindale,
apa ity of a group

or so iety to regulate itself and to se ure

oheren y and unity in so ial life

(Pasquier, Flores, and Chaib-draa, 2004).

Authors

onsider parti ularly two

main elements: san tions and punishment poli ies.
A san tion is

•

its

hara terized by three dimensions:

dire tion:

positive (or reward) as in entive to follow parti ular be-

havior, and negative as punishment against violations);
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Figure 5.2: Commitments life- y le (Pasquier, Flores, and Chaib-draa, 2004)

•

its

type:

material, i.e. violen e, repairing a tions or nan ial; so ial (Pos-

ner and Rasmusen, 1999), i.e. san tions ae ting trust,

redibility or rep-

utation; psy hologi al, i.e. san tions indu ing unpleasant emotions as guilt
or shame;

•

its

style:

impli it, i.e. private, unilaterally san tions and expli it that are

publi .
San tions

an also be split into two parts by distinguishing a priori (stati al)

san tions from a posteriori (dynami al) san tions.
The punishment poli ies (Be

aria, 1963; Bentham, 1970) determine the

type and the magnitude of san tion to impose on agents, relative to designer's
desiderata to ght against violations. (Vold, Bernard, and Snipes, 2002) present
the ve basi

punishment poli ies: in apa itation, rehabilitation, restoration,

deterren e and retribution. Chaib-draa et al.

hoose only to take into a

ount

the two latter ones, be ause in in apa itation, rehabilitation and restoration the
hoi e is led only by the style and the type of the san tion, whereas deterren e
and retribution fo us on the strength of the san tions. Deterren e fo us is to
avoid ommitment violation. It aims at dis ouraging agents to violate their

om-

mitments by imposing strong and expli it san tions; san tions should be mu h
more worth than the possible benet of a violation. In

ontrary in retribution

the san tion should have the same value as the violated

ommitment.
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It is important to note that with deterren e poli y less
be in urred: indeed agents will be more
punishments.

In

ommitments will

areful and ina tive, due to prohibitive

ontrary with a retribution poli y more

ommitments will

be in urred (but more will be violated); agents will be freer to intera t:

in

parti ular in an example of MAS for business mu h more transa tions will be
run up. Deterren e appears to be less ee tive (Polinsky and Shavel, 1998). But
the

hoi e of the punishment poli y only depends on the designer's desiderata.

ACL.
ussed,

In Chaib-draa et al.'s a
reated,

an eled...

)

ount, the

ommitments are managed (dis-

through dialogue games.

Dialogue games are

a parti ular stru ture of the dialogue that is more exible than proto ols. A
dialogue game is dened by:

•

Entry

•

Su

•

Failure

•

Dialogue Rules (R)

onditions (E)

ess

These

onditions (S)
onditions (F)

onditions and rules are dened in terms of

and Chaib-draa, 2002).

(E) represents the

ommitments to enter in this dialogue game.
determining the output state (Su

ommitments (Maudet

onditions imposed on the set of
(S) (resp. (F)) are

onditions

ess, resp. failure) of the game.

Moreover

by entering in a parti ular dialogue game, an agent
the rules (R) of this dialogue. These dialogi al

ommits itself to observe

ommitments are spe i

to the

game and do not hold in another one.
Several dialogue games are dened as for example the request game
sponding to the negotiation of a
requests

j

to perform a tion

α,

ommitment to some a tion

afterwards the latter

an either a

the request. It is formalized with the following rules and
san tions are omitted for

α.

orre-

The initiator

i

ept or refuse

onditions (note that

larity sake):

Erg :¬C(j, i, α, ti ni)

and

¬C(j, i, ¬α, ti ni), ∀ti ni, ti ni < tf in

Srg :C(j, i, α, tf in)
Frg :¬C(j, i, α, tf in)
Rrg :

1)
2)

3)
4)

Cg (i, j, requestd1 (i, j, α), tf in)
Cg (i, j, requestd1 (i, j, α) ⇒
Cg (j, i, acceptd2 (j, i, α)|ref used3 (j, i, α), tk ), tf in)
Cg (j, i, acceptd2 (j, i, α) ⇒ C(j, i, α, tf ), tf in)
Cg (j, i, ref used3 (j, i, α) ⇒ ¬C(j, i, α, tf , tf in)

These dialogue games

an be

ombined by relations of sequen e,

hoi e or

embedding as proposed in (Labrie, Chaib-draa, and Maudet, 2003; Reed, 1998;
M Burney, Parsons, and Wooldridge, 2002) among others.
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Their a

ount is implemented in a software

eron, and Chaib-draa, 2004). DIAGAL
dialogue manager that

Dis ussion.

alled DIAGAL (Pasquier, Berg-

laims to be a very useful and exible

an moreover manage dierent intensity degrees of ilontext of intera tion (e.g. hierar hy relation

lo utionary for e and the so ial
between agents that
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an redu e the

hoi e of an agent).

Chaib-draa et al. propose an a

dialogue games to manage the dialogue. We

ount using

ommitments and

an remark that dialogue games

represent a proto ol en oded by the rules (R) with additional

onditions (E), (S)

and (F). The more interesting point about dialogue games is the management
of shift or embedding of dialogue games. But we have to highlight that in this
a

ount,

ommitments are used as states of the proto ols automata or as entry

and output

onditions. They appear as a kind of tags representing a state of the

dialogue rather than the

on ept of

ommitment as des ribed by Castelfran hi.

Indeed it la ks links with other notions managing the intera tion between agents.

5.4.4

Benets and limits of so ial approa hes

The use of so ial notions su h as

ommitment to des ribe ACLs semanti s settles

the problems of the mentalist approa hes. In parti ular, the semanti s is dened
at the so ial layer, allowing the veri ation of the dialogue and its

omplian e

with intera tion proto ols. Moreover, this kind of semanti s avoids strong hypotheses on agents. As only the publi
taken into a

ount, no sin erity or

and so ial aspe t of

ommuni ation is

ooperation hypotheses are needed. More-

over nothing is imposed on the internal ar hite ture of the agents: as semanti s
is not dened in terms of agents' mental attitudes, designers

an feel free to

hoose their internal ar hite ture.
As highlighted by (Dignum and van Eijk, 2007), whereas lot of works are
developed based on
tigations about

ommitments to manage agent intera tion, only a few inves-

ommitments themselves exist. Indeed no formal

tion has been given to the notion of

agents' private mental attitudes. For example, when an agent is
perform
tional

α1

and

α2 ,

is he ne essarily

ommitment to

ϕ1 ϕ2

implies a

attitudes are not taken into a
internal management of the

hara teriza-

ommitment and its link in parti ular with
ommitted to perform
ommitment to

ount in this a

ϕ1 ?

α1 .

ommitted to

Does a proposi-

Moreover, as mental

ount, nothing is said about the

ommitment (within the agent ar hite ture).

5.5 Toward the need of an alternative: ACLs, rethinking the prin iples (again)
Singh (Singh, 1998) su

essfully initiated a reexamination of the prin iples of

ACLs semanti s. He proposed to take into a

ount the so ial aspe t of the

on-

versation and to an hor spee h a t semanti s in this so ial layer, in parti ular
by introdu ing the notion of

ommitment. Many authors have followed his ap-

proa h, des ribing spee h a t semanti s in terms of

ommitments (and only in
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terms of

ommitments). Although this approa h is interesting, we argue that

it remains insu ient. It is

learly well adapted to the

to manage e-business transa tions.

ase of

ommissives or

But it does not address the management

of these

ommitments and of the

self. To

onsider that the agent has to follow blindly a

ommuni ation in general by the agent himommuni ation proto ol

de reases the attra tiveness of the agent te hnology. Contrarily, if we

onsider

that agents should be able to infer or deliberate to be more adaptative, we
should give them the means to make these inferen es. The most e ient way
to handle the intera tion of one agent with other ones is

ertainly to give him

mental attitudes and inferen e

apa ities. If an agent believes that the hearer

has in urred a

an infer for example that (at least publi ly) he

has the

ommitment, he

orresponding intention, and that he has a kind of obligation.

We will present in the sequel an alternative approa h to ACLs semanti s.
In the tradition of Spee h A t Theory and following mentalist approa hes, we
onsider that spee h a ts are deeply linked to mental attitudes. But with so ial
approa hes, we agree on the so ial and publi

feature of the dialogue. We aim

at bridging the gap between both approa hes to ACLs. We thus argue  and
this is the key point of this
terms of publi

hapter  that ACLs semanti s

operator of group belief dened in the pre eding
what is publi

5.5.1

an be dened in

mental attitudes. We show in the sequel how we
in the dialogue and to

an use the

hapter to take into a

ount

hara terize ACLs semanti s.

Dis ussion about underlying hypotheses

Despite their dieren es all works on ACLs presented above are grounded on a
ommon and very strong hypothesis: that is the
is perfe t.

That means that

ommuni ation is

ommuni ation between agents
omplete (if an utteran e has

been performed by a speaker, the hearer is aware of this utteran e, and there is
no loss of information in the transmission) and sound (a hearer
that the speaker has uttered something if it is not the

annot believe

ase). This hypothesis is

indeed really strong be ause it removes every possibility of misper eption and
in omplete per eption: this avoids the problem of grounding a

ommon belief

su h as in the Byzantine Generals problem (Fagin et al., 1995). This hypothesis
is indeed unrealisti

when it is applied to dialogues between human beings, but

it remains defendable in the

ase of arti ial agents thanks to se ured intera tion

proto ols used for the hardware

ommuni ation.

Traum (Traum, 1994) has addressed this issue by studying the grounding
pro ess in dialogue, i.e. me hanisms used to put some propositions on the
mon ground of a

onversation.

om-
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Clark and Traum's dialogue model: grounding theory

In his do toral dissertation David Traum exposed a

omputational model of the

11 pro ess (Clark and S haefer, 1989). He dened it as the pro ess

grounding

des ribing how [...℄

ommon ground is engaging in

this problem is really hard in the
Language.

In this

ase, there is no

individuals be ause either the
a message

onversation in Natural

omplete mutual understanding between

ommuni ation is not perfe t (in the sense that

an be lost or its meaning

an be altered during the transmission),

or the meaning of senten es is not unique or
kind of

onversation. In parti ular,

ase of human-human

ompletely unambiguous. In this

ommuni ations, rather than rea hing

omplete and perfe t mutual un-

derstanding (i.e. a mutual belief in the sense of (Halpern and Vardi, 1989)) of
the speaker's

ommuni ative intention and of the message only a partial

om-

prehension is enough, where partial has to be understood in the sense of the
grounding

riterion (Clark and S haefer, 1989).

Traum proposed a proto ol for grounding what has been uttered by

onver-

sation parti ipants. It is based on some parti ular spee h a ts, named grounding
a ts, su h as

Acknowledge, Repair...

After performan e of su h a proto ol, the

utteran e of the speaker be omes grounded for both parti ipants and thus it
be omes mutually believed that the speaker proposed something ( f. Figure
5.3). Ea h utteran e is attempted to be grounded in this way, and is added to
speaker's proposal in the Mutual Belief. In

ase of agreement on a proposal, it

be omes shared for both parti ipants.

MB

Shared

User proposed

User proposed (private)

System proposed

System proposed (private)

Sys Bel User Bel
Sys Bel

System private

Figure 5.3: Belief and proposal

ontexts (Traum, 1994, p. 81)

11 This notion has nothing to do with Wooldridge's
(Wooldridge, 2000).

omputational grounding notion
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5.5.3

Philosophy of language: Searle and Vanderveken

For Searle (Searle, 1983), performan e of a spee h a t entails the expression
of an Intentional state:

for example the performan e of an assertion entails

automati ally the expression of the speaker's belief about what he hase asserted.
Even if an utteran e was insin ere an Intentional state has been expressed, and
that state

orresponds to a parti ular belief of the speaker in some way.

Vanderveken (Vanderveken, 1990; Vanderveken, 1991) has

aptured the sub-

tle dieren e between expressing an Intentional state and really being in su h
a state by distinguishing su

ess

onditions from non-defe tive performan e

onditions, thus rening Searle's feli ity
Searle and Vanderveken, 1985). A

p

we express that we believe

p

holds is a

(su

onditions (Searle, 1969; Searle, 1979;

ording to Vanderveken, when we assert

ess

ondition of non-defe tive performan e (the sin erity

Consider the Moore's paradox, a

ording to whi h one

assert  p is true and I do not believe

p.

ondition).

annot su

p

(the speaker believes

p);

ondition

on the other hand, the assertion expresses the

speaker believes he does not know that

p.

expresses that the speaker does not believe
(if we a

ept that beliefs should be

5.5.4

Toward a new approa h

In the sequel we will not

essfully

The paradox follows from the fa t

that: on the one hand, the assertion entails expression of the sin erity
about

p

ondition), while the speaker's belief that

If we a

p,

ept introspe tion then this

and the assertion is

ontradi tory

onsistent).

onsider the grounding pro ess itself: just as Colom-

betti et al. or Chaib-draa et al. among aothers, we will also admit the simplifying hypothesis of perfe t

ommuni ation to avoid this problem. Thus we will

onsider only what is privately believed by parti ipants and what is mutually
believed (and thus publi ), i.e. whi h are the properties and features of the
ommon ground, how agents

an use it, dedu e with it... and in parti ular how

a proposed formula be omes a

epted by both parti ipants of the

onversation.

Thus Traum's s hema presented above an be simplied by eliminating one step:
when something has been proposed, it is mutually believed that it has been proposed. Indeed the shift from private to mutual belief state is immediate thanks
to our publi

a tion hypotheses.

We will also
publi

on entrate our study on the link between the private and the

states. We will

onsider that this link is established by a tions and par-

ti ularly by spee h a ts in our
what will be ome publi

ase. In parti ular Spee h A t Theory indi ates

after performan e of spee h a ts.

We argue that the logi

developed in Chapter 3

an be used to represent

various states of Figure 5.3. In parti ular the private layer mat hes with our
private beliefs. What has been proposed by the system or the user

orresponds

to the result of an utteran e that has been perfe tly understood by every agent.
Indeed this

orresponds to formulas of the form

G{system,user} Guser ϕ).
parti ipants have a

The shared state

G{system,user} Gsystem ϕ

(or

orresponds to a state where both

epted the proposed proposition. It appears that this ts
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hara terization of the group belief defended in the previous

an thus give a simpli ation of this gure, that

hapter. We

an be formalized in our group

( f. Figure 5.4).

belief logi

MB
G{system,user} ψ

G{system,user} Guser ψ2

G{system,user} Gsystem ψ1

Guser ϕ1

Gsystem ϕ2

Private
Figure 5.4: Simpli ation of Figure 5.3

G

In the sequel we will also refer to the

operator as the groundedness op-

erator: it represents what has been grounded in the dialogue. We
that for Traum grounded information
believed.

Grounded information also

agent overhearing the

an remark

oin ide with the set of what is mutually
orresponds to what is publi

for every

onversation (we will develop the extension from 2 par-

ti ipants to sets of overhearing agents below). Grounded propositions in lude
as well what has been publi ly expressed (or proposed) by an agent as what has
been a

epted by the parti ipants of the

Justi ations of the features.

onversation.

Our logi

rational notion, i.e. a proposition and its
same group. In parti ular we
and its

ontrary. But this

the example below.
Grounded is a publi

imposes that groundedness is a

ontrary

annot be grounded in the

onsider that an agent

an be the

annot assert something

ase in front of two dierent groups, see

12 and thus obje tive notion: it refers to what

an be

observed, and only to that. It is dierent from other obje tive notions used to
dene ACLs su h as that of so ial

ommitment of (Singh, 1998; Singh, 2000;

Fornara and Colombetti, 2002; Verdi
dieren e

hio and Colombetti, 2003). To see the

onsider the request spee h a t where agent

i asks agent j

to pass him

the salt. Thereafter it is established (given our hypothesis that the spee h a t
is well and

12 The publi
esis: we

ompletely understood) that

i

has the intention that

j

passes him

hara ter of the groundedness is losely related to following simplifying hypoth-

onsider that every a tion is publi ,

ompletely and soundly.

i.e. ea

h agent per eives ea h a tion performed
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the salt and that nothing is grounded for
approa h this typi ally leads to a
of

j

j.

In

onditional

ontrary, in a

ommitment-based

ommitment (or pre ommitment)

to pass the salt, whi h be omes an un onditional

positive rea tion, whereas the requester is not

ommitment upon a

ommitted to the fa t that he

performed a request.
In our approa h we do not try to determine whether

j

must do su h or su h

a tion or not: we just establish the fa ts, without any hypothesis on the agents'
beliefs, goals, intentions. . . or

ommitments.

A pie e of information might be grounded in a group even when some agents
privately disagree, as long as they do not publi ly manifest their disagreement.
Thus there is no link between the private and the publi

state of the

onversation

as illustrated by the following example:
Example.

Consider three rational agents in a

ompany. The agent 0 thinks

privately for some reasons that his boss (agent 2) is smart.

But this idea is

not widespread in his department: agent 0 meets agent 1, a very
agent who often

harismati

laims publi ly that his boss (agent 2) is dumb. They dis uss

about their boss and agent 0 asserts that he is really a moron (for some so ial
reasons) and of
enters the
0

ourse agent 1

onrms. At this moment the boss

omes and

onversation. Soon he oriented the dis ussion on himself and agent

ongratulates him by asserting he is smart. And agent 2 and agent 1 (given

the boss' attendan e) express their agreement.
It is interesting to see that agent 0 expressed
of view depending on the audien e.

ompletely dierent points

As we are interested by what is publi

in a dialogue, we have to make pre ise whi h group of agents
audien e be ause a speaker's behavior depends on who

onstitutes the

an hear what he says,

as illustrated above. Thus we have to formalize su h a dialogue by expli iting
the dierent groups of hearers.
If we

onsider the above example, by asserting that his boss is a moron in

front of agent 1, agent 0 has expressed that he believes that his boss is a moron
(although 0 does not think so) and thus this proposition is grounded for agents
1 and 2.

After a

group of agents

eptan e by the se ond agent, it be ome grounded for the

onsisting of 0 and 1 that their boss is a moron. The

ontrary

is grounded afterwards for the group of agents {0,1,2}.
In the sequel, we will not speak about pie e of information grounded in general but rather about grounded for (or in front of ) a group of agents.

This

extension allows to distinguish a private dialogue between two agents from a
publi

debate. In the former a pie e of information

ould be grounded between

only two agents and stay se ret for the other agents.
li

In

ontrary in a pub-

debate, every agent hearing the debate is aware of the grounded pie es of

information.

5.5.5

Related Work: Boella, Ni kles

The aim of the two following

hapters ( hapters 6 and 7) is to bridge the gap

between the two main approa hes by using our BDI-like logi al framework ex-
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in the dialogue. Some other

authors have studied ACLs with the same approa hes. Among others we

an

ite the following.

5.5.5.1 Ni kles et al.
Ni kles et al. have proposed a logi

of ostensible beliefs and intentions (Ni kles,

Op(a1 , a2 , ϕ) reads agent a1 holds the
a2 . OInt(a1 , a2 , ϕ) reads agent a1 fa ing agent
make ϕ true. They only give a basi semanti s

Fis her, and Weiss, 2005; Ni kles, 2005).
ostensible belief

a2

A fa

ing agent

exhibits the intention to

to their logi , on top of whi h some prin iples are stated axiomati ally.
example, their axiom (2) is:
ostensible belief must stay

Op(a1 , a2 , ϕ) → ¬Op(a1 , a2 , ¬ϕ)

onsistent).

Their notion of ostensible mental states is very
grounding mental states, and their operators

Op(a1 , a2 , ϕ) orresponds
G{a1 ,a2 } Intend a1 ϕ.
They only give a basi

For

(meaning that

to our

lose to our notion of

an be translated into our logi .

G{a1 ,a2 } Ga1 ϕ,

and

OInt(a1 , a2 , ϕ)

to our

semanti s to their logi , on top of whi h some prin-

iples are stated axiomati ally.

For example, their axiom (2) be omes in our

G{a1 ,a2 } Ga1 ϕ → ¬G{a1 ,a2 } Ga1 ¬ϕ. The latter is a theorem of our
ause the operator GI satises the D-axiom for any group I . Similarly

formalism
logi
we

be

an show that we

an

apture

ompletely their notions of ostensible belief

and intention with our semanti ally well-founded operator.

5.5.5.2 Boella et al.
Boella et al. (Boella et al., 2007) also propose to bridge the gap between mentalist and so ial approa hes. They as ribe some roles to agents and asso iate
dire tly to these roles beliefs and intentions, that are taken as publi
attitudes.

mental

They afterwards dene ACL semanti s thanks to these two oper-

ators: the authors give a formalization of both FIPA-ACL and Colombetti's
ommitment automaton.
Their operators have more or less the same meanings as Ni kles' ones presented above. But instead of

at hing only the publi

feature of the dialogue,

they also t the beliefs as ribed to a role. Albeit this a

ount appears attra -

tive, it appears that it only shifts the problem of hypotheses on agents (su h
as sin erity or

ooperation) from agents themselves to their role. In parti ular

in the FIPA-ACL formalization, their a
insin ere or non- ooperative role

ount imposes roles to be sin ere. No

an be as ribed to agents.

We use the expression insin ere role in the following sense. Attitudes attributed to a role are publi . Thus if an agent, in a given role, has a parti ular
belief then this belief is publi

and thus known by every agents. In this sense,

we argue that it is too strong. For example, the Fren h president knows (/believes) the

odes of the nu lear bombs. Thus as president, Sarkozy believes that

odes are XXXXXX; but other Fren h people
Sarkozy believes as president that

annot say that they believe that

odes are XXXXX.
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5.6 Con lusion
In this
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hapter, we have presented an overview of the denition of Agent Com-

muni ation Languages and in parti ular of the two main a
their semanti s.

We have argued that both a

ounts to des ribe

ounts have their own benets

and drawba ks, and we have proposed a new approa h to dene their semanti s
based on the mental attitudes expressed via the performan e of spee h a ts. We
made the link with our group belief operator dene in

hapters 1 and 3.

The major benets of our new semanti s are the following:

•

It is veriable, and suitable even for truly autonomous, possibly malevolent
agents.

•
•

It is fully formalized.
It is based on a straightforward extension of BDI, and therefore relatively
lightweight.

•

It

•

It generalizes the single-addressee FIPA a ts to groups of agents, and it

an easily be adapted to similar ACLs, e.g. the widely used KQML/KIF.

distinguishes the group of addressees from the group of bystanders (overhearers), and thus renes FIPA's a ts.
In the sequel we will show how we

an apply this idea to formalize both kinds

of semanti s, i.e. mentalist semanti s with FIPA-ACL and the appli ation to the
Contra t Net Proto ol (Chapter 6) and so ial semanti s with the formalization
of Colombetti's a

ount (Chapter 7).

Chapter 6
Appli ation: formalization of
the mentalist approa h

6.1 Introdu tion
In this

hapter we will fo us on two of the three separated modules

omposing

the FIPA paradigm: the FIPA-ACL library and the set of Intera tions Proto ols
(IPs). These two modules are devoted to manage and generate the dialog. The
FIPA-ACL library exposes the set of allowed

ommuni ative primitives. It also

gives their semanti s in terms of a Feasibility Pre ondition (FP), that is the
set of

onditions ne essary to allow the exe utability of the spee h a t, and a

Rational Ee t (RE) that is the ee t intended by the lo utor performing this
a t.

It

orresponds to the Perlo utionary Ee t in spee h a t theory and is

quite dierent from the Intentional Ee t (the ee t that is true as as soon as
the a t is performed) ( f. Se tion 5.2).
An Intera tion Proto ol des ribes spee h a ts sequen es allowed in a dialogue. It ensures the

oheren e of the dialogue between agents. FIPA denes

plenty of Intera tion Proto ols. In the sequel we will

on entrate on the Con-

tra t Net Proto ol (FIPA, 2002b).
Considering remarks made in the previous hapter about the need of a unied
approa h to ACLs semanti s, we will give a new formalization of the FIPA-ACL
semanti s in terms of publi

fa ts formalized with our groundedness operator. In

most ACLs based on mental attitudes and in parti ular in FIPA-ACL, only two
kinds of spee h a ts are used: assertive and dire tive. Other illo utionary for es

1

have raised only few interest .

We begin thus by dening those two primary

spee h a ts following spee h a t theory prin iples (Se tion 6.2). We will apply
this new semanti s to formalize the Contra t Net Proto ol and exhibit some
formal features (Se tion 6.3).

1 Nevertheless there exists re ent work trying to integrate de larative a ts to FIPA (Demolombe and Louis, 2006).
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6.2 Primitive FIPA spee h a ts

Following and extending the ACL syntax used in (FIPA, 2002a), a single ommuni ation a t (CA) is denoted by
agent,

J

hi, J, K, ActName, ϕi,

where

i

is the performing

is a group of addressees (whereas FIPA allows only one).

the name of the a t (in our model not ne essarily
spee h a t type, see below). The logi al formula
of the a t.

The parameter

K,

ϕ

ActName

is

orresponding to exa tly one
is the propositional

ontent

whi h is missing in FIPA, denotes a group of

i ∈ K,
J ⊆ K \ {i} and J 6= ∅. For a dialogue between only two agents i and j we have
J = {j} and K = {i, j}.
The distin tion between the addressees J of a spee h a t and the group of
agents K taking part in the onversation improves the usual FIPA-like harattending agents who overhear the respe tive utteran e. We impose that

a terization of spee h a ts:

from the spee h a t theory standpoint, when a

K then the su ess ondition (Searle, 1969;
J (but is evaluated from the point of view
Nevertheless, ee ts also obtain for the entire group K .

speaker talks to a subgroup

J

of

Vanderveken, 1990) applies only to
of the entire group

K ).

This motivates that the addressees and the group must be distinguished, and
must both be parameters of the spee h a t.
In the standard semanti s of the FIPA CAs library (FIPA, 2002a) (hen ealled FIPA-S), semanti s is spe ied by providing the feasibility pre on-

forth

ditions (FPs) and the rational ee ts (REs) of single CAs. The former denote
whi h logi al onditions need to be fullled in order to exe ute the respe tive a t,
and the latter spe ify whi h
that a t. FPs

onditions hold after the su

essful performan e of

hara terize both the ability of the speaker to perform the a t and

the relevan e of the a t, i.e. that performing the a t is relevant given a
dialogue

ontext. In

dire t perlo utionary ee t of the utteran e, i.e. what be omes true in
perlo utionary a t su

ertain

ontrast, REs spe ify the desired and rationally-expe table
ase the

eeds.

We think there are at least three reasons not to qualify a CA by its rational
ee ts. First, it is possible to desire and expe t dierent kinds of RE for the
same CA. Se ond, Searle shows in (Searle, 1969, Se . 2.1) that the ee t of a
spee h a t

annot be a rational (or perlo utionary) ee t simply be ause a lot of

spee h a ts just do not have any perlo utionary ee t. He also shows that even
if a spee h a t

an have a perlo utionary ee t, we

an always exhibit a

where the speaker does not intend this perlo utionary ee t.
hypotheses (su h as sin erity,

ompeten e,

ontext

Third, strong

redibility. . . ) must be made about

the agents to enable the inferen e of the expe ted RE, whi h is too restri tive in
our

ontext of open multi-agent systems, possibly with

ego entri
In

oni ts and malevolent,

agents...

ontrast to FIPA-S, the FPs and IEs (for illo utionary ee ts) that we

will provide in our model do not make any statement about mental attitudes,
but spe ify the pre onditions and ee ts in terms of formula grounded in the
audien e group

K.

They are

hosen su h that the respe tive

is both exe utable given all realisti

pre onditions, and su

ommuni ation a t
eeds reliably with

a publi ly veriable ee t. The only (self-evident) ex eption follows from the
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bridge axioms (SR+) and (SR−) given in the previous se tion, stating that an
agent or subgroup of a

ertain group knows about the existen e of the respe tive

grounded beliefs or intentions of their group  this means merely that the agents
keep tra k of the

ourse of

ommuni ation in terms of FPs and IEs.

In the sequel we use the term So ial Attitudes Based Semanti s (SABS) for
our modeling, and will dene the SABS semanti s of the four primitive CAs of
FIPA-ACL: Inform, Request, Conrm and Dis onrm, and we will also present
the respe tive FIPA-S spe i ations for
ma ros

omparison. All other FIPA-CAs are

omposed of these primitives in a more or less straightforward manner.

6.2.1

Inform: Asserting information

6.2.1.1 Chara terization
We start with the FIPA-S version of the semanti s:

hi, j, Inform, ϕi
FP: Bel i ϕ ∧ ¬Bel i (Bel j ϕ ∨ Bel j ¬ϕ ∨ Uj ϕ ∨ Uj ¬ϕ)
RE:

Bel j ϕ

hi, j, Inform, ϕi means: agent i informs the re eiver j that proposition ϕ is
Uj ϕ denotes that agent j is un ertain about ϕ, but thinks that ϕ is more
likely than ¬ϕ. The essential pre onditions of Inform in the FIPA-S semanti s
are thus that agent i truthfully believes what he asserts, and that the re eiver
true.

does not have any denite opinion about the asserted proposition. The former
ondition is obviously unrealisti

given a truly autonomous agent i. The latter

is questionable. Indeed it disallows the use of
In (Gaudou et al., 2006) we have
e.g. in the

ontext of

Inform

to

onvin e the addressee.

onsidered that the latter usage is

ru ial

omputational argumentation and argumentation-based

negotiation and that the introdu tion of a

onvi tion-a t extending the syntax

would not only be unne essary and inelegant, but would also blur the fa t that
there exists a
also not
the su
(whi h

ontinuous transition from pure information to

lear why the absen e of an opinion shall be a realisti
ess of an information a t, or,

onvi tion. It is
pre ondition for

onversely, why the existen e of an opinion

ould be very weak, or by default only) shall hinder the re eiver to

adopt the asserted information (e.g.

onsider that the addressee might trust

the sender more than himself ). In this dissertation, we stay
spee h a t library by distinguishing
a t informs the re eiver in the

Inform

and

Confirm

lose to the FIPA

spee h a ts. A

Confirm

ase where he is un ertain and attempting to

onvin e him.
We extend the
groups

J

the form:

Inform

spee h a t by extending the individual addressee to

and introdu ing the group of overhearers

hi, J, K, Inform, ϕi.

K.

Hen e

Inform

a ts take

As FIPA pre onditions are private mental atti-

tudes, we do not keep them here. The pre onditions of our a tions are of two
types: publi

relevan e and publi

hi, J, K, Inform, ϕi

is that

i

rationality.

The relevan e pre ondition of

has not already expressed he believes

ϕ,

and the
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J

same for

(that is:

he does not believe

¬GK Gi ϕ ∧ ¬GK GJ ϕ), and that J has not expressed that
ϕ (formally: ¬GK ¬GJ ϕ  otherwise the spee h a t would
onvin e a t). The rationality pre ondition

not be an inform a t but a

sponds to the fa t that an agent must be publi ly
agent has not expressed he does not believe
The rational ee t of

Inform

what he has been told (in

ee t (RE) roughly
a t.

ϕ

orre-

onsistent, and means the

(formally:

¬GK ¬Gi ϕ).

in FIPA-S is simply that the addressee believes
eeds). In FIPA-ACL, the rational

ase the a t su

orresponds to the expe ted perlo utionary ee t of the

The RE is not dire tly added to the mental state of the addressee, but

if this ee t

an be derived from the mental state (after the a t performan e)

then the author of the a t has a hieved his aim. In fa t, sin erity and

redulity

hypotheses always entail the rational ee t.
But in fa t, we
annot

an never guarantee su h perlo utionary ee ts be ause we

ontrol other agents' mental states.

with autonomous agents. Even if it

2 Thus this ee t annot be veried

ould be veried, it would be too strong and

unlikely. Moreover it is not veriable either that the informing agent intends
the adoption of a

ertain belief.

However, spee h a t theory says we

essarily expressing sin
preparatory

annot perform an a tion without

erity and preparatory

ondition roughly

orresponds to the relevan e pre ondition of

FIPA-ACL. Note that we adopt here a publi
that the agent is sin ere and has
logi s

annot

Thus,

J

that

h

onditions. Usual BDI

ommuni ation.

onditions is an

he expresses that he believes

GK Gi ϕ ∧ GK Intend i GJ ϕ),

(formally:

point of view and do not impose

he ked the preparatory

apture this aspe t of

expression of su

ϕ,

ne -

onditions (Searle, 1983). The

ϕ

ee t of the a

t. When

and that he intends

J

i informs
ϕ

believes

whi h is the expression of the sin erity

ondition.
One might think that it is too strong that only by performing a spee h a t
an agent

an ground a formula for the whole group. Moreover

while neither agent
that

i

believes

ϕ.

by asserting that
belief that
of the

ϕ.

i

believes

ϕ

Su h a situation

ϕ,

agent

i

Thus formula

an hold
believes

ould appear to be hypo rite. But in fa t

ommits himself in front of the whole group to his

GK Gi ϕ

hara terizes the a

ommitment. While members of the group

lied, they

GK Gi ϕ
K

nor at least one agent of the group

annot deny that he has in urred a

eptan e by the group

an think privately that

ommitment. The a

i

onsequently impli it and immediate and does not require any dis ussion.
only depends on our hypothesis of perfe t

These

J

yet (formally:

3 It

ommuni ation.

The speaker also expresses the preparatory
grounded for

has

eptan e is

ondition: he believes

ϕ

is not

GK Gi ¬GJ ϕ).

on erns lead to the following SABS semanti s:

2 From this point of view, Searle (Searle, 1969) shows that what we ould name perlo utionary a t

annot be a spee h a t (in the spee h a t theory sense), and was just a mistake

of Austin (Austin, 1962).

3 As we will see in the following hapter, an agent in urs a so ial ommitment by performing

an informing spee h a t in front of an attentive group of agents.
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hi, J, K, Inform, ϕi
FP: ¬GK Gi ϕ ∧ ¬GK GJ ϕ ∧ ¬GK ¬GJ ϕ ∧ ¬GK ¬Gi ϕ
IE:

GK Gi ϕ ∧ GK Intend i GJ ϕ ∧ GK Gi ¬GJ ϕ

As usual we dene

hi, J, K, InformIf, ϕi

as an abbreviation:

def

hi, J, K, InformIf, ϕi = hi, J, K, Inform, ϕi ∪ hi, J, K, Inform, ¬ϕi
Hen e:

Done(hi, J, K, InformIf, ϕi) ≡
Done(hi, J, K, Inform, ϕi) ∨ Done(hi, J, K, Inform, ¬ϕi)

6.2.1.2 Properties
In this se tion we show that the above

hara terization of the

Inform

spee h a t

gives interesting formal results. In parti ular it forbids the performan e of some
synta ti ally well-formed spee h a ts whi h

ould appear

ounter-intuitive or

too strong.
What about inform-a tions with some belief of super groups as propositional
ontent? Can an agent make a group believe something in this way? We have
the following theorem:
Theorem. The a tion

that

hi, J, K, Inform, GK ′ ϕi

is inexe utable, for ea h

K′

su h

′

K ⊆ K ⊆ AGT .

Proof. We will prove that the pre onditions of this a t are in onsistent. Let

K′

be a supergroup of

K,

i.e.

K ⊆ K ′ ⊆ AGT .

In parti ular we have:

⊢ FP(hi, J, K, Inform, GK ′ ϕi) → ¬GK ¬Gi GK ′ ϕ ∧ ¬GK Gi GK ′ ϕ
From Theorems (3.2) and (3.3) of Se tion 3.3.1 Chapter 3, we an prove the
i ∈ K and K ⊆ K ′ :

equivalen es, for

⊢ ¬GK ¬Gi GK ′ ϕ ↔ ¬GK ¬GK ′ ϕ
⊢ ¬GK ¬GK ′ ϕ ↔ GK ′ ϕ
Similarly from theorem (3.2), we

an show that:

⊢ ¬GK Gi GK ′ ϕ ↔ ¬GK GK ′ ϕ
⊢ ¬GK GK ′ ϕ ↔ ¬GK ′ ϕ
The pre ondition of the a tion

hi, J, K, Inform, GK ′ ϕi is in

onsistent and thus



this kind of a ts is inexe utable.
If an agent
would be

ould perform the a t

GK Gi GK ′ ϕ,

hi, J, K, Inform, GK ′ ϕi, one of
GK ′ ϕ. This theorem

whi h is equivalent to

its ee ts
highlights
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an important property of our logi : if an agent
he

ould ground a formula

ϕ

ould perform su h a spee h a t

for the whole group without possible dis ussion.

Moreover this theorem sheds a new light on the seemingly too powerful

ϕ ↔ GI ′ GI ϕ) and its ounterpart (3.3). In parti ular, the
GI ′ GI ϕ → GI ϕ says that when it is grounded for a subgroup I ′
GI ϕ then de fa to it is grounded for I that ϕ, and seems to give too

theorem (3.2) (GI
impli ation
of

I

that

mu h power to a subgroup. But the above theorem expresses that no agent of
I ′ an express a formula in the s ope of operator GI , i.e. he annot establish
formulas su h as

GI ′ GI ϕ.

Thus su h a formula

an only hold if

GI ϕ

holds,

whi h is a quite intuitive property.
Theorem. The following a tions are inexe utable:

hi, J, K, Inform, Done k:α ⊤i, ∀k ∈ K
hi, J, K, Inform, ¬Done k:α ⊤i, ∀k ∈ K

(6.1)

hi, J, K, Inform, ϕ ∧ ¬Gi ϕi

(6.3)

Proof. Theorems (6.1) and (6.2)

(6.2)

an be proven immediately from the above

theorem thanks to axioms (PAI,α ) and (NAI,α ) of Se tion 3.3.7 of Chapter 3:

GI Done α ⊤ ↔ Done α ⊤
GI ¬Done α ⊤ ↔ ¬Done α ⊤
For theorem (6.3) we will prove that the pre onditions of this a t are in onsistent. We have:
1.

⊢ Pre (hi, J, K, Inform, ϕ ∧ ¬Gi ϕi) → ¬GK ¬Gi (ϕ ∧ ¬Gi ϕ)

2.

⊢ Gi (ϕ ∧ ¬Gi ϕ) ↔ Gi ϕ ∧ Gi ¬Gi ϕ,

3.

⊢ Gi ϕ ∧ Gi ¬Gi ϕ ↔ Gi ϕ ∧ ¬Gi ϕ,

4.

⊢ ¬Gi (ϕ ∧ ¬Gi ϕ) ↔ ⊤,

5.

⊢ GK ¬Gi (ϕ ∧ ¬Gi ϕ) ↔ GK ⊤,

6.

⊢ ¬GK ¬Gi (ϕ ∧ ¬Gi ϕ) ↔ ¬GK ⊤,

7.

⊢ ¬GK ⊤ ↔ ⊥,

8.

⊢ Pre (hi, J, K, Inform, ϕ ∧ ¬Gi ϕi) → ⊥,

9.

⊢ ¬Pre (hi, J, K, Inform, ϕ ∧ ¬Gi ϕi),

theorem of any normal modal logi

Axiom

(5GI )

from 2., 3. and LP
from 5. by RNGI
from 6. and LP

theorem of any normal modal logi
from 1., 7. and LP

from 8. and LP
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Request: Requesting an a tion to be done

Again, we state the FIPA version of the semanti s rst:

hi, j, Request, αi
FP (α)[i\j] ∧ Bel i Agent(j, α) ∧ Bel i ¬Intend j Done(α)
RE: Done(α)
FP:

Here,

α

is an a tion expression,

α

FP (α)[i\j]

denotes the part of the feasibil-

i.
j is the only agent that ever performs, has performed or
will perform α, and Intend j Done(α) denotes that j has the intention (Sadek,
1992) that Done(α) holds (i.e. that a tion α has just been performed su essity pre onditions of a tion

Agent(j, α)

where the mental attitudes are those of agent

states that

fully).
Obviously, these spe i ations again make strong assumptions about mental
properties, whi h are equally problemati

Agent(j, α) redu
ing

es the s ope of this

j

on urrent intention of

our

α

Inform.

ase of

In addition,

to perform the same a tion himself.

As in our formalism the propositional
to do a tion

as in the

ommuni ation a t unne essarily, disallowontent of a CA is a formula, a request

is dened as a request that

Done (α)

be true. Furthermore, in

ase the addressee of a spee h a t is a group of agents. Thus a request is

addressed to ea h agent of the group in the aim that either at least one agent of
the group do the requested a tion (open that door), or ea h agent of the group
do it ( lean that room, addressed to a group of

(i:α)

denotes that

i

is the author of a tion

α

hildren). In our formalism

and makes superuous the FIPA

Agent predi ate.

Request spee h a t by introdu ing the group K of overhearhi, J, K, Request, ϕi means agent i requests a subset J of group of agents
K to perform some a tion having ϕ as ee t, K attending. The relevan e
pre ondition is: it is not grounded for K that
We extend the

ers:

1.

i

2.

J

intends that

3.

J

does not intend

intends that

ϕ,
ϕ,

and

ϕ

(otherwise the a t would be

lose to a persuasion

spee h a t).
The rationality pre ondition is that it is not grounded for
intend

K

that

i

does not

ϕ.

The FIPA RE (Done
ee t of this

(α))

just spe ies that the intended perlo utionary

ommuni ation a t is to get

α

done. Of

ourse this ee t is too

strong, and for us the ee ts are:
1.

i

intends that

ϕ

2.

i

expresses he believes that

(expression of the sin erity

of the preparatory

J

ondition ).

ondition ), and

does not intend that

ϕ

be true (expression
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We did not dene what group intention is. Here, we only

onsider individual

a tions, whose authors are individual agents whi h do not need other agents
(versus group a tions, group intention, teamwork. . . as e.g. studied in (Cohen
and Levesque, 1994)).

We thus have two kinds of request

RequestSome (whereas there is only one in
we give to  J intends to perform a tion α.
of intention, here the negation of a

4

RequestEach

and

FIPA), depending on the meaning
Furthermore, due to our denition

hoi e is more appropriate than a negation

of an intention . Thus we have the two following formalizations:

def

hi, J, K, RequestSome, J :αi = hi, J, K, RequestSome,

_

Done((j:α))i

j∈J

FP:

_

¬GK Intend i

j∈J



∧ ¬GK 
IE:

j∈J



GK Intend i 

j∈J



Intend j Done((j:α))

i

^

¬Choice j Done((j:α)) ∧ ¬GK
_

j∈J

requested a tion

Done((j:α)) ∧ ¬GK

_



^

whi h spe ies that







Done((j:α)) ∧ GK Gi 

¬Choice i Done((j:α))

j∈J

^

j∈J



¬Choice j Done((j:α))

intends that at least one agent among

J

performs the

α.

Se ond, we dene:

def

hi, J, K, RequestEach, J :αi = hi, J, K, RequestEach,

^

Done((j:α))i

j∈J

FP:

^

¬GK Intend i

j∈J



∧ ¬GK 
IE:

_

j∈J



j∈J



Intend j Done((j:α))

¬Choice j Done((j:α)) ∧ ¬GK
^

j∈J

i

Done((j:α)) ∧ ¬GK

^



GK Intend i 

whi h spe ies that







Done((j:α)) ∧ GK Gi 

intends that ea h agent of

J

_

j∈J

_

¬Choice i Done((j:α))

j∈J



¬Choice j Done((j:α))

perform the requested a tion

α.
4 Indeed by denition of the intention, the negation of an intention that ϕ holds is equivalent
to the fa t that either the agent believes that

ϕ

holds, or the agent believes that the a tion

will be performed independently of any of his a tions, or the agent does not
holds anymore. Only the last is relevant here.

hoose that

ϕ
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hoose the

RequestSome

spee h a t as the

o ial request a t and dene:

def

hi, J, K, Request, αi = hi, J, K, RequestSome, J :αi
6.2.3

Conrm and Dis onrm

Confirm (for the onrmation of an un ertain inforDisconfirm (the utteran e that ϕ is false whereas
it holds) as primitives. Confirm and Disconfirm are

FIPA also denes the a ts
mation) and its

ounterpart

the hearer believes that
lose to

Inform

assertive spee h a ts, but they need stronger pre onditions to

be performed. As we do not have Sadek's operator of un ertainty, we
that a

Confirm

and

Disconfirm

spee h a t

have expressed that they envisage

Disconfirm)

ϕ.

Disconfirm)

Confirm (resp.
¬ϕ) holds (releversion of the Confirm

Moreover we impose for the

that the speaker has not yet uttered that

ϕ

van e pre onditions ). It is a bit stronger than the FIPA
(resp.

onsider

an be performed only if the hearers
(resp.

and also than the version in (Searle, 1969). We keep also the

i has not already expressed ϕ (resp. ¬ϕ).
Inform spee h a t on erning ee ts: after a

rationality pre ondition that is that
Moreover we stay

Confirm

lose to the

it is grounded that the speaker believes what he has uttered, that he

has the intention that the group of addresses believes
ity

ϕ (expression of sin erϕ holds (expression of

onditions) and that he believes they envisage that

preparatory

ondition).

We thus have the formalization:

hi, J, K, Confirm, ϕi
FP: GK ¬GJ ¬ϕ ∧ ¬GK Gi ϕ ∧ ¬GK ¬Gi ϕ
IE:

GK Gi ϕ ∧ GK Intend i GJ ϕ ∧ GK Gi ¬GJ ¬ϕ

Disconfirm spee h a t, the ee ts are that it is grounded that
ϕ does not hold, that he has the intention that the
group of addressees believes ¬ϕ (expression of sin erity onditions) and that he
believes they envisage that ϕ holds (expression of preparatory ondition).
Con erning the

the speaker believes that

hi, J, K, Disconfirm, ϕi
FP: GK ¬GJ ¬ϕ ∧ ¬GK Gi ¬ϕ ∧ ¬GK ¬Gi ¬ϕ
IE:

GK Gi ¬ϕ ∧ GK Intend i GJ ¬ϕ ∧ GK Gi ¬GJ ¬ϕ

Thanks to the above denitions, we

an now translate ea h spee h a t of

the FIPA-ACL library in our framework. We begin by giving a

ase study to

illustrate the new semanti s of these spee h a ts. Then we show how to translate
spee h a ts of FIPA, afterwards we express additional pre onditions and ee ts
for dialogue a ts related to Intera tion Proto ols.
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6.2.4

Case study

In order to demonstrate the properties and the appli ation of our approa h,
this se tion presents a brief

ase study in form of an agent pur hase negotiation

s enario. In parti ular, we aim to demonstrate the following

ru ial features of

SABS, all not being present in FIPA-S or, by nature, any other BDI-based ACL
semanti s:

•

Pre- and post- onditions of

ommuni ation a ts only depend on publi ly

observable agent behavior, thus being fully veriable.

•

It is possible to perform

ommuni ation a ts whose

ontent is in onsistent

with the beliefs and intentions of the parti ipating agents.

•

Communi ation a ts may address groups of agents.

•

Multiple

ommuni ation a ts may be uttered by the same sender, but with

mutually in onsistent

ontents (even towards nested groups);

In addition, the example will show how the logging of the grounding state
of the negotiation dialogue

an repla e

used to keep tra k of the various

ommitment stores, whi h are usually

ommitments arising during the

intera tion (like to sell or buy a produ t). In

ourse of an

ontrast, by the use of our seman-

ti s we obtain the publi ly available information about the state of

ommitment

of the parti ipating agents dire tly in terms of logi al post- onditions of

om-

muni ation a ts, namely publi ly expressed intentions. As explained in Se tion
6.1, we
so ial

onsider this to be simpler and formally

learer

ompared to the use of

ommitments in the sense of (Singh, 2000).

The intera tion roughly follows proto ols for pur hase negotiation dialogue

games as known from, e.g. (M Burney et al., 2003), but omitting several details
of su h proto ols whi h are not relevant for our demonstrative purposes (like
the spe i ation of selling options in detail). Also, su h proto ols often make
use of proprietary negotiation lo utions, whereas we get along with FIPA-ACL
onstru ts, sin e in our

ontext, no a ts not

ontained in FIPA-ACL (like the

Promise and Threaten a ts in proto ols for argumentation-based negotiation) are required.
Some of the agents in our s enario are insin ere, asserting information they
do not believe. As we have seen, SABS allows su h agents to intera t without
getting into

oni t with the norms of the ACL semanti s. This is not in order

to en ourage agents to lie, but rather to neatly separate the levels of private
beliefs and intentions on the one hand, and publi ly expressed opinions and
ostensible intentions on the other. We expli itly take into a

ount that agents

might be insin ere, and respond by giving the possibility of modeling the differen e between private and expressed beliefs and intentions. Thus, although
no imposed ACL semanti s

an ever guarantee a

ertain agent behavior (like

that an agent sti ks to her publi ly uttered beliefs over time), SABS hinders the
agents to give false a

ount of their publi

attitudes. Of

ourse, the (private)

beliefs and intentions of the parti ipants are usually not available to an external
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observer like the proto ol designer of an open multiagent system, but are given
for the agents below for explanatory purposes.
Our s enario
tential

θ1

and

onsists of three agents

ar seller and

θ2

of some

ar type

θ

following form:

Message

5

representing po-

(e.g., spe imen of the Alfa Romeo 159).

We present now the intera tion

Utteran e no.

AGT = {s1 , b1 , b2 },

ustomers. In the dis ourse universe exists two instan es

sender→re eiver:

ourse,

onsisting of sequential steps in the

Des riptive a t title

Ee t
Note that the intera tion

ourse

onsists of multiple interla ed

onversations

among dierent sender/re eiver pairs and dierent overhearers (i.e. dierent
audien es).

In parti ular, agent

b2

is involved in two selling dialogues at the

same time. Ee t is optional and gives the ee t of the a t in terms of grounded
formulas, a

ording to SABS.

Private information (PI) optionally unveils relevant mental attitudes before
or after an a t has been uttered and understood by the respe tive agents. The
PIs are not determined by pre eding
omy. They are also of

ommuni ation a ts, due to agent auton-

ourse usually not available to observers, and just given

for explanatory purposes. Note that utteran es

U1 to U5 are meta-dialogi

al:

their aim is to initialize intera tion by managing negotiation between agents to
dialog with ea h others. Semanti s of these a ts is thus not detailed here.

U1 s1 → {b1, b2 }: Initialize dialogue

hs1 , {b1 , b2 }, {s1 , b1 , b2 }, RequestEach, enterDialogue(θ1)i

U2 b1 → {s1}: Enter dialogue

hb1 , {s1 }, {s1 , b1 , b2 }, Agree, enterDialogue(θ1)i

U3 b2 → {s1}: Enter dialogue

hb2 , {s1 }, {s1 , b1 , b2 }, Agree, enterDialogue(θ1)i

U4 s1 → {b2}: Initialize dialogue

hs1 , {b2 }, {s1 , b2 }, Request, enterDialogue(θ2)i

U5 b2 → {s1}: Enter dialogue

hb2 , {s1 }, {s1 , b2 }, Agree, enterDialogue(θ2)i

P Is1 : Bel s1 discounts

U6 s1 → {b1, b2 }: Information about dis ount
hs1 , {b1 , b2 }, {s1 , b1 , b2 }, Inform, ¬discountsi
Ee t:

G{s1 ,b1 ,b2 } Gs1 ¬discounts ∧ G{s1 ,b1 ,b2 } Intend s1 G{b1 ,b2 } ¬discounts
∧G{s1 ,b1 ,b2 } Gs1 ¬G{b1 ,b2 } ¬discouts
5 Using synta ti al ma ros a
are semanti ally relevant in our

ording to (FIPA, 2002a). Only in

ase the message primitives

ontext, the respe tive ma ros are expanded.
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Seller s1 asserts that no dis ounts
Bel s1 discount) that the opposite is
poli y that dis ounts

an be given while believing (P Is1 :
true (there might be the

ompany

an be given, but that might redu e the seller's

individual prot).

U7 s1 → {b2 }: Information about dis ount
hs1 , {b2 }, {s1 , b2 }, Inform, discountsi
Ee t:

G{s1 ,b2 } Gs1 discounts ∧ G{s1 ,b2 } Intend s1 Gb2 discount
∧G{s1 ,b2 } Gs1 ¬Gb2 discounts
While seller s1 informed group {b1 , b2 } that there would be no pri e disounts, he informs ustomer b2 that this is not true (likely be ause s1
thinks that b2 is a valuable ustomer whereas b1 is not).

U8 b2 → {s1 }: Query if ar type has high a ident rate
hb2 , {s1 }, {s1 , b2 }, Request, InformIfAccidentRateHighi
Ee t:

G{s1 ,b2 } Intend b2 Done(s1 : InformIfAccidentRateHigh)∧
G{s1 ,b2 } ¬Gb2 Ints1 Done(s1 : InformIfAccidentRateHigh),

with

def

InformIfAccidentRateHigh = hs1 , {b2 }, {s1 , b2 }, InformIf, accidentRateHigh(θ)i
P Is1 : Bel s1 accidentRateHigh(θ1)

U9 s1 → {b2 }: Information about a ident rate

hs1 , {b2 }, {s1 , b2 }, Inform, ¬accidentRateHigh(θ)i
Ee t:

G{s1 ,b2 } Gs1 ¬accidentRateHigh(θ) ∧ G{s1 ,b2 } Gb2 ¬accidentRateHigh(θ)
∧G{s1 ,b2 } Gs1 ¬Gb2 ¬accidentRateHigh(θ)
Seller s1 asserted ¬accidentRateHigh(θ1 ) while privately believing the
opposite. Note that at this point, b2 an adopt privately the belief that
¬accidentRateHigh(θ1) or not regarding how he trusts s1 , regardless the
fa t that G{s1 ,b2 } Gs1 ¬accidentRateHigh(θ) holds.

U10 b2 → {s1}: Propose to buy at a ertain pri e
hb2 , {s1 }, {s1 , b2 }, Propose, buy(θ2 , 10000£)i

U11 s1 → {b2}: A ept proposal

hs1 , {b2 }, {s1 , b2 }, AcceptProposal, buy(θ2 , 10000£)i
Ee t (with the previous a t):

G{s1 ,b2 } Intend b2 buy(θ2 , 10000£)
at the pri e of 10000£ now).
In this

(i.e.

b2

is publi ly

ommitted to buy

ase study we only highlight the use of our new semanti s and in

parti ular the link that the private layer has with the publi
did not

θ2

one. Note that we

onsider here the whole sequen e of utteran es: this issue is the obje t

of the following se tion.
We have redened the FIPA semanti s thanks to the grounded operator
and thus dened it in terms of publi

mental attitudes in parti ular for the
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four primitives of the FIPA spee h a t library. We now apply this semanti s to
formalize Intera tion Proto ols and more parti ulary the Contra t Net Proto ol.

6.3 Appli ation to the Contra t Net Proto ol
6.3.1

Des ription of the CNP proto ol

We revisit here the well-known Contra t Net Proto ol (CNP) (FIPA, 2002a).
Following this proto ol, an agent (the initiator ) wants a task to be performed by
one or more agents and wishes some optimization of this performan e by giving
himself the

hoi e between several oers of a tion performan e. The proto ol

aw is des ribed in the gure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Contra t Net Proto ol (FIPA, 2002b)

In this proto ol, there is only one initiator and one and more parti ipants.
The initiator begins the dialogue by sending a Call for Proposal (Cfp) to all
the parti ipants.

Before the end of a

ertain deadline, they have to respond
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to him by a proposition (Propose) or by a refusal (Refuse). The initiator has
to

ept some (AcceptProposal) and to

hoose between the propositions to a

refuse expli itly the others (RefuseProposal). The

Failure

about the result:
the initiator

or

InformDone,

hosen ones must inform him

whi h ends the dialogue. At any time,
an eling it (Cancel).

an interrupt the dialogue by

pre ise, the FIPA proto ol fore asts the

ase that there

To be more

an be problems of

understanding between the two agents. If an agent doesn't understand a message
he

an perform a

NotUnderstood

of its misunderstanding. In this

spee h a t in the aim to inform other agents
ase, the dialogue is

an eled.

Our aim is to formalize spee h a ts used in the CNP by mens of the above
primitives. Then we show the soundness and

ompleteness of our system with

respe t to the original CNP.

6.3.2

Spee h a ts formalization

6.3.2.1 Simpli ations.
Due to our logi al language (propositional modal logi ), we need to do some
simpli ations in the translation of original denitions of FIPA. In parti ular,
the FIPA Content Language (FIPA, 2002 ) uses referential expressions and expressions with existential and universal quantiers. We have to to simplify su h
expressions. Of

ourse we lose lot of expressivity and this limitation is very se-

vere for a tual systems. But we argue that this simpli ation does not disturb
the

orre t exe ution of the dialogue. We only adapt the denition of the spee h

a ts. The use of a more expressive Content Language would be straightforward.
Moreover we do not have the notion of deadline in our language, so we
that every agent answers to the
are

onsidered as if they have done a refuse a t.

justied in the sequel on a

onsider

fp. Those that would not respe t the deadline
Ea h simpli ation will be

ase-by- ase basis.

Before the next paragraph, we stress that these simpli ations do not

hange

the spirit of the proto ol. Their role is to highlight the benet of our work for
the denition of a new semanti s without (for our purpose) useless

omplex

details.

6.3.2.2 Call for Proposal (hi, J, K, Cfp, J :αi)
In FIPA Communi ative A ts library, the

all for proposal is viewed as a request

to inform the speaker if the hearer has the intention to perform some a tion
with a referential pre ondition. As in (Paurobally, Cunningham, and Jennings,
2005) and due to limitations on the Content Language (in parti ular we do not
have the notion of referents), we

onsider the

all for proposal a t as a kind of

request to propose to perform a given a tion (without any additional referential
pre ondition).
Thus we assume that a

all for proposal is nothing else that a request

where the requested a tion is a proposal to perform some a tion

hj, Propose, i, j :αi.
are:

Finally the pre ondition and ee t of a

α,

i.e.

all for proposal
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hi, J, K, Cfp, αi
FP:

¬GK Intend i

_

Done hj,i,K,Propose,j :αi ⊤

j∈J

∧ ¬GK

_

Intend j Done hj,i,K,Propose,j :αi ⊤

^

¬Choice j Done hj,i,K,Propose,j :αi ⊤

^

¬Choice i Done hj,i,K,Propose,j :αi ⊤

j∈J

∧ ¬GK

j∈J

∧ ¬GK

j∈J
IE:

GK Intend i

_

Done hj,i,K,Propose,j :αi ⊤

j∈J

∧ GK Gi

^

¬Choice j Done hj,i,K,Propose,j :αi ⊤

j∈J

6.3.2.3 Propose (hi, J, K, Propose, i:αi)
The

Propose spee

For FIPA-ACL it

h a t means that the agent oers to perform a

ertain a tion.

an be redu ed to an inform a t that the speaker will adopt the

intention to perform the a tion if the hearer intends that he does it. Of

ourse

in our formalism we impose that the left part of this impli ation is publi : by
proposing to do

α, the agent i informs the group J

(and thus expresses publi ly)

that he will adopt the intention to perform the a tion in the
express their intention that he performs it.

ase where they

On e again this a tion does not

imply anything about any private intention adoption.



def

hi, J, K, Propose, i:αi = hi, J, K, Inform, GK
This is a very general denition of the

_

j∈J



Intend j i:α → Intend i i:αi

Propose

a t be ause it allows spon-

taneous propositions. It is relevant in an a tual dialog between human beings
but it appears a bit too weak in an intera tion proto ol. Thus we strengthen
it in the sequel to avoid spontaneous propositions that
tion Proto ols properties (e.g. termination).
sition

Thus we

ould ae t Intera -

onsider that a propo-

an only be made after having been requested (for example after a

of proposals), and we strengthen the pre onditions of

Inform

in

all

onsequen e:

GK Intend j hi, J, K, Propose, i:αi.
Note that this property is not CNP dependant. This relevan e feature should
be imposed in the general ase. We

ould moreover dene a spontaneous propose

a t but a proto ol using su h a spee h a t would not have termination property.
In human-human dialogs, propositions
nevertheless need some kind of
only impose a kind of strong

an of

ourse be spontaneous, but they

oheren e with the

oheren e.

urrent dialogue. Here we
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Thus its semanti s follows from the above remarks:

hi, J, K, Propose, i:αi
FP: ¬GK Gi ψ ∧ ¬GK GJ ψ ∧ ¬GK ¬GJ ψ ∧ ¬GK ¬Gi ψ
_
∧ GK
Intend j hi, J, K, Propose, i:αi
j∈J

IE:
where


ψ = GK

GK Gi ψ ∧ GK Intend i GJ ψ ∧ GK Gi ¬GJ ψ

W
j∈J Intend j i:α → Intend i i:α

Note that the rst part of the IE

GK

_

an be redu ed to:

Intend j i:α → GK Intend i i:α

j∈J
meaning that as soon as an agent of the group
that

i

agent

performs the a tion

i

α

J

has expressed his intention

(with a request or an a

eptan e of the proposal),

adopts publi ly the intention to perform it.

6.3.2.4 Refuse (hi, J, K, Refuse, i:αi)
Agents
not

an refuse to perform some a tion, for any reason. To simplify, we do

onsider here this reason.

The

Refuse

spee h a t has an

Inform

part: it

informs that the agent does not have the intention to perform the a tion (i.e.

¬Choice i Done (i:α)).

But it

annot be redu ed just to an inform. Before, the

agent must have re eived a request to do something in order to perform a refusal.
So the semanti s of

Refuse

is the

ombination of the one of the

Inform,

with the

pre ondition that an agent requested him to perform the a tion:

hi, J, K, Refuse, i:αi
FP: ¬GK Gi ¬Choice i Done (i:α) ∧ ¬GK GJ ¬Choice i Done (i:α)
∧ ¬GK ¬GJ ¬Choice i Done (i:α) ∧ ¬GK ¬Gi ¬Choice i Done (i:α)
∧ GK Intend j Done (i:α)
IE:

GK Gi ¬Choice i Done (i:α)
∧ GK Intend i GJ ¬Choice i Done (i:α)
∧ GK Gi ¬GJ ¬Choice i Done (i:α)

In the

ase of the Contra t Net Proto ol, agents have the

proposing to perform the a tion
a t:

hi, j, K, Refuse, i:αi,

where

j

α

hoi e between

and refusing to propose, i.e. performing the

is the initiator.

6.3.2.5 A ept and Reje t Proposal
A

ept and Reje t Proposala ts are very similar.

spe tively

RejectProposal)

a t, the speaker a

By the

AcceptProposal

(re-

epts (respe tively refuses) the

proposition made to him, i.e. he informs the hearer that he has (respe tively
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does not have) the intention that the addressee performs the a tion he proposed.
FIPA-ACL denes them simply as

Inform:
def

hi, J, K, AcceptProposal, j :αi = hi, J, K, Inform, Intend i Done (j :α)i
def

hi, J, K, RejectProposal, j :αi = hi, J, K, Inform, ¬Choice i Done (j :α)i
This denition seems too weak: it does not
(resp.

RejectProposal)

modify the semanti
ple tly

onsider that

AcceptProposal

an be performed only after a proposal. We must then

of FIPA-ACL by strengthening the pre onditions to

apture the notion of a

om-

eptan e and refusal of a proposal. Moreover

in our framework, a tions are performed only by a single agent. As these two
a ts are addressed to agents having proposed
onsidering only the

ase where

J

α,

we lighten the notation by

is redu ed to one agent

j:

hi, j, K, AcceptProposal, j :αi
FP:

IE:

¬GK Gi Intend i Done (j :α) ∧ ¬GK GJ Intend i Done (j :α)
∧ ¬GK ¬GJ Intend i Done (j :α) ∧ ¬GK ¬Gi Intend i Done (j :α)
∧ GK Intend j Gi (GK Intend i j :α → Intend j j :α)
GK Gi Intend i Done (j :α) ∧ GK Intend i GJ Intend i Done (j :α)
∧ GK Gi ¬GJ Intend i Done (j :α)

Remark: The ee t

↔ GK Intend i j :α

an be simplied be ause

GK Gi Intend i j :α

is valid in our groundedness logi

presented in Chapter 3.

hi, j, K, RejectProposal, j :αi
FP: ¬GK Gi ¬Choice i Done (j :α) ∧ ¬GK GJ ¬Choice i Done (j :α)
∧ ¬GK ¬GJ ¬Choice i Done (j :α) ∧ ¬GK ¬Gi ¬Choice i Done (j :α)
∧ GK Intend j Gi (GK Intend i j :α → Intend j j :α)
IE:

GK Gi ¬Choice i Done (j :α) ∧ GK Intend i GJ ¬Choice i Done (j :α)
∧ GK Gi ¬GJ ¬Choice i Done (j :α)

Remark: The ee t

G ¬Intend i j :α

an be redu ed as above be ause

GK Gi ¬Intend i j :α ↔

is valid.

6.3.2.6 Failure (hi, J, K, Failure, i:αi)
The agent attempted to perform an a tion but failed.
a t has an

Inform

We

onsider that this

part in whi h he informs that the a tion has not been done

and the agent does not have the intention to do it anymore.
redu e it to a simple

Inform as FIPA-ACL does be

But we

annot

ause it would not be relevant

to inform of the failure of an a tion (and on the resignation of the intention of
doing it) if the speaker had not expressed before that he has the intention to
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perform the a tion and if the hearer does not intend that the speaker performs
the a tion. Thus we have to enfor e the pre onditions of the

Inform

a t:

hi, J, K, Failure, i:αi
FP:

¬GK Gi (¬Done (i:α) ∧ ¬Intend i Done (i:α))
∧ ¬GK GJ (¬Done (i:α) ∧ ¬Intend i Done (i:α))
∧ ¬GK ¬GJ (¬Done (i:α) ∧ ¬Intend i Done (i:α))
∧ ¬GK ¬Gi (¬Done (i:α) ∧ ¬Intend i Done (i:α))

IE:

GK Intend j Done (i:α) ∧ GK Intend i Done (i:α)
GK Gi (¬Done (i:α) ∧ ¬Intend i Done (i:α))
∧ GK Intend i GJ (¬Done (i:α) ∧ ¬Intend i Done (i:α))
∧ GK Gi ¬GJ (¬Done (i:α) ∧ ¬Intend i Done (i:α))
∧ GK ¬Done (i:α)

6.3.2.7 Inform Done (hi, J, K, InformDone, Done i α i)
:

The agent

i

has performed the a tion su

essfully and so informs that he did it.

We have to remark that this spee h a t is useless in our formalism be ause we
onsider that a tions are publi . There is thus no need for agents to inform ea h
other when they performed an a tion, be ause other ones are already aware.
We

an nevertheless remark that this hypothesis of publi

a tion is very

strong. It is well adapted for our purpose where we use only dialogi al a tions.
But if we

onsider also physi al a tions that

an be privately performed (i.e.

informDone spee h a t should
Failure, we annot redu e this a t

a tions for whi h Axiom PAI,α does not hold), the
be dened. Following the same reasoning as for
as FIPA-ACL does to

Inform that the a

tion was performed and must strengthen

the pre onditions.

hi, J, K, InformDone, Done (i:α)i
FP:

RE:

¬GK Gi Done (i:α) ∧ ¬GK GJ Done (i:α)
∧ ¬GK ¬GJ Done (i:α) ∧ ¬GK ¬Gi Done (i:α)
∧ GK Intend j Done (i:α) ∧ G Intend i Done (i:α)
GK Gi Done (i:α) ∧ GK Intend i GJ Done (i:α) ∧ GK Gi ¬GJ Done (i:α)

6.3.2.8 Not-Understood
FIPA introdu ed a spe ial a t in the
a t re eived by an agent.
we

ase where there is misper eption of the

But we reason on what is publi ly grounded and

onsider that there is perfe t understanding of what is sent. So we do not

onsider this a t.
After having dened our spee h a ts semanti s, we have to prove that our
system behaves like the CNP.

6.3. APPLICATION TO THE CONTRACT NET PROTOCOL
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Theoreti al Results

We here show that our system is

omplete (i.e. we

spee h a ts allowed by the CNP) and sound (i.e. we

an do all sequen es of
annot do more than the

allowed sequen es) with the CNP. These results entail the termination of the
CNP proto ol.

6.3.3.1 Soundness and ompleteness
We suppose that we have a set FRAME of frame axioms of the form:
¬GK Intend i j :β → After hi,Cfp,j,αi ¬G Intend i j :β 6 and a set INIT ontaining
the relevant pre onditions of the form ¬GK ϕ for all the a ts appearing in the
CNP.
In the sequel we denote by

i the initiator of the dialog and by J

the set of all

parti ipants to the proto ol (j represents ea h parti ipant). To prove soundness
and

ompleteness, we begin by showing that the rst step of the proto ol is

exe utable:
Lemma.

LAWS ∪ FRAME ⊢ INIT → Happens hi,J,K,Cfp,αi ⊤

Proof.

By denition of the set

INIT

INIT ,

we have the in lusion

F P (hi, J, K, Cfp, αi) ⊂

and thus the lemma holds.


We

an next prove the same lemma for the se ond step of the proto ol.

j ∈ J , LAWS ∪ FRAME ⊢ INIT → After hi,J,K,Cfp,αi
GK (Happens (hj, i, K, Refuse, hj, i, K, Propose, j :αii)
∨ Happens (hj, i, K, Propose, j :αi))
Lemma. For ea h

Proof. Thanks to the ee t laws of the

LAWS ⊢ After hi,J,K,Cfp,αi GK Intend i

all for proposals we have:

W

j∈J Done hj,i,K,Propose,j :αi ⊤
Thanks to the frame axioms and the set INIT we have for ea h

j ∈ J:
FRAME ⊢ INIT → After hi,J,K,Cfp,αi
¬GK Intend i hj, i, K, Propose, j :αi ∧ ¬GK Intend j hj, i, K, Propose, j :αi
Thus we

an derive that:

LAWS ∪ FRAME ⊢ INIT → After hi,J,K,Cfp,αi (F P (hj, i, K, Refuse, j :αi)
∧ F P (hj, i, K, Propose, j :αi))


From that the lemma follows.
We

an prove this kind of lemma for every spee h a ts sequen e of the Con-

tra t Net Proto ol. They

ome straightforward from the above

of spee h a ts. Putting all those lemmas together, we

hara terization

an state the following

theorem:
Theorem. Our system (with our logi

and our spee h a t semanti s) is omplete

with respe t to the Contra t Net Proto ol of FIPA (with the spee h a t semanti
6 Ideally, these axioms should be eliminated by resorting to a solution of the frame problem.
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of FIPA), i.e. every sequen e of spee h a ts

α1 , ..., αn

permitted by the proto ol

is allowed in our system, in the sense that:

LAWS ∪ FRAME ⊢ INIT → Happens α1 GK ...GK Happens αn ⊤
Moreover we prove the

onverse theorem (whi h is mu h more powerful):

Theorem. Our system is sound with respe t to the Contra t Net Proto ol of

FIPA, i.e. no other sequen e of spee h a ts than the ones allowed by the CNP

α1 , .., αn is not admitted by the
LAW S ∪ FRAME ⊢ INIT → ¬Happens α1 G ...G Happens αn ⊤.
is permitted by our system, i.e. if

Proof.

CNP then:

We do not present the whole proof here but only highlight its main

points.
Firstly when a kind of spee h a t is made with a propositional
annot be performed (with the same propositional

This property holds for the two main spee h a ts, that are
an agent informs that
of

hi, j, K, Inform, ϕi

ϕ

GK Gi ϕ holds, whi h is in
hj, i, K, Inform, ϕi (and same

then

and of

ontent, it

ontent) anymore by an agent.

Request and Inform:

if

onsistent with the FP
for

Request).

We

an

remark that the semanti s of the other spee h a ts is built upon the semanti s
of the one of

Request

Se ondly we

or

Inform,

thus the property holds for all the spee h a ts.

an prove that the pre onditions of the spee h a ts onstrain the



possible next a ts to the ones permitted by the proto ol.

6.3.3.2 Termination
Our system is sound and
proto ol

omplete with the CNP. With its tree-stru ture, this

learly terminates. So we do not need more eviden e to prove that:

Theorem. Our system terminates.

With this result, we avoid innite

y les that

an arise in this type of system.

Given our new semanti s of spee h a ts, we have shown that we

an

apture

the Contra t Net Proto ol. We have highlighted that the SABS avoids to impose
strong hypotheses on agents, su h as sin erity,
these hypotheses
se tion how we

redulity or

ooperation. But as

an be made in some a tual MASs, we will study in the next
an integrate them in our logi al framework. This will require

the addition of some new axioms to our logi .

6.4 How to take into a ount stronger hypotheses
6.4.1

Sin erity and

ooperation

does not mean

GI ϕ → Gi ϕ is not valid. Thus, when it is grounded that a
ϕ holds for agent i (for example after asserting ϕ) then this
that i indeed believes that ϕ. So an agent an assert something

and believe the

ontrary. The power of our operator is to a large extent based on

In our formalism,

pie e of information

6.4. HOW TO TAKE INTO ACCOUNT STRONGER HYPOTHESES
this property. It is possible (but a bit opposed to the main idea of this a
to
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ount)

hara terize sin ere agents by adding some axioms su h as:

GK Gi ϕ → Gi ϕ
Note that the other way round,
might privately believe

ϕ

Gi ϕ → GK Gi ϕ,

(AxSinc )
is not valid either: an agent

while it is not grounded that

ϕ

holds for i. Moreover

to impose this formula as an axiom would be mu h more powerful: as soon the
agent

i

this is

believes something, it be omes publi
lose to a kind of

that he believes it. Nevertheless

ooperativity feature of the agent:

when an agent

believes something, he wants to inform other agents of this fa t (Demolombe,
2004), that

an be represented by the axiom of strong

ooperativity:

Gi ϕ ∧ Gi ¬BelIf j ϕ → Intend i Done hi,j,K,Inform,ϕi ⊤
Moreover we
that they

an

an be only publi ly sin ere, meaning

onsider that agents

annot lie about pie es of information that are grounded publi ly for

them. This

an be expressed by the axiom :

GK Intend i Bel j φ(i) → GK φ(i)
with

φ(i)

6.4.2

a mental attitude of the agent

Credulity and

redibility or the

(Axpublicsincerity )

i.

redibility

Inspiring by (Demolombe, 2004), we

an formalize other hypotheses su h as the

redulity. These hypotheses link private mental attitudes of

one agent to what others have expressed.
agent is

(AxSCoop )

In parti ular we

onsider that an

redulous when he believes everything that has been expressed:

GK Gj ϕ → Gi ϕ

(AxCredul )

Credulous agents would run into in onsisten y when they are agents j1 and
j2 that have expressed opposite views: GK Gj1 ϕGK Gj2 ¬ϕ → Gi ⊥ follows from
(AxCredul ). And as we have ex luded su h in onsisten y (by axiom (DGI )), it
turns out that a single

redulous agents implies unanimity.

Contrarily, an agent is said

redible when other agents believe what he has

asserted:

GK Gi ϕ →

^

Gk ϕ

(AxCredibl )

k∈K
Note that this axiom is very strong in parti ular be ause, thanks to the
ne essitation rule

(RNGI )

and axiom

(CG),

it allows that a

ground for the whole group what he asserts:

GK Gi ϕ → GK ϕ

redible agent

an
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6.4.3

Publi

trust

In many

ases, we

an safely assume that group

believe an information asserted by agent

i,

uttering agent in regard to this information.
when the group

J

have asked

i

J

immediately starts to publi ly

namely when this group trusts the

7 An important parti ular

to publi ly de lare that

ϕ

J ⊆ K ).

(for

ase is
This is

expressed by the following axiom,:

(GK Done hi,J,K,InformIf,ϕi ⊤

^

Intend j Done hi,J,K,InformIf,ϕi ⊤) → GK GJ ϕ

j∈J
(AxHearingIsBelieving )
This spe ies that if an agent has requested a
from agent

i

in form of a

ertain information before

losed question (like with Is it raining outside?), it

be omes grounded that she believes the answer. The intention

Intend j

an be

triggered with FIPA's QueryIf a t.

6.5 Con lusion
In this se tion we have showed how to apply the new ACL semanti s approa h
presented in the previous

hapter, that we have

trated on the FIPA paradigm, but we

alled SABS. We have

on en-

ould have done exa tly the same work

for KQML semanti s (and the result would have been very

lose). We began

by redening the semanti s of the four FIPA primitives and illustrating it on a
ase study. Afterwards we apply it to formalize the Contra t Net Proto ol.
Although our approa h is based on the reje tion of strong hypotheses required for

lassi al mentalist semanti s, we have ended this

du ing additional axioms, allowing the extension of our logi
a

ount. This allows MASs using su h

they lose a bit the spirit of the a

hapter by introto take them into

onstraints to use our framework, but

ount.

Following our goal of bridging the gap between the two main approa hes
of ACLs, we present in the following
the so ial semanti s.

hapter how our logi

an also

apture

We will formalize and dis uss Walton & Krabbe's and

Colombetti's approa hes based on so ial

7 A notorious ex eption are exam situations.

ommitments.

Chapter 7
Appli ation: formalization of
the so ial approa h

7.1 Introdu tion
After having redened the semanti s of the FIPA mentalist approa h of ACLs
in the previous

hapter, we bridge here the gap between both approa hes by

redening so ial approa hes in our logi al formalism. We

on entrate our work

on Walton & Krabbe's and Colombetti's approa hes, that are based on the two
dierent kinds of so ial
and

ommitment: propositional

ommitments (Se tion 7.2)

ommitments in a tion (Se tion 7.3).

Our aim is to show that our logi al framework allows to formalize both
approa hes to ACLs.
giving a logi al

Moreover, as announ ed in Chapter 5, we aim also at

hara terization of the notion of

ommitment. It is often used as

a primitive to represent so ial link between agents without having been studied
in depth.

7.2 Walton & Krabbe's a ount
7.2.1

Presentation of W&K theory

As presented in Se tion 5.4.2.2, Walton & Krabbe (W&K for short) use propositional

ommitments to manage and des ribe dialogues. They argue that the

semanti s of spee h a ts and the rules of these dialog games des ribing allowed
spee h a ts sequen es

an be des ribed in terms of propositional

ommitments.

(Walton and Krabbe, 1995) presents a dialogue type hierar hy based on the notion of

oni t. Among them, persuasion dialogues are analyzed in detail, with

quite pre ise des riptions of game rules and spee h a t semanti s in terms of
ommitments. We now apply our formalism to this parti ular kind of dialogue.
A persuasion dialogue takes pla e when there is a

oni t between two

agents' beliefs.The goal of the persuasion dialogue is to resolve this situation:
139
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an agent

an persuade the other party to

wins the dialogue game) or

on ede his own thesis (in this

ase he

on ede the point of view of the other party (and

thus lose the game).
W&K dene two kinds of persuasion dialogue: the Permissive Persuasion Dialogue (PPD0 for short) and the Rigorous Persuasion Dialogue (RPD ).
asymmetri
is analyti

PPD0

RPD

is

(parti ipants have dierent roles viz. proponent and opponent), and
(the initial proposition is de omposed during the dialogue), while

is symmetri

We show, by

and non analyti

hara terizing

(allows to introdu e new arguments).

PPD0 , how our formally well-grounded operator

an be used to dene spee h a t semanti s and game rules instead of the informal
ommitments à la

W&K.

In order to simplify our exposition we suppose with W&K that there are
only two agents (but the a

7.2.2

ount

Strong and Weak

W&K distinguish two kinds of
a proof or a justi ation when
need not,
of strong

K.

n

agents).

ommitments
1

ommitment : those whi h must be defended by
hallenged,

alled assertions, and those whi h

We formalize this distin tion with the notions

ommitment (SCi,K ) and weak

w.r.t. a group
this

on essions.

alled

an easily be generalized to

ommitment (WCi,K ) of an agent

ommitment has been in urred, i.e. agents taking part in the

onversation.

Indeed this set remains impli it for W&K. It is equivalent to say that the
mitment stores are spe i
two

i

Unlike W&K we introdu e the set of agents in front of whi h

to one dialog between members of a group

ommitments are linked by the fa t that a strong

sition implies a weak

K.

om-

These

ommitment to a propo-

ommitment to it (Walton and Krabbe, 1995, p. 133). In

relation with our logi al framework, we dene:

def

SCi,K ϕ = GK Gi ϕ

(DefSCi,K )

def

WCi,K ϕ = GK ¬Gi ¬ϕ

(DefWCi,K )

Note that this is an approximation of W&K's assertion, noted a. Indeed, our

GK Gi ϕ
to be the

is more logi al than W&K's a(ϕ) : W&K allow both

the ase of weak
is

a(ϕ) and a(¬ϕ)
GK Gi ϕ∧GK Gi ¬ϕ is in onsistent. In
ommitment, we agree with W&K's works: WCi,K ϕ∧WCi,K ¬ϕ

ase simultaneously, while for us

onsistent.
In terms of the pre eding abbreviations we

an prove:

SCi,K ϕ → ¬SCi,K ¬ϕ
SCi,K ϕ ↔ SCi,K SCi,K ϕ

(DSCi,K )

¬SCi,K ϕ ↔ SCi,K ¬SCi,K ϕ

(5SCi,K )

(4SCi,K )

1 We an note that authors introdu e also a third kind of ommitment, that they all

side ommitments.

These

ommitments remain private (and

dark-

an be unknown by the agent

himself ) during the dialog until they are revealed. But due to its private feature, we will not
onsider this kind of

ommitment.
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(DGI ) shows the rationality of the agents: they annot strongly ommit both
ϕ and ¬ϕ. (4GI ) and (5GI ) a ount for the publi hara ter of ommitments.
With these three theorems, we an show that SCi,K is an operator of a normal
2
modal logi of type KD45, just as GK .
We an prove additional theorems linking operator GK with ommitments.
on

SCi,K ϕ ↔ GK SCi,K ϕ

(7.1)

¬SCi,K ϕ ↔ GK ¬SCi,K ϕ
WCi,K ϕ ↔ GK WCi,K ϕ

(7.2)

¬WCi,K ϕ ↔ GK ¬WCi,K ϕ

(7.4)

These four theorems express the publi
ommitments. If a

They

denitions of strong and weak

ommitments.

and

(7.6)

an be proved from

(SR+), (SR−)

GK ϕ ↔ SCi,K GK ϕ

(7.5)
(7.6)

¬SCi,K ϕ ↔ SCj,K ¬SCi,K ϕ

(7.8)

(7.7)

entail that it is equivalent to say that a formula is grounded

ungrounded) formula.

ommitted to this grounded (resp.

(7.7) and (7.8) mean that ea

h agent is

ommitted to the

ommitments, and non- ommitments.

The following theorems links strong and weak

ommitments.

SCi,K ϕ → WCi,K ϕ

(7.9)

WCi,K ϕ → ¬SCi,K ¬ϕ
(7.9)

says that strong

presses that if agent
to

and

¬GK ϕ ↔ SCi,K ¬GK ϕ
SCi,K ϕ ↔ SCj,K SCi,K ϕ

(resp. ungrounded) and that the agents are
other agents'

hara ter of the strong and weak

ommitment holds (resp. does not hold), this is grounded

for the group of overhearers.

(7.5)

(7.3)

(7.10)

ommitment implies weak

i is weakly

ommitted to

ommitment.

(7.10)

ϕ then i is not strongly

ex-

ommitted

¬ϕ.
WCi,K ϕ ↔ SCj,K WCi,K ϕ

(7.11)

¬WCi,K ϕ ↔ SCj,K ¬WCi,K ϕ

(7.12)

(7.11) expresses that weak
of weak

ommitment is publi .

(7.12) is similar for absen

e

ommitment.

2 From the denition of G , we an prove that the axiom K is a theorem for
K
that the rule of ne essitation RN an be applied to it.

SCi,K

and
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7.2.3

Formalization of

PPD0

For spee h a ts we keep the notation introdu ed in the previous

hapter: spee h

hi, J, K, FORCE , ϕi where i ∈ AGT is the author
of the spee h a t (i.e. the speaker), K ⊆ AGT the group of attendees, J ⊆
K \{i} the set of its addressees, F ORCE its illo utionary for e, and ϕ a formula
a ts are 5-tuples of the form

denoting its propositional

ontent. As said above we

onsider dialogues between

{j}, and the
K is {i, j}. In the sequel we will use a simplied notation for
spee h a ts: hs, h, FORCE , pi, where s is the speaker and h the hearer. Moreover
to stay lose to W&K's formalism, p denotes the propositional ontent.
only two agents, thus the addressees group

J

is the singleton

attendees group

The dialogues that we want to formalize (W&K-like dialogues) are
trolled by some

sequen es of spee h a ts.

PPD0

on-

onventions: the rules of the game, whi h des ribe the allowed
The allowed sequen es of a ts are those of W&K's

(Walton and Krabbe, 1995, p. 150-151). They are formalized in Figure

7.1 and will be dis ussed below. For example, after a spee h a t

hs, Assert, h, pi,

Assert(p)
Argue(q1 , . . . , qn SOp)
Challenge(p)
SRetract(p)

Serious(p)
Concede(p)
RefuseConcede(p)
RequestConcede(p)

WRetract(p)
Resolve(p)

Possible moves
Additional possible moves

Figure 7.1: (Additional) possible moves after ea h a t

the hearer
our logi

an only

hallenge

p or

on ede

p.

We formalize W&K spee h a ts in

by expressing that an a t grounds that the hearer's

hoi es are limited

only to some a ts. Spee h a ts have two dierent ee ts: one is on the
ment store in terms of weak and strong
other one is the set of a ts the hearer

ommit-

ommitments ( f. Figure 7.1) and the

an perform in response ( f. Figure 7.2).

We suppose that initially nothing is grounded, i.e. we reuse the set
introdu ed Se tion 6.3.3 of the above
The Assert a t on

p

hapter, adapted for

PPD0

INIT

a ts.

an only be used by the two parties in some preliminary

moves of the dialogue to state the theses of ea h parti ipant.
the a t is that it is grounded that its
expressed a kind of strong

ontent

p

The ee t of

holds for the speaker: he has

ommitment (an assertion for W&K) on

sense that he must defend his

ommitment by an argument if it is

p

in the

hallenged.
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Pre ond(α)

Atα

Ee ts(α)

¬SC s p
SC s p
WC s p
SC s p ∧ ¬WC h p

hs, Assert, h, pi
hs, h, SRetract, pi
hs, h, WRetract, pi
hs, h, Argue, q1 , ..., qn SOpi

¬WC s p
¬WC s p
SC s q ∧ ¬WC h q∧
¬WC h p
¬WC s p ∧ SC h p∧
¬GDone hs,h,Challenge,pi ⊤
¬WC h p
WC h p ∧ WC h q∧
(p ↔ ¬q)

hs, h, Concede, pi
hs, h, refuseConcede, qi
hs, h, requestConcede, pi

SC s p
¬SC s p
¬WC s p
V
SC s qi ∧
1≤i≤n
V
SC s ( 1≤i≤n qi → p)
WC s p
¬WC s p
∅

hs, h, Challenge, pi

∅

hs, h, Serious, pi
hs, h, Resolve, pi

∅
∅

Table 7.1: Pre onditions and ee ts of spee h a ts (with

p means to admit that p
p has been

To Con ede

ment of the other party (e.g.

ould hold, where

p is a strong

ommit-

asserted). The ee t of this a t is that

it is grounded that the speaker has taken a kind of
nature of this

ommitments).

p.

ommitment on

But the

ommitment seems weaker than the former one: this one has not

to be defended when it is atta ked. W&K

all it

on ession and it

orresponds

to our notion of Weak Commitment.
The Challenge a t on
argument for
this a t

p,

p

for es the other parti ipant to either put forward an

p.

For a given propositional

ontent

an only be performed on e.

To defend a
have

p

or to retra t the assertion

as

hallenged assertion

p,

an argument, expressed by Argue, must

on lusion and a set of propositions

q1 ...qn

as premises. We write it

as follows:

def

q1 ...qn SOp = q1 ∧ ... ∧ qn ∧ (q1 ∧ ... ∧ qn → p)
The ee t of this a t is that the speaker is strongly

q1 ,

...,

qn

and on the impli ation

q1 ∧ ... ∧ qn → p.

ommitted on all premises

It follows that the

must expli itly take position in the next move ( hallenge or
premise and on the impli it impli ation. To
the argument

annot be applied, while to

on edes it. But as soon as he has

impli ation, he must also

on ede the

suppose that an un hallenged assertion

hallenger

on ede) on ea h

hallenge one premise means that
hallenge the impli it impli ation

means that the argument is in orre t. If he does not
(impli itly)

(DefSO )

hallenge a proposition, he

on eded all the premises and the

on lusion. To avoid digressions W&K
annot be defended by an argument.

Note that, we took over their form of the support of arguments, viz.
although we are aware that more
argumentation.

omplex forms of reasoning o

ϕ → ψ,

ur in real world
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A ts α

Constraints on the possible a tions following α

hs, Assert, h, pi

GK (Choice h Happens (hh, s, Challenge, pi)∨
Choice h Happens (hh, s, Concede, pi))
∅
∅
GK (Choice h Happens (hh, s, refuseConcede, pi)∨
Choice h Happens (hh, s, Concede, pi))
V
1≤i≤n GK (Choice h Happens (hh, s, Challenge, qi i)∨
Choice h Happens (hh, s, Concede, qi i))
∧
GK (Choice h Happens (hh, s, Challenge, q1 ∧ ... ∧ qn → pi)∨
Happens (hh, s, Concede, q1 ∧ ... ∧ qn → pi))
GK (Choice h Happens (hh, s, SRetract, pi)∨
Choice h Happens (hh, s, WRetract, pi)∨
Choice h Happens (hh, s, Argue, q1 , ..., qn SOpi)∨
Choice h Happens (hh, s, Serious, pi))
∅
∅
GK (Choice h Happens (hh, s, refuseConcede, pi)∨
Choice h Happens (hh, s, Concede, pi))
GK (Choice h Happens (hh, s, WRetract, pi)∨
Choice h Happens (hh, s, WRetract, ¬pi))

hs, h, SRetract, pi
hs, h, WRetract, pi
hs, h, requestConcede, pi
hs, h, Argue, q1 , ..., qn SOpi

hs, h, Challenge, pi

hs, h, Concede, pi
hs, h, refuseConcede, pi
hs, h, Serious, pi
hs, h, Resolve, pi

Table 7.2: Additional ee ts of spee h a ts.

At any time, the speaker may request more

on essions (with a RequestCon-

ede a t) from the hearer, to use them as premises for arguments. The hearer
an then a

ept or refuse to

on ede.

W&K use the same spee h a t type to retra t a
on ede something: the a t
kind of a t, and we
retra t his own weak
to

on ede

p.

nc(p).

hs, h, WRetract, pi to
p, and hs, h, refuseConcede, pi to de ide not
ommitment an be retra ted with a hs, h, SRetract, pi.

hoose to introdu e two dierent a ts:
ommitment on

A strong

This a t removes the strong
the weak

ommitment from the

ommitment, whereas the

WCi,K ϕ ∧ WCi,K ¬ϕ

ommitment store, but not

hs, h, WRetract, pi

ommitment and, if it exists, the strong
In our logi ,

on ession and to refuse to

But we argue that it is not indeed the same

a t removes the weak

ommitment, too.

is satisable, but not

Thus we are more restri tive than W&K: in the following, a
agents'

ommitment store is only due to

When a party dete ts su h a
store, he
expli it

SCi,K ϕ ∧ SCi,K ¬ϕ.
ontradi tion in an

3

ontradi tory Weak Commitments .

ontradi tion in the other party's

ommitment

an ask him to resolve it (with the a t Resolve(p,q ) where  p and

q

are

ontradi tories (Walton and Krabbe, 1995, p. 151)). The other party

3 W&K allow the agents to have some ontradi tory on essions (WC ) and assertions (SC )
in their

i.e. SCi,K ϕ

ommitment store (

simultaneously).

and

SCi,K ¬ϕ

or

WCi,K ϕ

and

WCi,K ¬ϕ

an hold
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must retra t one of the in onsistent propositions.
W&K do not make any inferen e in the

ommitment store, so Resolve only

applies to expli it in onsisten y, that is: Resolve(p,¬p). We will write Resolve(p)
instead of Resolve(p,q ) where

q

is

¬p.

Resolve(p) and Resolve(¬p) are thus equiv-

alent. To perform the spee h a t Resolve(p), we
and su ient that the propositions

p

and

¬p

an show that it is ne essary

are weak

ommitments of the op-

ponent. In our formalism, the a t Resolve applies only to weak
Moreover the two

ontradi tory weak

in onsistent strong
ments are

When an agent

hooses to

hallenge a proposition

p

or to refuse to

all dark-side

tains what they
sions (light-side

on ede

p

or refuse to

on ede it.

ommitment store that

ommitments. Whereas assertions and

on-

on es-

ommitments) are publi , no agent is ne essarily aware of these
They

hara terize deep features of agents.

If

p

is a dark-side

ommitment, it must be revealed after a Serious(p), and the agent must
and

on ede

an query him to reassess his position. Finally the spee h a t

As we have already said, W&K dene a third

p

ommit-

(theorem DSCi,K ).

Serious(p) imposes that the agent must

ommitments.

ommitments.

annot be derived from two

ommitments (whi h W&K allow), be ause strong

onsistent in our logi

it, his opponent

ommitments

4

on ede

annot retra t it .

We do not

onsider su h

ommitments here be ause, we fo us on what is

observable and obje tive in the dialogue: so if an agent
we do not know if it was a dark-side
may, even if it had a dark-side

ommitment or not,

ommitment on

p and

hooses to

on ede

p,

onsequently the agent

ontrary to W&K's theory,

retra t it in a subsequent dialogue move dialogue.
The a tion pre onditions are not mutually ex lusive. This gives the agents
some freedom of

hoi e. We do not des ribe here the subje tive

esses that lead an agent to a parti ular

7.2.4

ognitive pro-

hoi e.

Example

We re ast an example of a persuasion dialogue given by W&K (Walton and

PPD0 (see Figure 7.2):
j asserts p2 . Thus, the following preparahi, Assert, j, p1 i and hj, Assert, i, p2 i. After

Krabbe, 1995, p. 153) to illustrate the dialogue game
initially, agent

i

asserts

p1

and agent

tory moves have been performed:
ea h move, the agents'
rst move,

j

asks

i to

ommitment stores are updated (see Table 7.3). In his

p3 and hallenges p1 . i responds by on eding p3 ,
j on edes p1 whi h is the thesis of his opponent.
what on erns the thesis of i but in what on erns

on ede

and so on. In move 7., agent
He thus loses the game in

his own thesis, the game is not over yet.
As we have said above, in order to stay

onsistent with our logi al framework,

4 Thus W&K onsider agents an be publi ly in onsistent but they annot hide deep dark
ommitments if the opponent insists with a
W&K's approa h is subje t to the same

Serious.

We note in passing that this feature of

riti ism as the mentalist approa hes as exposed in

Se tion 5.3.5 of Chapter 5: just as private beliefs, dark-side
and a parti ipant in a

onversation

another parti ipant is empty.

ommitments

annot be veried,

an never ex lude that the dark-side

ommitments of
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1. hj, i, requestConcede, p3 i,
2.

3.

4.

5.

hj, i, Concede, ¬p4 i,
hj, i, Concede, ¬p4 ∧ p5 → p3 i,
hj, i, Argue, p3 SOp4 i,
hj, i, Challenge, p3 → p1 i

hj, i, Challenge, p1 i
hi, j, Concede, p3 i,
hi, j, Serious, p1 i,
hi, j, Argue, p3 SOp1 i,
hi, j, Challenge, p2 i
hj, i, refuseConcede, p1 i,
hj, i, Concede, p3 → p1 i,
hj, i, Argue, p4 , p5 SOp2 i,
hj, i, Challenge, p3 i
hi, j, Concede, p5 i,
hi, j, Concede, p4 ∧ p5 → p2 i,
hi, j, Serious, p3 i,
hi, j, Argue, ¬p4 , p5 SOp3 i,
hi, j, Challenge, p4 i
hj, i, WRetract, p3 → p1 i,
hj, i, Concede, p3 i,

6. hi, j, Resolve, p4 i,

hi, j, Argue, ¬p4 SOp3 → p1 i,
hi, j, Challenge, p3 → p4 i

7. hj, i, WRetract, p4 i,

hj, i, WRetract, p3 → p4 i,
hj, i, SRetract, p5 i,
hj, i, SRetract, p3 i,
hj, i, WRetract, p4 ∧ p5 → p2 i,
hj, i, Concede, ¬p4 → (p3 → p1 )i,
hj, i, Concede, p3 → p1 i,
hj, i, Concede, p1 i,
hj, i, Argue, p6 SOp2 i,

Figure 7.2: Example of dialogue (from (Walton and Krabbe, 1995, p. 153))

we have to add an ee t to the W&K spee h a t of
a proposition
then weakly

p,

every strong

ommitment of

ommitted on both

p and ¬p.

aspe ts of W&K, viz. that an agent

i

on

on ession: when

¬p

i

on edes

is retra ted. Agent

i

is

We thus abandon the para onsistent

an have assertions or

on essions that are

jointly in onsistent, in order to keep in line with standard properties of the
modal operator
Now we

GK .

an establish formally that our logi

aptures W&K's

PPD0 -

dialogues. For example we have:
Theorem.

LAWS |=INIT → After hs,Assert,h,pi ((¬WC h p ∧ ¬Done hh,s,Challenge,pi ⊤) →
GK (Happens (hh, s, Challenge, pi) ∨ Happens (hh, s, Concede, pi)))

Thus after an assertion of
either

¬p,

hallenge or

on ede

and that he has not

Proof.

LAWS

p,

p

the only possible rea tions of the hearer are to

under the

hallenged

p

ondition that he has not doubted that

in the pre eding move.

ontains (see Table 7.2) the formula:

After hs,Assert,h,pi GK (Choice h Happens (hh, s, Challenge, pi)∨
Choice h Happens (hh, s, Concede, pi))
The pre ondition for

hh, s, Challenge, pi

is:

¬WC h p ∧ SC s p ∧ ¬Done hh,s,Challenge,pi ⊤
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∅
WCi,K p3
SCi,K p3 ,
SCi,K p3 → p1
WCj,K p3 → p1 ,
SCj,K p4 , SCj,K p5 ,
SCj,K p4 ∧ p5 → p2
WCi,K p5 ,
SCi,K ¬p4 , SCi,K p5 ,
SCi,K ¬p4 ∧ p5 → p3 ,
WCi,K p4 ∧ p5 → p2
¬WCj,K p3 → p1 ,
WCj,K p3 ,
WCj,K ¬p4 ∧ p5 → p3 ,
SCj,K p3 ,
SCj,K p3 → p4 ,
WCj,K ¬p4
SCi,K ¬p4 ,
SCi,K ¬p4 → (p3 → p1 )

SCi
p1
p1 ,
p3 , p3 → p1

p1 , p3 → p1 ,
p3 , ¬p4 , p5 ,
¬p4 ∧ p5 → p3

p3 , p3 → p1 ,
p1 , ¬p4 , p5 ,
¬p4 ∧ p5 → p3 ,
¬p4 → (p3 →
p1 )

147

W Ci

SCj
p2

W Cj

p2 , p4 , p5 ,
p4 ∧p5 → p2

p3 → p1

p2 , p4 , p5 ,
p3 ,
p3 → p4 ,
p4 ∧p5 → p2

¬p4 ,
¬p4 ∧ p5 → p3

p2 ,
p6 , p6 → p2

¬p4 ,
¬p4 → (p3 →
p1 ),
p3 , p5 ,
p3 → p1 , p1 ,
¬p4 ∧ p5 → p3

p4 ∧p5 → p2

p4 ∧p5 → p2

¬SCj,K p4 , ¬WCj,K p4
¬WCj,K p3 → p4 ,
¬SCj,K p3 , ¬SCj,K p5 ,
¬SCj,K p3 → p4 ,
¬WCj,K p4 ∧ p5 → p2 ,
¬SCj,K p4 ∧ p5 → p2
WCj,K p3 → p1 ,
WCj,K p1 ,
WCj,K ¬p4 → (p3 → p1 )
SCj,K p6 , SCj,K p6 → p2

Table 7.3: Commitment stores in the example dialogue

Now the post ondition of

hs, Assert, h, pi

is

SC s p.

Hen e we have by the law of

intentional a tion (IntChoice i ,αi ):

LAWS |= After hs,Assert,h,pi (¬WC h p ∧ ¬Done hh,s,Challenge,pi ⊤ →
(Choice h Happens (hh, s, Challenge, pi) → Happens (hh, s, Challenge, pi)))
Similarly, for

on ede we have:

LAWS |= INIT → After hs,Assert,h,pi (¬WC h p →
(Choice h Happens (hh, s, Concede, pi) → Happens (hh, s, Concede, pi)))
Combining these two with the law of intentional a tion for
our theorem.
Similar results for the other spee h a ts

Assert we obtain


an be stated. They formally ex-

press and thus make more pre ise further properties of W&K's dialogue games.
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For example, the above theorem illustrates something that remained impli it
in W&K's

PPD0
p

dialogues: the hearer of an assertion that

ommitted that

p

should not be

himself be ause, if he were, then the dialogue would no more

be a persuasion dialogue and no rule would apply.
Similarly, in a

SC h ¬p,

and

do not allow

h's

ontext where

SC h ¬q
s to exe

(and is thus
ute

a natural move in this

hs, h, Resolve, p ∨ q, ¬p ∧ ¬qi.
ontext.

We nally

ontains

SC h (p ∨ q),

This seems nevertheless

Our formalization allows for it, the formal

of GK is
(SCi,K p ∧ SCi,K q) → SCi,K (p ∧ q).

reason being that our logi

mitments.

ommitment store

learly in onsistent), W&K's dialogue rules

a normal modal logi , and thus validates

onsider in the next se tion Colombetti et al.'s a

ount of

It is more oriented toward ACLs semanti s denition.

authors argue that their a

ount

an take into a

ount both

om-

Moreover

ommitments in

proposition and in a tion. Its study will thus permit us to extend the formalization of propositional

ommitments presented above in more general

to introdu e a formalization of

ases and

ommitments in a tion. Thus we will be able to

give formal relations linking both kinds of

ommitments.

7.3 Colombetti et al.'s a ount
As remarked in Se tion 5.4.3.1, Colombetti et al. manage
various states it
of Chapter 5).
of

an hold (des ribed in the

ommitments via the

ommitment life- y le in Figure 5.1

The authors argue that this life- y le is adapted for all kinds

ommitment and in parti ular also for propositional

ommitments. We have

showed that it should be dis ussed and adapted to take them into a
we will show in the following se tion before studying
In the sequel, we stay

ount as

ommitments in a tion.

lose to Castelfran hi's view of the links between

ommitments and a tions: we base our formalization mainly on spee h a t theory by

hara terizing

ommitments in terms of spee h a ts indu ing them. We

mainly study the primitive assertive, that is

Assert.

Assertive spee h a ts indu e

pending propositional ommitments. Likewise dire tive ones indu e unset a tion
ommitments, and
The primitives are

ommissive spee h a ts indu e pending a tion

Direct

and

ommitments.

Commit.

To simplify the exposition, we here drop overhearers introdu ed in the previous se tion, whi h means that we ignore witnesses. In Colombetti's a

ount

ommitments are for a part des ribed by their state. Note that when we will use
the generi

7.3.1

term so ial

ommitment, we will refer to a pending

Propositional

ommitment.

ommitment

For des ription of propositional

ommitments, we reuse some denitions intro-

du ed for W&K's persuasion dialogues. Note that we are not limited to this
parti ular type of dialogue here and thus all these denitions
every kind of dialogue.

an be used in
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We need to simplify Colombetti's general
it to propositional
do not

ommitment life- y le and adapt

ommitments. In parti ular we drop the unset state that we

onsider relevant for them, as stated in se tion 5.4.3.1. We

onsider that

transitions between states are not the result of general institutional a tions or
events as in (Fornara and Colombetti, 2002), but rather of spee h a ts of whi h
we will give the semanti s.

7.3.1.1 Pending ommitment
For W&K and Colombetti, propositional

ommitments

ome from an assertive

spee h a t. Following spee h a t theory (Vanderveken, 1990),
itive assertive spee h a t. It has the preparatory

reasons or eviden e for the truth of the propositional
ity

ontent and the sin er-

ondition that the speaker believes the propositional

1990, p. 125). Contrarily to
ter,

Assert

Inform

Assert is the prim-

ondition that the speaker has
ontent (Vanderveken,

spee h a ts dened in the previous

hap-

neither supposes anything about the group of hearers (i.e. that they

are not aware of

ϕ),

nor about a speaker's intention that the hearer learns

something. Thus we only impose as pre ondition that the speaker stays
sistent, i.e. that he has neither asserted nor
terminology used to represent W&K's a
in urred a strong nor a weak
thus redu ed to

¬G{i,j} ¬ϕ,

on eded the

ount that means that he has neither

¬ϕ. The Feasible Pre
¬WCi,{i,j} ¬ϕ → ¬SCi,{i,j} ¬ϕ

ommitment on
be ause

on-

ontrary. With the
ondition is
(thanks to

Theorem 7.9).
As Illo utionary Ee t, we impose (with Vanderveken (Vanderveken, 1990))
that the speaker expresses the preparatory and the sin erity
simplify this a

ount by omitting the preparatory

the existen e of reasons and eviden e for the truth of
in the fa t that the speaker believes that
We thus dene the

Assert

ϕ

ondition.

ondition. We

ϕ are impli

We

onsider that

itly embedded

holds.

spee h a t by:

hi, Assert, j, ϕi
FP:
IE:
Note that our a

ount

¬G{i,j} ¬Gi ϕ
G{i,j} Gi ϕ

onforms to the spee h a t theory as to the links

Assert and Inform spee h a ts, viz. that Inform is an extension of Assert.
Assert pre ondition (resp. post ondition) is implied by the Inform pre on-

between
The

dition (resp. post ondition).
As mentioned above, a propositional pending

ommitment is the result of

an assertion. We therefore identify a pending propositional
Strong Commitments dened in the previous
ing denition of a pending

ommitment

ommitment with

hapter. Thus we have the follow-

Cprop :

Definition.

def

def

PCi,j (ϕ) = Cprop (pending, i, j , ϕ) = G{i,j} Gi ϕ
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We

an remark that due to the equivalen e

Gi ϕ ↔ Gi Gi ϕ (Theorem (4GI )),

we have the following theorem:
Theorem.

|= Cprop (pending, i, j , ϕ) ↔ Cprop (pending, i, j , Gi ϕ)

This theorem means that, by performing a spee h a t, an agent expresses the
sin erity

onditions, that is in this

ase that he believes what he has asserted.

7.3.1.2 Can eled ommitment
A

an eled

ommitment is a pending

thus the result of a

SRetract

Cancel

ommitment that has been retra ted. It is

spee h a t that

an be identied with the a t named

of W&K's formalization (Se tion 7.2.3).

This a t drops the strong

Gi ϕ).

ommitment (G{i,j}

hi, j, Cancel, ϕi
FP:
IE:
Thus an agent has a

¬G{i,j} Gi ϕ
under the

an eled

holds) a pending

¬ϕ

ondition that

the distin tion between

G{i,j} Gi ϕ
¬G{i,j} Gi ϕ
an eled (i.e.

ommitment when he has

ommitment in urred in the past (PG{i,j}

has not been

on eded (this last

an eled and violated

Gi ϕ),

ondition makes

ommitments):

Definition.

def

Cprop (canceled , i, j , ϕ) = PG{i,j} Gi ϕ ∧ ¬G{i,j} Gi ϕ ∧ ¬G{i,j} ¬Gi ϕ

7.3.1.3 Violated ommitment
To

hara terize a violated

has violated

ommitment, we extend the loss

PPD0 -rule:

an agent

ommitments when he has retra ted it and, as additional

tion, when he has

5

on eded the

onverse. This represents the

ondi-

ase of a publi

ontradi tion .
Definition.

def

Cprop (violated , i, j , ϕ) = PG{i,j} Gi ϕ ∧ G{i,j} ¬Gi ¬ϕ ∧ G{i,j} ¬Gi ϕ

5 Our

logi al

framework

(C (pending, i, j , ϕ) and
ment before

does

not

allow

C (pending, i, j , ¬ϕ)).

on eding the

ontrary. This state

to

have

ontradi tory

ommitments

Hen e an agent has to drop his

ommit-

an be rea hed for example by the following

ourse of a tions:

[hi, j, SRetract, ϕi][hi, j, ¬ϕ, Concede, ]iG{i,j} ¬Gi ϕ
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7.3.1.4 Fullled ommitment
i

A proponent
Thus a

PPD0

wins a

PPD0

j on edes his thesis.
G{i,j} Gi ϕ ∧ G{i,j} ¬Gj ¬ϕ holds.

game when the opponent

game is won by an agent

i

i

Definition.

def

Cprop (fulfilled , i, j , ϕ) = G{i,j} Gi ϕ ∧ G{i,j} ¬Gj ¬ϕ

Properties.

Our propositional

⊢ϕ↔ψ
⊢ PCi,j (ϕ) ↔ PCi,j (ψ)
But we do

and

ommitment has the following properties:

⊢ϕ↔ψ
⊢ Cprop (fulfilled , i, j , ϕ) ↔ Cprop (fulfilled , i, j , ψ)

not have:
⊢ PCi,j (ϕ) ↔ PCi,j (ψ)
⊢ Cprop (fulfilled , i, j , ϕ) ↔ Cprop (fulfilled , i, j , ψ)

PCi,j (ϕ) ↔ PCi,j (Gi ϕ) but
Cprop (fulfilled , i, j , Gi ϕ), be ause 0 ϕ ↔ Gi ϕ.

In parti ular we have

We have thus made
betti's a
a

ount.

learer the propositional

not

Cprop (fulfilled , i, j , ϕ) ↔

ommitment notion of Colom-

ount and showed that it is indeed a generalization of the W&K's
This formal

ommitments with

hara terization will also allow us to link propositional

ommitments in a tion that we will dene in the following

se tion.

7.3.2
For

Commitment in a tion

ommitments in a tion, we stay

lose to Colombetti's life- y le as it appears

to be well adapted for this kind of ommitments. We will not

onsider transitions

via low-level institutional a tions, but via high-level spee h a ts.

7.3.2.1 Pending ommitment
Following Colombetti, there are two ways to in ur a pending
a tion: either by
a

epting to

of a

ommitting oneself spontaneously with e.g. a

ommit on a requested a tion. Thus in both

ommissive spee h a t.

spee h a t that is
propositional
preparatory

Commit.

A

As above we

ontent represents a future

and the sin erity

onsider the primitive

ommissive

ondition that the

ourse of a tion of the speaker, the
apable of

ondition that he intends to

p. 125126). Thus by performing a

or by

ases, it is the result

ommissive spee h a t has the

ondition that the speaker is

ommitment in

Promise,

arrying out that a tion

arry it out (Vanderveken, 1990,

ommissive spee h a t, an agent expresses at

least that he has the intention to perform the a tion (G{i,j}

Intend i Done i:α ⊤)
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and that he believes that he
We

arry out the a tion (G{i,j}

an

¬Gi ¬F Done i:α ⊤).

an remark that:

Lemma.

G{i,j} Intend i Done i:α ⊤ → G{i,j} ¬Gi ¬F Done i:α ⊤

Proof.

def

1.

⊢ Intend i ϕ = Choice i FGi ϕ∧¬Gi ϕ∧¬Gi FGi ϕ , by Denition (DefIntend i )

2.

⊢ Intend i ϕ → Choice i FGi ϕ,

3.

⊢ Choice i ϕ → ¬Gi ¬ϕ,

4.

⊢ Gi Done i:α ⊤ ↔ Done i:α ⊤,

5.

⊢ Intend i Done i:α ⊤ → ¬Gi ¬F Done i:α ⊤,

6.

⊢ G{i,j} Intend i Done i:α ⊤ → G{i,j} ¬Gi ¬F Done i:α ⊤,

by 1. and LP

by Axiom

(BA1Gi ,Choice i )

and

(DChoice i )

by Axioms PAI,α and NAI,α
by 2., 3., 4. and LP
by 5. and RNGI


oherent (i.e. that the

As pre ondition, we only impose that the agent stays

performan e of this a tion does not involve in onsisten y). Thus we have:

hi, Commit, j, Done i:α ⊤i
FP:
IE:
We

an thus

¬G{i,j} ¬Intend i Done i:α ⊤
G{i,j} Intend i Done i:α ⊤

hara terize a pending

ommitment in a tion.

Definition.

def

C (pending, i, j , α) = G{i,j} Intend i Done i:α ⊤

We
of the

an link this formal denition with the above dis ussion on the nature
ommitment in a tion ( f. Se tion 5.4.2.1). We had argued that it should

be publi ly grounded that the debitor
and that nothing is imposed on the

i

has the intention to perform the a tion

hoi e of the

we admit the importan e of the deonti

reditor

j.

aspe t in so ial

Finally even though
ommitments, in this

attempt of formalization oriented toward ACL appli ations, we omit the deonti
part of the

ommitment. Thus the above denition mat hes with the informal

hara terization given in the previous
In that respe t, note that
spee h a ts.

Promise

Being a parti ular

and post onditions of

Commit.

hapter.
is often used to represent

ommissive

ommissive a t, it inherits the pre onditions

But it brings also into play the

reditor's goal

and obligations ((Searle, 1969) and (Vanderveken, 1990, p. 182)).
pre ise formalization remains out of the s ope of this

hapter.

Thus its
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Links with propositional ommitments.

As far as we are aware, no link

has been identied in the literature up to now between propositional
ment and

ommitment in a tion.

garbage, John is in urring a

By uttering :

ommit-

I promise to take out the

ommitment to take out the garbage. Moreover,

following Spee h A t Theory (Vanderveken, 1990), he is also expressing at least
that he has the intention to perform the a tion to take out the garbage. Thus
he is also

ommitted on this proposition. As said in Se tion 5.4.2.2 he

an be

san tioned if he does not perform this a tion, but also if he utters that he does
not have this intention (the san tion would be at the dialogue level: he would
appear to be in oherent and thus untrustworthy). As the formalization shows,
by in urring
tional

6

ommitment on a tion , an agent in urs de fa to some proposi-

ommitments.

In this example, John is

ommitted to his intention to

perform the a tion.

Intend i ϕ ↔ Gi Intend i ϕ

Due to the equivalen e:
an pending

(see Se tion 3.3.5), when

ommitment in a tion is in urred, a propositional

ommitment ap-

pears:
Theorem.

|= C (pending, i, j , α) ↔ Cprop (pending, i, j , Intend i Done i :α ⊤)

7.3.2.2 Unset ommitment
An unset

j

ommitment of

toward

i

represents the parti ular so ial relation

that results from the performan e by agent
dire tive spee h a t.

To formalize su h a

i

of a request, an order or another
ommitment, we need to

onsider

what is primitive in dire tive spee h a ts and to formalize the primitive dire tive
spee h a t: that is

Direct.

Dire tives are

lose to

ommissives: the distin tion

is only on the author of the a tion (Vanderveken, 1990). A dire tive spee h a t
has the

ondition that the propositional

a tion of the hearer, the preparatory
that a tion and the preparatory
the hearer to

ontent represents a future

ondition that the hearer

an

ourse of
arry out

ondition that the speaker desires or wants

arry it out ((Vanderveken, 1990, p. 126)). Thus by performing a

dire tive spee h a t, an agent expresses at least that he has the intention that the
hearer performs the a tion (G{i,j}
the hearer

an

Intend i Done j :α ⊤), and that he believes that
¬Gi ¬F Done j :α ⊤). As previously

arry out the a tion (G{i,j}

the rst formula implies the se ond one. As pre ondition, we only impose that
the agent stays

oherent with previous

ommitments. Thus we have:

hi, Direct, j, Done j :α ⊤i
FP: ¬G{i,j} ¬Intend i Done j :α ⊤
IE:
We

an now

G{i,j} Intend i Done j :α ⊤

hara terize an unset

ommitment:

6 We onsider here that agents only in ur ommitments intentionally by performing spee h
a ts. We do not take into a

ount

ommitments

oming automati ally,

e.g. by representatives

or due to so ial position... (see (Walton and Krabbe, 1995, p. 32), for a detailed a
the ways of in urring

ommitments).

ount of
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Definition.

def

C (unset , j , i, α) = G{i,j} Intend i Done j :α ⊤

We note that

ontrarily to Colombetti, it is dire ted from

onsider that after a request of
of

ommitment. We

i it

is doubtful that agent

onsider that in this

ase, only

Link with propositional ommitments.
equivalent to a propositional
Theorem.

i is

j

i

toward

j.

We

is a debtor of a kind

ommitted to something.

As above, this

ommitment is

ommitment:

C (unset , j , i, α) ↔ C (pending, i, j , Intend i Done j :α ⊤)

For example, when Mary requests John to take out the garbage, she
expresses

she

wants

John

to

perform

G{m,j} Intend m Done j :takeOutGarbage ⊤.

the

a tion

She is also

pression of this intention: as des ribed above, she

takeOutGarbage,

i.e.

ommitted about her ex-

annot a t as if she does not

want John takes out the garbage. She has thus the propositional

ommitment:

PCm,j (Intend m Done j :takeOutGarbage ).

7.3.2.3 Can eled ommitment
For Colombetti, an unset
eled. We here

ommitment and a pending

onsider that, while the

seems to be a genuine

ommitment

an elation of a pending

an el a tion, the a tion indu ing a

an eled

an be

an-

ommitment
ommitment

from an unset one is rather a refusal. When Mary requests John to take out
the garbage, he will refuse to do this

hore instead of

an elling a

ommitment

ounterpart of a

eptan e of a

that Mary has in urred for him.

Refuse is also a

ommissive spee h a t. It is the

request. Thus a previous performan e of a
is a pre ondition of this spee h a t.

Request (i.e. G{i,j} Intend j Done i:α ⊤)

By refusing to perform an a tion, an

agent expresses thus that he does not want to perform the requested a tion (i.e.

G{i,j} ¬Choice j Done j :α ⊤).
hi, Refuse, j, Done i:α ⊤i
FP: G{i,j} Intend j Done i:α ⊤ ∧ ¬GK Intend i Done i:α ⊤
IE:
We

G{i,j} ¬Choice i Done i:α ⊤

an thus dene the refused

ommitment in a tion:

Definition.

def

C (i, j , α, refused ) = G{i,j} ¬Choice i Done i:α ⊤
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epted to take out the garbage, he has in urred

Intend i Done i:α ⊤).

more to perform this a tion, he must

an el his

As he does not want any-

ommitment. As the pre on-

Cancel spee h a t dened for propositional ommitments hold
Gi Intend i Done i:α ⊤ ↔ G{i,j} Intend i Done i:α ⊤), he an perform this
h a t to be disengaged (i.e. ¬G{i,j} Intend i Done i:α ⊤).

ditions of the
(G{i,j}
spee

Definition.

def

C (i, j , α, canceled ) = ¬G{i,j} Intend i Done i:α ⊤ ∧ PG{i,j} Intend i Done i:α ⊤

7.3.2.4 Fullled ommitment
Colombetti et al.
its propositional

onsider that a

ommitment in a tion is fullled as soon as

ontent holds. This

ondition of satisfa tion is a simpli ation

of Castelfran hi's that is better adapted for ACLs: only obje tive
remain to avoid subje tivism (Singh, 2000). But ea h agent
state of a

ommitment. This

agent. We

ondition

onditions

annot verify the

an be veried only by an omnis ient

onsider that this is problemati

in non- entralized multi-agent sys-

tems where ea h agent is autonomous and where the intera tion with other
agents should not depend on the validation of a
sequel we will impose a publi ness
when a

entral agent.

Thus in the

ondition in order that every agent be aware

ommitment is satised.

We simply
as it is publi

onsider that a pending

ommitment in a tion is fullled as soon

that the debtor has performed the a tion. Moreover as illustrated

in the following example, an unset
sponds to an impli it a

ommitment

an also be fullled. This

orre-

eptan e to perform the requested a tion by performing

the a tion.
Definition.

def

C (fulfilled , i, j , α) = P (C (pending, i, j , α) ∨ C (unset , i, j , α)) ∧ Done i:α ⊤

We stay

lose to Colombetti's fulllment

ondition but we

agent must be able to determine whi h is the
As we have the hypothesis of publi
pending

onsider that ea h

urrent state of the

a tions (G{i,j}

a

ommitment is fullled as soon as as the a tion has been performed.

Moreover as it is publi

that the a tion has been performed, it is publi

the intention of his author to perform it is dropped and thus as a
is fullled, the pending
Theorem.
Proof.

ommitment.

Done i:α ⊤ ↔ Done i:α ⊤),

ommitment is dropped:

C (fulfilled , i, j , α) → ¬C (pending, i, j , α)

that

ommitment
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1.

⊢ Done i:α ⊤ ↔ Gi Done i:α ⊤,

2.

⊢ Gi Done i:α ⊤ → ¬Intend i Done i:α ⊤,

3.

⊢ Done i:α ⊤ → ¬C (pending, i, j , α) ,

Axioms NAI,α and PAI,α
from Denition

(DefIntend i )

from 1., 2. and LP



7.3.2.5 Violated ommitment
We

onsider that a

ommitment is violated when it is not possible anymore for

the agent to perform the a tion. It is the

ase when he admits publi ly that he

will never be able to perform it.
Definition.

def

C (violated , i, j , α) = P C (pending, i, j , α) ∧ G{i,j} Gi ¬F Done i:α ⊤

As previously, as a

ommitment is violated, the pending

ommitment is

dropped.
Theorem.

C (violated , i, j , α) → ¬C (pending, i, j , α)

Proof.

1.

⊢ Gi ϕ → Choice i ϕ,

2.

⊢ G{i,j} Gi ¬F Done i:α ⊤ → G{i,j} ¬Intend i Done i:α ⊤,
tion (DefIntend i ), Axiom DChoice i and Rule RNGI

(BA1Gi ,Choice i )

from Axiom

from 1., Deni-


7.3.3

Example

We now illustrate the formalization of
with a

ase study.

ommitments in our logi al framework

It is instru tive to give a new view of the example of

seller and buyers of Se tion 6.2.4 in terms of

ar

ommitment to also make a link

with the formalization of mentalist approa hes. We present only a fragment of
this example. In parti ular, we

onsider only the dialog between agents

s1

and

b2 .
P Is1 : Bel s1 discounts

U7 s1 → {b2 }: Information about dis ount
hs1 , Assert, b2 , discountsi
Ee t:

Cprop (pending, s1 , b2 , discounts)
The seller s1 has in urred a propositional

ommitments on the possibility

of dis ounts (while he had in urred a propositional
agents

{b1 , b2 }

on the

ontrary,

f. Se tion 6.2.4)

ommitment toward
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U8 b2 → {s1}: Query if ar type has high a ident rate

hb2 , Direct, s1 , hs1 , {b2 }, {s1 , b2 }, InformIf, accidentRateHigh(θ)ii
Ee t:

C (pending, s1 , b2 , hs1 , {b2 }, {s1 , b2 }, InformIf, accidentRateHigh(θ)i⊤)
By asking whether the ar type has a high a ident rate, the buyer b2 has
thus reated a pending ommitment for agent s1 to perform the InformIf
a tion.

P Is1 : Bel s1 accidentRateHigh(θ1)

U9 s1 → {b2}: Information about a ident rate
hs1 , Assert, b2 , ¬accidentRateHigh(θ)i
Ee t:

Cprop (pending, s1 , b2 , ¬accidentRateHigh(θ))
Seller s1 has in urred a propositional ommitment on ¬accidentRateHigh(θ1)
though thinking the opposite.
It is also interesting to remark that by having performed the requested

s1 has fullled his pending ommitment and thus:
C (fulfilled , s1 , b2 , hs1 , {b2 }, {s1 , b2 }, InformIf, accidentRateHigh(θ)i⊤)
a tion,

U10 b2 → {s1 }: Propose to buy at a ertain pri e
hb2 , {s1 }, {s1 , b2 }, Propose, buy(θ2 , 10000£)i

U11 s1 → {b2}: A ept proposal

hs1 , {b2 }, {s1 , b2 }, AcceptProposal, buy(θ2 , 10000£)i
Ee t (with the previous a t):

C (pending, b2 , s1 , buy(θ2 , 10000£))
b2 is thus ommitted to buy θ2 at the

pri e of

10000£

now.

7.4 Con lusion
In this se tion, we have used our logi al framework to des ribe some so ial
approa hes of ACLs.
In parti ular we formalized the notion of so ial
by des ribing Walton & Krabbe's a

ommitment.

ount of propositional

We began

ommitments used

to des ribed persuasive kinds of dialog. Afterwards we presented Colombetti's
a

ount of ACLs based on so ial

ommitments and their life- y le. Contrarily to

Colombetti's standpoint we argued that this life- y le should dier depending
on the nature of the propositional ontent of the

ommitment. We have modied

his life- y le to take into a

ommitments, whi h allowed to

ount propositional

establish the link with W&K a

ount. We also dis ussed Colombetti's work on

ommitments in a tion, where we gave an formal

hara terization of ea h of its

possible states. Moreover we linked formally both kinds of
We also formalized again the example of the

ommitments.

ar sellers and buyers.

This

shows how to analyse the same example from two points of view with the same
formalism and thus highlights how to bridge the gap between both kinds of
semanti s.
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Chapter 8
Con lusion

In this dissertation, we aimed at giving a formalization of the so ial attitudes
and in parti ular of group belief in modal logi . We applied this formalization
to propose a new kind of semanti s for Agent Communi ation Languages based
on so ial attitudes.
We started by giving an overview of the state of the art about group attitudes, group belief and group a

eptan e. We highlighted the dieren e between

redu tionist approa hes of group belief and proper group belief. On the one hand
olle tive belief is viewed as a fun tion of individual and private beliefs of ea h
agent, whereas on the other hand it is studied independently of individual belief:
it des ribes the belief of a group as a whole, i.e.
agent as individual ones.
the

The former belief

onsidered as one autonomous

an and is often formalized with

ommon belief notion. As far as we are aware, the latter one has not been

formalized yet. Thanks to the

omparison with the group a

eptan e presented

above, we believe we have exhibited key features of group belief.
We have given a logi al framework for group belief with

hoi e, intention

and a tion. Individual belief is identied with a group belief where the group is
redu ed to a singleton. The main features of group belief is that it is publi

in

the group in whi h it has been established, i.e. every agent is aware of what is
and is not established. Moreover a group

an have a group belief whereas some

subgroups do not have this belief, whi h generalizes the fa t that group belief
and individual belief are not linked. We have extended this a
the institutional

ount by adding

ontext in whi h this group belief has been established, allowing

a group, follower of two institutions, to have distin t a

eptan es depending on

the institution. We have shown how to dene institutional fa ts in terms of this
a

eptan e, and thus how to an hor institutions in so ial attitudes.
As appli ation of the group belief formalization, we have highlighted the link

between group belief and the pro ess of grounding in a dialogue. We then have
introdu ed a new approa h of semanti s for ACLs bridging the gap between the
mentalist and the so ial theories. Like mentalist approa hes, our approa h is
linked to the notion of mental attitudes and thus uses their predi tive power.
Like so ial approa hes it is based on what is publi
159

in the dialogue. We have
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shown that our approa h

an mat h both approa hes,

tra t Net Proto ol or Colombetti's

apturing the FIPA Con-

ommitments.

Compared to the formalization of individual mental attitudes in BDI-like
logi s, the development of so ial attitudes logi s is only at its beginning. The
development of a formalization of the group
intention

hoi e and its link with the group

ould lead to a so ial BDI logi .

One parti ulary interesting appli-

ation would be the formalization of emotions of a group following on e again
Gilbert (Gilbert, 2002b). This

ould extend our previous works about the for-

malization of emotions in modal logi

(Adam et al., 2006b; Adam et al., 2006a).

Indeed in her dissertation Carole Adam (Adam, 2007) has presented a logi al
formalization of emotions following Ortony, Clore and Collins' work of
ation and

lassi-

hara terization (Ortony, Clore, and Collins, 1988). The underlying

hypothesis is that emotions are

ognitive:

they

an be des ribed in term of

agents' mental attitudes. For example, the joy that some proposition holds

an

be des ribed as the belief that this proposition holds and that the agent desires
that this proposition holds. The extension of that a

ount by group attitudes

would be useful to give a logi al formalization of emotions of a group of agents.
More generally reasoning about groups

ould produ e interesting results in

parti ular in the study of intera tions of one agent with a group, a group with
one agent or a group with a group.

It

ould in rease the expressivity of for-

malisms of trust and reputation, for example to represent the trust that has a
group of agents (e.g. buyers) toward an individual target agent (e.g. the seller).
It appears also that this work la ks an implementation to be
deed a software platform managing Multi Agents Systems

omplete. In-

ould be based on our

logi . This software should use a theorem prover, su h as LOTREC (Gasquet
et al., 2005) a Tableaux-based prover for modal logi . Note that this theorem
prover is not dedi ated to a parti ular logi

but generi , i.e. it

to prove theorems in various logi s. This software

an be used

ould be a dialogue system

between agents designed in our framework and more generally BDI-agents, but
it

ould also be used as an interfa e between agents having a distin t design:

we have shown that our logi al framework
and so ial approa hes. We

an take into a

an thus translate both a

ount both mentalist

ounts into our formalism

to allow mutual understanding between agents using various approa hes. We
argue that it
intera tion.

ould also handle the agents' reputation and its

hanges along the

Appendix A
Summary of the axiomati s

A.1 Group Belief Logi
In the sequel, we

onsider that:

i ∈ AGT , I ∈ 2AGT \ {∅}, I ′ ⊆ I .

ϕ
GI ϕ
GI (ϕ → ψ) → (GI ϕ → GI ψ)
GI ϕ → ¬GI ¬ϕ
GI ϕ → GI ′ GI ϕ

(RNGI )
(KGI )
(DGI )
(SR+)

¬GI ϕ → GI ′ ¬GI ϕ
^
( GI Gi ϕ) → GI ϕ

(SR−)
(CG)

i∈I

GI ϕ → GI GI ′ ϕ,
MBel I ϕ ↔

^

with

ϕ

obje tive

Gi (ϕ ∧ MBel I ϕ)

(WR)

(FPMBel I )

i∈I

^

i∈I

Gi ϕ ∧ MBel I (ϕ →

^

Gi ϕ) → MBel I ϕ

(LFPMBel I )

i∈I

Choice i ϕ → ¬Choice i ¬ϕ
Choice i ϕ → Choice i Choice i ϕ
¬Choice i ϕ → Choice i ¬Choice i ϕ
161

(DChoice i )
(4Choice i )
(5Choice i )
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Gi ϕ → Choice i ϕ
Choice i ϕ ↔ Gi Choice i ϕ

(BA1Gi ,Choice i )

¬Choice i ϕ ↔ Gi ¬Choice i ϕ

(BA3Gi ,Choice i )

ϕ → After α Done α ϕ

(BA2Gi ,Choice i )

(IAfter α ,Done α )

ϕ → Before α Happens α ϕ
ϕ → ϕ
ϕ → ϕ

(IBefore α ,Happens α )

(T )
(4 )

♦ϕ1 ∧ ♦ϕ2 → (♦(ϕ1 ∧ ♦ϕ2 ) ∨ ♦(♦ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ))
ϕ → P ϕ
ϕ → H ♦ϕ

(Linear )
(I,P )
(IH ,♦ )

ϕ → After α ϕ
Happens α ϕ → After β ϕ
♦ϕ → (ϕ ∨ After α ♦ϕ)

(In After α )
(Hist1 )
(Hist2 )

GI Done α ⊤ ↔ Done α ⊤

(PAI,α )

GI ¬Done α ⊤ ↔ ¬Done α ⊤

(NAI,α )

A.2 A eptan e Logi
In the sequel, we

onsider that:

i ∈ AGT , C ∈ 2AGT \ {∅}, B ⊆ C

and

C:x, B:x, B:y ∈ ∆.
ϕ
[C:x] ϕ
[C:x] (ϕ → ψ) → ([C:x] ϕ → [C:x] ψ)
[C:x] ϕ → [B:y] [C:x] ϕ
¬ [C:x] ϕ → [B:y] ¬ [C:x] ϕ
¬ [C:x] ⊥ ∧ [C:x] ϕ → ¬ [B:x] ⊥ ∧ [B:x] ϕ
¬([i:λ] ϕ ∧ [i:λ] ¬ϕ)

(RN[C:x] )
(K[C:x] )

(4[C:x],[B:y] )
(5[C:x],[B:y] )
(In [C:x],[B:x] )
(D[i:λ] )
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One of the most powerful tools to explain and predict an agent's behavior is to describe him thanks
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agents. Besides it is interesting to notice that, even if the government as a whole believes that war
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is to provide a logical framework to represent the concept of group belief and to describe its
features and its links with individual mental attitudes. It also appears that group belief in this sense
results from a debate between group members. The second aim of this dissertation is thus to
highlight the close link existing between group belief, dialog and speech acts.
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